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Sheriff's
plan clears
up warrants

Gore concedes election
(AP) — Five weeks after Election Day, George W. Bush at last'
laid claim to the presidency
Wednesday night with a pledge to
"seize this moment" and deliver reconciliation and unity to a nation
divided. Al Gore exited the tortuously close race, exhorting the
nation to put aside partisan rancor and support its new chief exec-

utive.
"I was not elected to serve one
party, but to serve one nation,"
America's soon-to-be 43rd president told Americans in a nationally televised address from the
chamber of the Texas House of
Representatives. The Texas governor chose that setting, he said,
because he had been able to work

there with Democrats and Republicans alike.
"Our nation must rise above a
house divided," he said hopefully,
echoing a reference from Scripture spoken by Abraham Lincoln
during the Civil War. "Our votes
may differ, but not our hopes."
His wife, Laura, beamed from
the sidelines, and got her own

standing ovation when Bush spoke
of her future role as first lady.
Bush was preceded by Gore, who
delivered his call for national unity
in a televised concession.
"May God bless his stewardship of this country," the vice president said of the Republican who
vanquished him. Gore, who called
Bush to concede shortly before
his speech, joked that he had
promised not to "call him back
this time," a reference to the concession he phoned to Bush on
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Bush must
unite nation
in aftermath
of election

COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Dozens of people lured by
the prospect of collecting
unclaimed tax money instead
ended up in jail.
It was part of an elaborate plan by Kenton County
Sheriff Chuck Korzenborn to
catch people wanted on outstanding warrants.
People came from across
the country, thinking they had
appointments with the Kentucky Department of Tax Reclamation, an agency that doesn't exist. They were greeted
by a sign declaring they were
in the right place.
The sheriff's office sent out
the bogus notices and put up
the fake sign as part of a
two-year plan to clear up outstanding warrants.
In the end, 72 people from
as far away as Florida spent
the night in jail. Many didn't
catch on to the ruse even
atter being arrested, asking if
the money they thought was
forthcoming could be used as
bail.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The race for an open Senate
seat in eastern Kentucky was
by far the most expensive legislative race in the state's history.
The two candidates —
Democrat Ray S. Jones II and
Republican state Rep. Chris
Ratliff, both lawyers in Pikeville
— spent a combined $917,000,
according to campaign finance
records filed Wednesday. About
a tenth of the total was spent
on the dubious practice of
"vote hauling."
"I'm shocked, too," Ratliff
said upon learning the total from
a reporter. He lost to Jones
by 1,700 votes for the 31st
District seat. The district contains Pike and Letcher counties.
Jones reported spending
spent
Ratliff
$514,000
$403,000 With 33,000 votes
cast, the cost was nearly $28
per vote. The previous record
— for the same seat, as it
happened — was $636,000 in
the 1996 Democratic primary,
when Gary Johnson upset
incumbent Kelsey Friend Sr.
in another battle of Pikeville
lawyers. Johnson stayed in the
General Assembly for one term
and did not seek re-election.

Election Night and later withdrew.
Bush said it had been a "gracious call" from Gore, adding, "I
understand how difficult this
moment must be" for him.
The two made plans to meet
in Washington on Tuesday.
The world also prepared for a
new American leader. British Prime
Minister Tony Blair sent Bush
good wishes shortly after Gore's
concession. "It was a long and
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County recovers from ice storm
By MORGAN HARDY
Staff Writer
The tail end of a winter cold front spent through Calloway County Wednesday, yet local motorists apparently
were prepared, according to local law enforcement agencies.
No wrecks with injuries were reported over the past
two days, even with ice coating portions of many county roads.
Ricky Harris, dispatcher for the Murray Police Department, was surprised by the lack of incidents.
"It's unusual," Harris said. "We've usually got at least
one wreck to cover, but we haven't had anything."
On his shift, Harris said the only incident was a pizza
deliverer who bumped into a telephone pole, but had driven off before the police arrived. All the same, the department took some precautions for the weather, including putting
snow chains on two of the cruisers.

But those cruisers never even left the lot, Harris said.
"The only reason for it is that people must have been
driving less and driving slower yesterday," he added. "I
know I was."
Fortunately, Calloway County fared better than many
in western and central Kentucky. Snows of up to four
inches were reported in a band from Owensboro to
Carslisle County. Kentucky State Police Post I in Mayfield fielded nearly two dozen accident reports.
The chilled conditions began clearing off today, with
temperatures already above freezing and anticipated to
rise through the rest of the week.
By Saturday, daily high temperatures are predicted to
rise to 58 degrees after spending parts of the past two
days in the teens.
After that, however, another cold front is expected that
could plunge the thermometers back to subfreezing temperatures by next Tuesday.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
By .the time U.S. Vice President
Al Gore stepped to the podium
Wednesday night to officially and
publicly announce his concession to
Texas Gov. George W. Bush, making the son of former president George
Bush the 43rd president in the nation's
history, many local observers were
JACKSON
simply ready to move on.
over
it
have
to
glad
actually
"I'm
with," said Winfield Rose, a political science professor at Murray State University. "I think everybody
feels that way."
After five weeks of hard-fought court battles and
heartfelt appeals by both candidates, even those with
strong Democratic Party ties could not help but express
a measure of relief that the most controversial presidential race in history had finally come to an end.
"We need to drop the rhetoric and put down the
swords," Democratic state Sen. Bob Jackson said Wednesday evening. "I think it's time to get this wrapped
up."
In fact, much of the talk among local political
observers Wednesday revolved more around the faulty
Florida election process than which candidate would
be taking his place in the White House.
"Obviously, I'm disappointed (that Gore lost)," said
Paul Randolph, chair of the Democratic Party in Calloway County. "Certainly, I think everyone should
take a look at the terrible ordeal we went through in
Florida. I think it's very important that we look back
on all the problems and deficiencies and work very
hard to correct the weaknesses."
According to Rose, however, many of the deficiencies were caused by the Florida voters themselves.
"I think the opinion that votes in Florida were not
counted and that Gore would have won if they had
been is totally false," he said. "The voters were given
every opportunity to vote preferences. They were either
too careless or too stupid to get their ballots marked
correctly."
"I think we've been a little smug that there weren't
any problems with our form of government," Randolph said. "If you only have 50 percent of your
population voting, you've got a problem. Maybe this
will convince people that every vote really does count."
Jackson echoed Randolph's opinion that the problems caused by this year's election could serve as a

• See Page 2

Closer to agreement?
Coe touts goals of
hospital foundation
By AMY WILSON
Managing Editor
Go downtown and find someone
on the street. Ask if he is from
Murray and then ask him to name
the three things he is proudest of
in town.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital CEO Ike Coe is hoping that the
hospital will be on that list.
And in order to get there, Coe
COE
said the new Community Healthcare Foundation will play an important role.
Coe and other hospital and foundation officials

met this week with members of the media to discuss the foundation and its role in the community.
The hospital and the county are currently locked
in a dispute regarding the transfer of hospital funds
and assets to the foundation.
"I think there have been concerns expressed by
both sides of this issue that we are not doing enough
to educate the community about our purpose," Coe
said. 'It is very difficult for people to oppose the
programs the foundation is supporting."
The mission of the foundation is to support the
hospital in ensuring high quality healthcare for local

• See Page 2

'Understanding' sets
path for court action
By AMY WILSON
Managing Editor
A "preliminary understanding"
between Calloway County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins and hospital officials may soon land the
conflict regarding the Community Healthcare Foundation in
court.
"There has been a preliminary understanding that I would
consider reoamidlending to the
fiscal court that we file civil action
in Calloway Circuit Court to
determine the propriety of funds
moved from the hospital board
to the foundation," Elkins said.

The dispute has been ongoing for several months over the
transfer of more than $1.35 million in funds and assets from
the hospital to the foundation.
Randy
Attorney
County
Hutchens noted in a May opinion that the issue is one of public accountability and that the
hospital has given public money
to a corporation that is not subject to any connection and control by the city or county.
Hutchens suggested returning

II See Page 2
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NI Gore ...
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agonizing wait for • you, l'rn, very
glad it is finally settled," Blair
said.
Victorious Republicans, in conciliatory and sympathetic tones, pre
pared to claim control of both the
White House and Congress for the
first time in more than 45 years,
while Democrats talked ominously of deep partisan schisms and
condemned the U.S. Supreme Court
ruling that pushed Gore from the
race.
"This might be the end of a
campaign, but it's just the beginning of a much longer, difficult
process," Sen. George Voinovich,
R-Ohio, said.
In a televised address that lasted less than 10 minutes, Gore
mixed words of unity with the
unmistakable message that he felt
wronged by the Supreme Court
ruling that stopped the Florida
recount and prompted his concession.
"While I strongly disagree with
the court's decision, I accept it,"
BUSH
he said. "I accept the finality of
this outcome."
to reach out to Gore chairman
He allowed there would be time William Daley — a move that led
for disagreements down the road, to the scheduling of the two rivals'
but said "now is the time to rec- meeting next week. And he dustognize that that which unites us ed off transition plans laid doris greater than that which divides mant by the legal wrangling, as
us."
aides reminded reporters that a
Leaving the White House office Democrat or two were certain to
that he soon will vacate, Gore was join the Bush administration.
greeted outside by cheering supIn his first act as presidentporters who chanted "Gore in Four," elect, Bush will attend a "prayer
a hopeful wish for his political and hope" church service Thursrevival in 2004.
day in Austin, spokeswoman Karen
Bush moved quickly into the Hughes said. "He wants to start
breach, asking the Texas Democ- this on a message of prayer and
ratic House speaker to introduce healing," she said.
him fel-his national aiidtess. He
Eaarmove Was caFcuTafelto-fied
told campaign chairman Don Evans divisions caused by the brutal,

• Coe ...
From Page 1
residents. Three Initial projects
include supporting the Angels Community Clinic, the School Nurse
Program and services for senior
adults.
Coe noted that changes in health
care, including the hospital being
reimbursed less, impact MCCH
significantly.
"We've been able to do things
over the past few years that other
health systems haven't," Coe said.
"The reason is because we have
been successful. We believe that
six, eight or even 10 years from
now that we won't be able to
bring the type of health care to
this community that the hospital
board would like.
-We will have to go out and
find other funding sources. That
is basically what this foundation
is all about. Right now, the hospital can fund its own programs
and technology. That might not
always be the case.Coe explained that there are
people in the community who can
help establish an endowment for
the hospital that will make a difference and allow Murray to do
MURRAY
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things that smaller communities
are unable to, especially with the
purchase of medical equipment.
"All Ike -are -Ityifig to do is
acquaint the community with the
foundation," Coe said. "People have
gotten involved in examining the
transfer of funds and the formation of the structure. Those aren't
the questions. I think everyone
here on the foundation is willing
to address those concerns.
"The larger issue is are we
doing the right thing for this community," he said.
"I hope we always have
resources to be involved in community projects," Coe said. "I feel
that long-term projects will need
to be the renewal of the hospital
physical plant. We may be talking about the need for a new XYZ
because it is old or doesn't work
and may need the foundation to
help."
MCCH board chairman Scott
Seiber said that much of the current controversy is rooted in the
past.
"I think a lot goes back to not
just the transfer of funds, but goes
back to the history of the hospital board and doing things in secret,"
he said. "I think the only way to
refute it is to not do anything in
secret and to prove that we can
be trusted. Time is what it will

five-week election
postscript. His man:
date in doubt. Bush
already is being
urged to curb his
legislative agenda,
particularly the $1.3
trillion program of
tax cuts over 10
years.
Across
the
nation, Americans
took stock and
looked forward —
with
hope
and
doubts.
"The
most
important thing is
that we've gotten a
new president without violence, without undue civil
unrest, and that
speaks highly of our
country, our democracy," said Tobey
Lewallen, a salesfrom
man
Williamsburg,
Mich, who voted
for Bush.
Anthony Joern, a college professor in Lincoln, Neb., who backed
Gore, questioned whether Bush
would be able to lead the nation,
saying, "I think his stated ability
to be a consensus builder is much
overblown."
Speaking for many was Mark
Abbey, who works in a bar in
Topeka, Kan. "The biggest part,"
he said, "is I'm glad it's over."
Reacting to Democratic criticism, Justice Clarence Thomas told
high school students that the court
ihoT Influenced by the politics
of the presidency or Congress.

"We happen to be in the same
city but we might as well' be on
entirely different planets," said
Thomas, nominated to the bench
by Bush's father. "We have no
axes to grind."
A few miles away, the doors
to a government-run,_ transition
office were readied to be open to
Bush by the General Services
Administration.
A formal ceremony was scheduled for Thursday. Florida's GOPled Legislature also
awaited word from
Gore,
deferring
plans to appoint a
backup slate of state
electors loyal to
Bush.
Gore topped his
GOP rival by more
than 300,000 votes
out of 103 million
ballots cast nationwide. But Florida's
25 electoral votes,
to be cast Dec. 18
and counted Jan. 6,
would give Bush a
total of 271 — one
more than the 270
required to win the
presidency, and four
more than Gore.
And thus closed
an election for the
history books, the
closest in 124 years.
On
Inauguration
Day Jan. 20, the
Texas governor will
become:
— The first presidential candidate since Benjamin Harrison in
1888 (and only the fourth-in American history) to lose the national
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sad that people who have ques- _the mone_y_to the hospital, dissolving
tions about the hospital or the the foundation and, if other solufoundation should just ask him.
tions fail, filing a lawsuit against
-1 think there has been a change the hospital and its board memin this and I would hope you bers.
would trust us until we prove to
An opinion from the law firm
be untrustworthy," he said. "I will of Wyatt, Tarrant and Combs
answer your questions."
requested by the hospital disagreed
In defending the transfer of funds with Hutchens' report.
from the hospital to the founda"This is a last resort for us,"
tion, Seiber said that it has been lElkins said.
have no idea when
a "non-issue" for him from the it could be resolved. There haven't
beginning.
been any decisions made. I don't
"We did this on the best advice speak for the fiscal court, and the
we had available to us at the fiscal court doesn't speak for the
time," he said. "We all felt com- hospital board.
"I think it is sad when we as
fortable. The more I think about
it, the more I think we should the fiscal court representing the peohave gone to court in the begin- ple of Murray and Calloway Counning. If the court rules that we ty are in the position where we
have done something wrong, with- have to sue ourselves to ensure
in 48 hours, I will call a board public funds are properly handled,"
meeting and it will probably be a
10-0 vote to change it."
Kathie Pierce, executive director of the foundation, noted the
need to "friend-raise, as well as From Page 1
fund-raise."
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he said.
What
does
appear to be settled is that if the
matter is taken to
court, both parties have agreed
that the fiscal
court will initiate the proceedings.
ELKINS
Elkins said
that he insisted
upon three conditions before moving forward:
• The hospital agreed not to
exclude Elkins from any executive sessions.
• The hospital agreed not to go
into executive session to discuss
the litigation.
• The hospital agreed not to

use insurance carrier attorneys to
prolong the proceedings. The hOipital and foundation plan to use
Wyatt. Tarrant and Combs in the
defense of any action filed by the
fiscal court.
Elkins said he plans to ask for
a vote on a fiscal court resolution
at the next hospital board meeting. The resolution, approved by
the fiscal court in July, seeks the
return of all funds and assets that
had been transferred to the foundation by the hospital.
Although the resolution was
introduced to the board several
months ago, it was tabled and has
not been back up for discussion.
"The public has the right to know
what the positions are of those board
members as individuals," Elkins
said.

"I think what has gone on over
the last five weeks has been healthy
for democracy and the process,"
Jackson said. "I think America
will be stronger for it."I'm not going to give up my
citizenship," Randolph joked. "I've
spent my whole life encouraging
young people to vote. I think there
are a number of issues that have
to be worked out before our democracy can function normally again."
While the U.S. Supreme Court's
decision to halt the Florida ballot
recounts earlier in the week prompted political observers around the
country to question the precedent
being set by the intervention of
the federal court system in a state
election process, Rose said the
actions of the Florida court system left no other alternative.
"I think (the U.S. Supreme
Court) had to (step in)," he said.
"I don't think they had any choice.
I think that's true from a legal
and practical standpoint."
"I never thought Florida would
be able to resolve this on its own,"
Jackson said. "Someone had to
resolve it."

just disappointed by the outcome,"
McConnell said. "There was clearly a federal question here. I think
it's been concluded by the institution that Americans have the
most respect for."
Now, though, after what many
consider a tainted election, Bush
will face the dual challenge of
not only adjusting to life in the
White House, but also regaining
the trust of the majority of the
American people.
"Obviously, the country's very
divided," Jackson said. "This next
president is going to have the
responsibility of reaching across
the aisle and uniting the country.
The country needs to back our
next president."

"I think Bush will have a honeymoon period where the American people will want him to have
level of success," McConnell said.
"I think the American people are
going to warm to President Bush."

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell, a
Republican, said in a teleconference Wednesday afternoon that the
involvement of the U.S. Supreme
Court was unavoidable.
"The critics are those who are

"That's his challenge," Rose said
of the daunting task now facing
Bush. "He campaigned as a mediator and a facilitator, and he's
going to get the chance to prove
it now."

•Bush ...

"If we are going to be able to
have an influence, we have to
establish ourselves," said Ken Winters, foundation chairman. "The
community has to feel warm about
us. They have to trust us."

wake-up call for states to seriously examine their election
processes. He also said that even
though the democratic process was
battered and bruised, it is no danger of perishing.
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Condoleezza Rice and GOP running mate- Dick Cheney held top
positions in the first Bush presidency and are slated for senior
roles in the second.
Cheney visited conservative
Republicans on Capitol Hill, telling
reporters afterward, "We're moving forward on the,transition."
Bush may soon join Cheney in
the nation's capital; aides said that
a trip to Washington next week
was being planned, including a
courtesy call on President Clinton, congressional Democrats.
"I know America wants reconcilation and unity," Bush told the
nation. "I know Americans want
progress. And we must seize this
moment and deliver."
Advisers said Democrats are
under consideration for Cabinet
posts, including Sen. John Breaux,
D-La.
Also mentioned in GOP circles:
Rep. Charles Stenholm, D-Texas,
former Sens. J. Bennett Johnston,
D-La., and Sam Nunn, D-Ga., and
former Dallas Democratic Party
chairman Sandy Kress.
Bush's schedule is in flux, but
aides said a presidential-style news
conference was likely this week.
They debated whether to roll out
White House staff and Cabinet
appointments or delay the activity while Bush builds an image as
a uniter.
With the Senate evenly split,
the House nearly so and Florida
falling to Bush by a near-invisiGORE
ble 537 votes, it was fitting that
the U.S. Supreme Court voted 5connections, both to raise money 4 against recounts in the state —
and build the foundation of a new a decision they nine justices knew
administration.
was tantamount to awarding Bush
Andrew Card, Colin Powell, the White House.

• Court ...

take,"
Coe, who began work in July,

1001

Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071-1040

popular vote but win the state
electoral contest,- thus the -White
House. Harrison's foe, Grover
Cleveland, rebounded to win the
presidency in 1893, offering a
glimmer of hope for Gore who,
at 52, may want to make another run at the White House.
— The nation's second fatherson presidential team after John
Adams(1791-1801)and John Quincy Adams (1825-1829). Bush has
relied on his well-to-do family's
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McConnell said he believes Bush
will be able to win America's trust
"a whole lot easier than Gore
would have."
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Clinton urges
nation to unite

Care funds needed
WASHINGTON (AP) — States
--heed more-federatmcrney terpay for
child care, an advocacy group argues in a new.report that focuses on
the South but highlights problems
across the country.
"There ought to be sufficient
funds to serve all families who
need and seek it," said Sarah Shuptrine, president of the Southern Institute on Children and Families,
which was releasing its report
Wednesday.
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But Shuptrine said the Southern
task force, which spent a year
studying the issue, was unable to
estimate how many children need
child care and are not getting it.
Last week, the Department of
Health and Human Services reported that just 12 percent of U.S.
children who are eligible for federally subsidized child care got it last
year.
But that report also did not attempt to estimate thP actual need.

AYLESBURY, England (AP)
— President Clinton urged the nation on Thursday to abandon the
bitter divisions of the postelection
fight for the White House and unify
behind President-elect Bush "without rancor and personal attack."
Speaking from British Prime
Minister Tony Blair's country retreat, Clinton thanked the American
people "for their patience, passion
and patriotism" during the protracted legal battle between Bush
and Vice President Al Gore. He
promised to do everything he could
"in the days of service left to me"
to help Bush get off to a good start.

DEATHS
Joe Pat Bailey

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Joe Pat Bailey, North Eighth Street, Murray, died Wednesday, Dec.
13, 2000, at I p.m. at St. Thomas Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Gary Dale Kirks
Gary Dale Kirks, 38, Texarkana, Ark., died Wednesday, Dec. 6,
2000, at 11 p.m. at Wadley Hospital, Texarkana.
An Army veteran, he was manager of a restaurant and a member
of Grace Baptist Church. Born Dec. 5,1962, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Romuel Kirks and Willa Dean Burkeen Housden.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Stacey Kirks; three daughters, Ashley Kirks, Murray, and Kimberly Kirks and Elizabeth Kirks, both of
Texarkana, one son, Jason Kirks, Murray; three brothers, Timmie Kirks
and wife, Sue, Emboden, Ark., and Wade Kirks and wife, Shelia, and
Larry Kirks and wife, Maria, all of Murray; several aunts, uncles,
nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home. The Rev. Calvin Clark and the Rev. Roberts will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Timmie, Wade, Larry, Jeff and Timothy Kirks
and Allen Dunn. Burial will follow in Ledbetter Baptist Church Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 11 a.m. Friday.

IN THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT..(From left) United Way board chairman Bills Wells presents
United Way Director Peggy Billington, United Way office manager Samantha Haneline and
United Way campaign chairman Tab Brockman with a check for $5,000 from the Murray Rotary Club.
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2000, at 5:05 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Her husband, Lucas Ingram, died in 1964. Also preceding her in
death were three sons, Louis (Jim Bo) Ingram, Carl Ingram and Robert
Ingram. Born April 17, 1908, in Trigg County, she was the daughter
of the late Charlie Bohannon and Addie Stalls Bohannon.
Mrs. Ingram was a member of Ferguson Springs Baptist Church.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Lamb, and one son.
Johnny Ingram and wife. Nancy, all of Murray; eight grandchildren.
Rosemary Lutz, Cathy Lamb, Karen Bast, Dana Holland, Debbie Todd,
Stacey Atkins, Sam Ingram and Angelia Ingram; seven great-grandchildren.'
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But many farmers now say that
system has driven up quota lease
prices based on anticipated income.
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Trust examines farmer payout

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— The of worms," Gov. Paul Patton, the
Kentucky Tobacco Settlement board's chairman, said Tuesday.
Trust Corp. has decided to re-ex- "But that's OK. We're in the worm
amine the issue of how tobacco business."
farmers are paid from a cigarette
The board voted Tuesday to
meet again within 30 days to discompany trust fund.
The board will review i-hether cuss the contentious issue.
Last year, the board voted to
payments from the trust should be
"locked in- on a particular year's make trust payments — often retobacco distribution, or whether ferred to as Phase Two of the toshould reapply annually bacco settlement — based on the
farmers
Dec.
Tuesday.
died
Tenn.,
Paris,
78,
Grubbs,
Callicott
Mrs. Carnell
amount of tobacco quota any parbased on the previous crop year.
12, 2000. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
ticular farmer owned, leased -Of
can
_3,
July
another
opened
up
BOLTI
"We've
She was .a yetired .employeeof Union Planters Bank.
Robert
late
the
of
aughter
d
*
the
was
she
1922, in Henry County, Tenn.,
Sidney Callicott and Bettie Crutcher Callicott. One sister, Mrs. Ann
Bell, died March 12. 1999, and one brother, Marvin Callicott, also
preceded her in death.
Mrs. Grubbs is survived by her husband. Howard Grubbs, to whom
she was married in November 1943; one daughter, Mrs. Lynda Gar• Bibles • Books (Free Engraving)• Gaither Videos & Tapes
ner and husband, Cecil, Palmersville, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Betty
-Buddy
brother
e
Grove,_Tennon
Cottage
Dan,
husband
and
Paschall
•2000-01 UK Media Guides,
Callicott, Paris; one grandchild, Natasha Garner; three stepgrandchilPosters & Prints
dren; four great-stepgrandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy
& MSU Die-Cast
UK
Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. David Jackson will officiate.
Collectible Banks
Pallbearers are Andy Paschall, Mike Hutson, Steve Marlow, David
will
Burial
Greenup.
Delmus
and
Killebrew
Bell, Larry Brown, Gene
Open Friday Evenings til
follow in Walker Cemetery there.

The funeral for Mrs. Mary B. Ingram will be Friday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Richard Edmiston will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be pianist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Billy Ray Adams, Hubert Reed, Kerry Todd,
Sant Ingram. David Forth and David Grooms. Burial will follow in
Hematite Cemetery in Land Between the Lakes.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
Mrs. Ingram, 92, Kirksey Road, Murray, died Tuesday, Dec. 12,
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A uniter, not a divider

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
(AP)- Excerpts of editorials following the U.S.
Supreme Court decision ruling out more recounts
in Florida's contested election and putting Texas
Gov. George W. Bush on track to become the
nation's 43rd president.
The New York Times:
The United States Supreme Court has brought
the presidential election to a conclusion in favor
of Gov. George W. Bush, but its decision to bar
a recount in Florida comes at considerable cost to
the public trust and the tradition of fair elections.
Our national history bears the comforting lesson that the American people's confidence in the
rule of law and the stability of their institutions
will not be damaged in the long run.
It is incumbent on citizens and elected officials
alike to respect the authority of the ruling and the
legitimacy of the new presidency whether or not
they agree with the court's legal reasoning. In the
short term, Mr. Bush and Vice President Al Gore
bear great responsibility for bringing the nation
together in spirit if not in immediate political
agreement.
Mr. Bush needs to be gracious and unifying in
victory, and Vice President Gore must master the
difficult task of placing the national need for continuity ahead of any bitterness he may feel.

end, it is inconceivable that the result will be any
different.
Los Angeles Times:
In its immediate effect, the U.S. Supreme Court's
ruling Tuesday evening would seem to deal a
crushing blow to Vice President Al Gore's flickering presidential hopes.
But longer term, the extraordinarily bitter set of
decisions this case has generated will taint this
court with disquieting questions about its distance
from the partisan fray. ...
The decision appears to put Gore in a no-win
situation, one which Democratic leaders began to
acknowledge soon after its release. And with few
if any remaining legal options, the pressure on the
vice president to concede from within his own
party has begun to mount.
But should he concede, Gore will do so believing, as do many Americans, that a full vote count
in Florida — a step this court has now effectively blocked — was the only fair way to decide
this election.

The Honolulu Advertiser:
It may have all come down to this: A hurried,
angry and clearly chaotic opinion from the U.S.
Supreme Court may have settled this most astounding presidential contest.
(The decision) created a legal and political absurNew York Daily News:
that will be almost impossible to unravel.
dity
the
as
divided
as
The U.S. Supreme Court was
and his team wisely withheld any concession
Gore
the
in
decision
its
rendered
it
as
nation
the
of
rest
presidential election case late last night. On the or talk of further legal maneuvering last night.
narrowest,5-to-4 vote, the high court's conserva- But this morning will find them facing painfully_
tive wing reversed the Florida Supreme Court's few legal options.
Their best hope — and it is a narrow one —
ruling requiring a statewide hand count, leaving
is that the Dec. 12 'safe harbor' date chosen by
thousands of ballots untallied.
It also sent the matter back to the Florida courts. Florida for a binding selection of its electors is
Whether that was for last rites or simply to dodge somehow not binding ...
At midnight last night, the only person in Amerresponsibility is yet to be determined.
While the high court seemed to have handed ica who could take this back from a shattered
George W. Bush a victory, the Texas governor court system and restore it to the political sphere,
wisely decided not to address the nation last night the people, was Al Gore himself.
He faced a painful choice and, arguably, a most
until the full meaning of the ruling could be parsed.
But it seems the Supreme Court has effective- unfair one. But it seemed obvious. It was time to
ly substituted its judgment for the will of the vot- concede.
ers. In doing so, it may have handed the White
The Arizona Republic:
House to the wrong man.
This has been a remarkable test of our constitutional institutions. While it was difficult, the sysNew York Post:
Late last night the curtain came down on Vice tem worked in very trying circumstances, producing a principled result.
President Al Gore's quest for the White House.
There are even more difficult tests facing our
It is time for Gore to recognize this. And to
nation, both leaders and citizens.
do the right thing.
Choosing a president deeply divided this counHe must concede the election and bring the
try. The vote was, in actuality, too close to accumadness to an end.
Certainly the United States Supreme Court — rately count. A final determination was made by
in reversing Florida's top appellate court and effec- a 5-4 federal court decision reversing a 4-3 state
tively ending ballot recounts in the Sunshine State court decision.
The stability of the future of American democ— left Gore no reasonable hope.
It was not a clear ruling, by any means. And racy, a beacon for the world, requires a peaceful
it is possible that the vice-president's lawyers will transition. That requires grace from the losers, and
humanity from the winners.
see a ray of hope or two in the decision.
Now is a time for acceptance, conciliation, and
But to pursue them would be to subject the
healing.
the
in
and,
—
nation to wholly unnecessary agony
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WASHINGTON (AP) — His
fragile election margin confirmed
by a fractured U.S. Supreme Court,
George W. Bush now must prove
that as president he can be a uniter,
not a divider, as he pledged from
countless platforms in his campaign against Al Gore.
Bush's first step in trying was
to avoid claiming victory — crowing — at the court decision that
put him on the threshold of the
White House. He was silent Tuesday night and his representative
was conciliatory.
"This has been a long and arduous process for everyone involved
on both sides," James A. Baker
III, the former secretary of state,
said in Tallahassee, Fla., where
the final, overtime contests of the
2000 election were waged, to an
apparent end five weeks after Election Day.
He said Bush and running mate
Dick Cheney were pleased and
gratified at the Supreme Court's
extraordinary late night ruling Tuesday.
Gore's response will be a factor in determining how difficult
the unity quest may be. The final
court blow was a devastating one
for the vice president, who believes
he, not Bush, won the hairbreadth__
Florida election that decided the
White House.
With the 25 Florida electoral
votes apparently secure for Bush,
now that the court has reversed
the state Supreme Court order of
the partial recount Gore said would
prove him the winner, the Texas
governor would have 271 electoral votes when those are cast
by the electoral college next Monday. That is one more than a
majority. Gore has 267.
The vice president, who won
the nationwide popular vote by
about three-tenths of one percent,
lost Florida by 537 votes according to certified returns that included a partial hand recount that did
not go as far as the Gore camp
sought.
But it is the verdict, not the
margin, that counts, and it went
against Gore, the Supreme Court
majority deciding that there could

PERSPECHVE ON POLITICS

not be a constitutionally valid
recount of the remaining contested votes and still keep to the electoral vote timetable set by a federal law the Florida Legislature
followed in setting up it's election code. Dissenters said there
was time, and that the court left
open what Jesse Jackson called
"the sliver of an opening."
Gore was silent, his chairman,
William Daley, saying it would
take time to analyze the decision.
But other Democrats said it was
time to yield.
Lawrence Tribe, the Harvard
Law School professor who argued
for Gore in an earlier Supreme
Court round, said it would be up
to Gore to press such a point, but
"I can't believe that there will be
an act three in the court."
Soon after the decision was
announced, Ed Rendell, the bluntspoken general chairman of the
Democratic Party, said it *as frustrating but the end for Gore. "He
should act now and concede," Rendell, a former mayor of Philadelphia, said on NBC.
But Joe Andrew, chairman of
the Democratic National Committee, disputed him, saying that what
Rendell said was unauthorized and
outrageous.
Democratic Sen. Robert Torricelli of New Jersey had said the
same thing. "Clearly, the race for
the presidency has come to an
end," Torricelli said. "George Bush
is going to be the next president
of the United States.
"I'm certain that Al Gore will
be gracious about it," he said.
Gore was said to be reviewing
the court decision with nothing to
say about it before Wednesday.
"It sounds like we lost," said
W. Dexter Douglass, one of the
lawyers who had argued Gore's
challenges in Florida.

After the court decided 5-4 to
halt the partial recounts the Florida 'court had ordered on Friday,
there were Democratic complaints
that the justices had intruded on
politics where they didn't belong,
and that the decision was one colored by politics, not founded on
law.
But Tribe said after the Tuesday night ruling that the place of
the high court in American life
"is such that we all should rally
around, even if we disagree with
the results."
Torricelli earlier had said that
when there was a winner, by court
or by recount, be it Bush or Gore,
he should fly to the home base
of the loser and appear with him
in a call for national unity.
As John F. Kennedy flew from
Paul Beach, Fla., to meet with
Richard M. Nixon after Kennedy's
1960 victory, by two-tenths °La. _percentage point in the popular
vote but with a solid electoral college margin. They conferred privately.
While Republicans said the
Supreme Court ruling was it for
Gore, the Bush camp avoided
instant victory claims. Baker, Bush's
representative in the Florida contest, said the Texas governor was
pleased, but went no further.
Bush made no statement himself. Aides had said before the
ruling that if it went his way, he
would not immediately start naming officials to a new Republican
administration, but first would act
to heal the divisions of the campaign and the disputed election
five weeks ago.
They said Bush could be expected to deliver a unity speech and
meet with congressional leaders,
Democrats as well as Republicans.

Water way to get ahead
My friend and former student,
Kris Neely is going around the
world in eight months by boats.
He will sail or paddle or ferry
the Caribbean, the Amazon, the
Cape of Good Hope, the Zambesi, the Nile, the Jordan, the Mediterranean, the Ganges, the Yangtze,
the Pacific, and the Bering.
His purpose is to study the spiritual, economic, historical, and sociological relationships between people and water. His trip came through
his selection as a Wofford Presidential Scholar.
Many of Kris' family and classmates are following his odyssey
day by day through Kris' web
page on the Wofford College web
site (www.wofford.edu).
Heretofore a landlubber, Kris
spent his last days before setting
sail reflecting on water in his own
life, citing examples of his father
cooling him off in a shower when
he had''a temper tantrum and later
of his baptism by immersion.
Talking with Kris at length about
his plans raised my own submerged memories of the meaning
of water. Beyond the usual experiences of those who grow up near
a southern river and those who
were baptized by immersion in a
southern church, one water memory in particular popped up.
After I graduated from college
and had gone to work, I wanted
badly to go on to graduate school
for higher degrees in religion, but
there was no money. I applied frequently for scholarships, but each
time was turned down.
Finally, the Danforth Foundation agreed to interview me, and
I was to be interviewed by the
foundation president himself. Dr.
Kenneth I. Brown.
It was to be in Lexington. KY,
where I was working. The interview day came. and I met Dr. Brown
in a hotel suite downtown. It was
a pleasant half-hour conversation,
but at the end Dr. Brown showed
me a book he had written. "And
Be Baptized". He explained that
studying varying forms of baptism
had become a great interest to
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him, and his book described most
of the forms baptism took.
But he noted that a large Christian Church in Lexington was said
to have a unique form of immersion that he wanted to examine
while he was in town, and he
asked if I could meet him there
that afternoon and be the "candidate for baptism" as the minister
demonstrated his method to Dr.
Brown.
That February day had turned
out to be the coldest day of the
year. The temperature was at zero,
the wind-chill factor was below
zero, and the streets were covered
with ice. Somehow I slid back to
work and then back downtown to
play my part in the baptismal
demonstration. I donned a black
robe which had fishing weights
sewn in the hem to keep the robe
from floating, and met the minister, similarly attired, at the steps
leading down into the baptismal
pool. Dr. Brown sat out in the
sanctuary, watching through a window framing the pool.
As luck would have it, the cold
weather had blown out the hot
water heater, and the pool was
filled with icy water. The minister and I decided to tough it out,
and sucking in our breaths, we
descended into the pool. He stood
upright in the center and seated
me on a weighted metal stool.
Then, holding my nose and mouth.
he dunked me.
Not just once, however. Dr.
Brown came up to the window
and leaned in, asking us to repeat
it so that he could see better. We
did. Then he came around to the
steps and asked us to do it again.
We did. Then he asked us to wait
a minute, and he left. When he
returned, he had undressed and

donned a black robe, too, and
descended into the pool with us.
Then he watched from three angles
while the minister dunked me three
more times.
Then he said I might as well
learn how the American Baptists,
his denomination, baptized, and he
had me stand, and he dunked me.
By then I had been baptized seven
times, but was beginning to feel
close to being unsaved at all. The
question was whether I would
drown then or die of pneumonia
later.
Then Dr. Brown, knowing that
I was going to seminary, said I
should learn how to do a baptism. We switched roles, and he
became the candidate and I the
baptizer. I clasped his back with
one hand and put my other hand
over his mouth while pinching his
nose and leaned him backwards.
At that point I dropped him.
To make matters worst, this 65year-old was wearing a hearing
aid. As he disappeared beneath the
icy water, the hearing aid made a
loud sizzling noise. My only
thought was,"There goes my scholarship."
The story ends happily. Dr
Brown sputtered to the surface,
had me dunk him in at least three
different ways, and then ran out
of the pool to catch a plane. He
threw his wet underwear shorts
into my cubicle, and shouted to
me to dry them and mail them to
him. Without his hearing aid, he
didn't hear my good-bye.
A couple of months later I had
a six-year graduate fellowship to
Yale University. But I wonder to
this day what KIB's secretary in
St. Louis thought when she opened
that envelope and pulled out a
pair of men's shorts.
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Holiday revue
planned for
this weekend

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
During this snowy and icy weather, we should give a special
thanks to those men and women of the street and highway
departments for getting out early Wednesday morning to place
salt on the roads and especially the intersections for better
driving conditions.
With schools closed yesterday for the first snow day of the
current school year, it was a day to appreciate those school
officials who went out early in the wee hours of the morning
to check road conditions. School bus drivers are special people
as they transport our children and grandchildren to the various schools.

AT PARADE...Brownie Troop 2170 of Southwest Elementary School
participated in the
annual Murray Rotary Club Christmas Parade. Pictured are Erin
Jones, Haley McCuiston,
Emily McKnight, Tamara Turner, Jennifer Canter, Heather McGinnis, Taylor
Satterwhite and
Kate Walls.

Kids Company plans registration
Winter intersession registration for Kids' Company at both Murray Middle and Murray Elementary Schools will continue through
Friday. Registration will be from 3 to 6 p.m. at MMS and from
2:30 to 6 p.m. at MES. For more information call Alisa Dillard,
753-5125, ext. 172, or Peggy Chrisman, 753-5022, ext. 206.

Extension Council will meet

'Listening to Love' conference planned
"Listening to Love" Women's
Conference has been scheduled for
Saturday, Feb. 10, 2001, at First
Baptist Church, Murray.
This second conference is being
sponsored by The Fellowship of
Christian Women of WMU of the
church.
Members said "the conference
is to encourage, equip and inspire
women to become all God created them to be."
Sylvia Harney will be the guest
speaker. She says "I believe that
one of life's most rewarding experiences is a good laugh." In her
speaking, she addresses the realities of life from a humorous perspective.
Harney said she rediscovered
her gift for laughter in her early
twenties while attending Belmont
University in Nashville, Tenn. The
disappearance of laughter in her

Calloway Couivy Extension Council will have its regular meeting tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. at the 'Calloway County Farm
Bureau building at 310 South Fourth St., Murray. All members and
interested persons are invited.

Santa Workshop needs items
Santa Workshop is working to fill the needs of children for
Christmas. Sponsors are needed for children on the list of needs
for Christmas. Items appropriate for specific children can be left
at Angel Trees located at Wal-Mart, Big Lot's, Fred's, the Mattel
Toy Store, Fashion Bug and Firstar. Tax-deductible donations can
be mailed to the Angel Fund, 1169 Pottertown Rd., Murray, KY
42071. For information call 762-7333.

Singles plan activities
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Friday at 5:30
p.m. for dinner at August Moon and then attend a movie. On Saturday the SOS will have its Christmas party at 5:30 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. The SOS is for all singles whether divorced, widowed or never married. For information call Barbara at 436-5032
or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754 or Vickie after 4 p.m. at 759-5395.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Narcotics Anonymous will meet Friday and Sunday at 7 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church, Main and Broach Streets, Murray.
The only requirement for attendance is a desire to stop using
drugs. These are open meetings. For information call 762-0271 or•
436-5489.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making Council will have a special called meeting today (Thursday) at 3:15
p.m. at the school. This will be for the purpose of reviewing the
school report card.

Grace WMU plans meeting

WMU of Grace Baptist Church will meet tonight (Thursday) at
6:30 p.m. at the home of Carolyn Carroll Each one is asked bring
finger food and a gift. The van will leave the church at 6 p.m.

Memorial Primetime plans event

"Forever Christmas," a holiday
revue, will be presented Saturday
and Sunday in the Murray State
University Curris Center Theater
Performances will be at 2 p.m.
and 8 p.m. on both days.
Featured on the program will
be Mark Borum,Stephen D. Keene,
Brance Cornelius, Natalie Kru
pansky, Libby Frey and Aubry
Scholl.
For ticket reservations and for
further information call 762-4470.
$1 will be taken off the general
admission of $6 or MSU student
for $3 for two items to be donat
ed to Need Line.

life is part of her personal story
that she now shares with groups
across the country.
She is the author of "Married
Beyond Recognition" and "Every
Time I Go Home I Break Out in
Relatives." She describes both
books as "a joyful celebration of
love that lasts a lifetime, laughter
that lifts us up and as a gently
nudge to look for the treasures
hidden in ordinary, everyday life."
Worship leader will be Kristen
Wicker, currently in her senior at
Union University, Jackson, Tenn.,
majoring in Christian studies.
Active in campus ministries,
she leads praise and worship for
chapel services and is a student
coordinator of the campus women's
ministry called "Klaymata."
Wicker will return for her second year as a praise and worship
leader for the local conference.

Rally will be held at Bethel
Bethel Fellowship Church,located on Highway 94, nine miles
east of Murray, will host a youth
rally on Saturday at 7 p.m. for
all area teenagers and young adults.
Guest worship director and
speaker will be Clay Baggett,
youth pastor of the Extreme Youth
Crew and worship director at the
Millersville Assembly of God
Church near Nashville, Tenn.
Baggett is a singer/songwriter
who has a successfully youth group
of 200 to 300 teenagers and young
adults.

The band from the Extreme
Youth Crew will also be featured
on Saturday.
A give-away will be for the
first 50 youth who come to the
rally. Following the rally the group
is invited to eat pizza at Pagliai's in Murray.
"All area teenagers and young
adults are welcome to attend,"
said Conny Ottway, youth leader.
For more information and transportation call 753-0220 or 7620100.

Registration will be from 8 to the "Listening to Love" folder; oi
9 a.m. with the morning program register
online
at
from 9 a.m. to noon, lunch from (www.rjkeller.com/conference,htm
12:10 to I p.m. and afternoon pro- and mail your fee to Listening to
gram from I to 4 p.m.
Love Conference, First Baptist
Advanced individual tickets Church, 203 S. 4th St., Murray.
before Jan. 28, 2001, will be $20 KY 42071. Checks should be made
each.per person .or in .groups of payable to FBC Women2s- -Con- - -five or more prepaid will be $15 ference.
each. Box lunch, prepaid before Jan.
For more information call the
28 will be $5 each. After Jan. 28, church office, 753-1854, Monday
all registrations will be $30 each. through Friday from 8 a.m. to
All registrants must fill out an 4:30 p.m.; Denise Travis at 753
individual registration form using 4532; or Pam Keller at 759-5795.

MINNETONKA
MOCCASINS
Lariat Leather Additions
Men & Women Hardsole
Gifts of Distinction from the Southwest

CASA DEL SOL

1100 CHESTNUT
MURRAY
753-1133

All Ladies
Clothing

Primetime of Memorial Baptist Church will meet Friday at 7
p.m. at the church to leave by van to attend the "Old Fashion
Country Christmas Show" at Kentucky Opry at Draffenville.

Finish Your Holiday Shopping &
Help Out Your Community.
During This Week December
12-16 Bring In A Food Item For
Needline & Receive Double
Client Reward Points On Any
Avedcr Product.

Advent service at Immanuel

The weekly Advent service will be tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m.
at Immanuel Lutheran Church. A soup supper will be served prior
to the service.

Parents Night Out planned
Parents Night Out, "Santa's Workshop," will be Saturday from
5 to 10 p.m. at First United Methodist Church gym. This will be
a night of holiday fun and games with dinner at a cost of $2 per
person to be served at 6 p.m. Regular fees are hourly, depending
on the number of children staying. Reservations are required by
calling the church office.

4-H Dairy Club to meet Thursday

Calloway County 4-H Dairy Club will meet today (Thursday) at
5 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. Each child
needs to bring a newly purchased children's book to give to the
Angel Clinic. For more information call Gary Lawson at 489-2227.
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At Murray's Pier 1

• PG13-1:15-3:25- 7:15-9:25

n . GREAT
GIFT SELECTIONS

R- 1:05 - 3:45 - 7:05 - 9:45

00
C,

Vertical Limit
PG13 - 1:00 - 3:30 - 7:00 -9:30

0

Unbreakable

—STILL AVAILABLE—

PG13 - 1:00 - 3:35 - 7:00'! 9:35
: 102 Dalmatians
: G - 1:05 - 320 - 7:05 - 9:20
i The Grinch

:. P6. 130 -345 - 730 - 945
: Bounce

:. P613 - 1:00 - 3:40 - 7:00 - 9:40
University Plaza on Chestnut St.
Murray, KY • 753-1851

All t-shirt proceeds will be contributed to the Santa Prole( I
of Calloway County.
Proteetre 4Ar'row ae col1twirler ~der,/oarcAsse a

0

&We

aedfee sllgerkeate 500 to the Saeta Pere(
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Proof Of Life

0

OPEN WEEKNIGHTS TIL 8:00 PM

Purchase a t-shirt with The Essential
Day Spa logo on it, $12.00 each or $5
with a purchase of $50.

:

Program Information
Call 753-3314

Choose your products
& we'll gift wrap them FREE!
Gift Certificates Available
• Massage Therapy • Facials •AVEDA'
•Salt Glows • Hot Stone Massage
• Aromatherapy • Sugaring • Body Wraps
• Pedicures • Manicures

The EssentialDay Spa
1311 Johnson Blvd. • Murray, Kentucky

(270) 767-0760
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Red Sox introduce Ramirez
By The Associated Press
Back home from the winter meetings, teams showed off their stars.
Manny Ramirez's $160 million,
eight-year contract with Boston
was finalized Wednesday, as was
Todd Hundley's $23.5 million, fouryear deal with the Chicago Cubs.
"This kid has been the most
gifted hitter in the business," Red
Sox general manager Dan Duquette
said at Fenway Park. "We're a lot
stronger than we were."
There were new deals, too.
Shortstop Alex Arias agreed to
a $1.3 million, two-year contract
with the San Diego Padres; Atlanta
agreed to a one-year contract with
infielder Rico Brogna and a minor
league contract with infielder Kurt
Abbott; and Toronto agreed to minor
league contracts with seven players, including right-hander Jaime
Navarro and outfielder Ryan
Thompson.
Texas picked up three more free
agents, agreeing to minor league
contracts with outfielder Ruben
Sierra, left-hander Mike Munoz
and right-hander Kevin Foster.
On Monday, the Rangers agreed
to a record $252 million, 10-year
contract with shortstop Alex
Rodriguez, causing intense criticism

of the Rangers. A day later,
Rodriguez criticized the Mets and
general manager Steve Phillips.
"All I can say is I wish I could
play against Steve Phillips' team
and lead 24 guys to beat 'em up,"
Rodriguez said.
Phillips responded Wednesday:
"I think he cloth protest too
much for having a $250 million
contract," he said. "We wish him
the best."
In Boston, Ramirez said he wants
to help the Red Sox overtake the
New York Yankees, who have won
three straight World Series titles
and 26 in all since Boston last
won in 1918.
"I'm just tired to see New York
always win," he said.
In Cleveland, Indians general
manager John Hart was ready to
move on.
"He's the enemy now," Hart
said.
Cleveland offered $136 million
to retain Ramirez, its best hitter.
"It came down to the Boston
structure was significantly different than ours," Hart said. "We had
a signing bonus, but they had a
bigger signing bonus and so much
more was paid into the first three
or four years of the deal, where

SAYING HELLO.. The Boston
Red Sox introduced their
newest addition, slugging outfielder Manny Ramirez, durnews conference
ing
a
Wednesday.
ours was backloaded to fit our
payroll structure. This wasn't like
we were low-balling him or anything."
In Chicago, the Cubs announced
their deal with Hundley, which
was agreed to in Dallas, pending
a physical. Hundley grew up as a
Cubs fan, watching his father,
Randy Hundley, catch for them.

"This is really a dream come
true. More like a fantasy come true,"
the younger Hundley said. "I've
always wanted to play here and
to some home to the organization.
"To play at the place I was at
a lot as a kid, missing school ...
it's great to be home."
Arias, 33, hit .187 in 70 games
last year and is a career .269 hitter with 16 home runs and 184
RBIs. In 1999, he set career highs
with a .303 average, 105 hits, 20
doubles and four homers.
Arias is a nine-year veteran,
the last three with Philadelphia.
He will make $550,000 in 2001
and $750,000 in 2002. He can
make an additional $250,000 in
performance bonuses each season
if he has 600 plate appearances.
Two days after signing A-Rod,
the Rangers brought back Sierra
and Munoz.
Sierra, a 35-year-old outfielder,
hit .233 with one homer and seven
RBIs in 60 at-bats with the Rangers
last season after spending a year
with Cancun of the Mexican
League. With Triple-A Oklahoma,
he had 18 homers and 82 RBIs.
Munoz, a 35-year-old left-han-der, was 0-1—with -a 13.50 -ERA
for the Rangers in seven relief

appearances before tearing a tendon in his pitching elbow in April
and missing the rest of the year.
Atlanta, which lost Andres Galarraga, brought in Brogna, who was
hampered last season by a broken
left forearm.
Brogna, 29, averaged 21 home
runs and 96 RBIs from 1997-99
with the Philadelphia Phillies. Last
season, he hit .248 with one homer
and 13 RBIs in 38 games with
the Phillies before being claimed
off waivers by Boston in August.
He hit .196 with one homer and
eight RBIs in 43 games with the
Red Sox.
Abbott, 31, hit .217 with six
homers and 12 RBIs for the Mets
last season. He had a career-high
17 homers and 60 RBIs for the
Florida Marlins in 1995.
Navarro spent this year with
Milwaukee, Colorado and Cleveland, going a combined 0-6 with
a 10.53 ERA. He has a 116-126
career record with a 4.72 ERA in
12 seasons with Milwaukee, the
Chicago Cubs, the Chicago White
Sox and Cleveland.
Thompson, a former Blue Jays
prospect, split the season between
the Yankees and- Triple-A Colum- bus.

Stoudamire powers Blazers
past Los Angeles 96-86
their first 16 shots.
By The Associated Press
After the Lakers rallied to tie
Damon Stoudamire and the Portland Trail Blazers got some pay- the game by halftime, Stoudamire
back in the rematch of their rematch assumed the role of catalyst.
"Once I or my first bucket,
with the Los Angeles Lakers.
Stoudamire scored ad of his 21 things started rolling from there,"
points in the second half, and the Stoudamire said.
Stoudamire had a stretch of
Blazers manhandled the Lakers 9686 Wednesday night in the teams' eight field goals in 13 attempts
second meeting since last season's in the second half. He scored 11
thrilling seven-game Western Con- points in the third quarter and 10
in the fourth.
ference finals.
"Damon got aggressive, and did
The stakes were much lower
this time, but Portland found plen- what we needed him to do," said
ty of value in defeating the defend- Scottie Pippen, who had 18 points.
ing NBA champions. The Trail "We want that kind of play out
Blazers, who lost to the Lakers of him."
In other NBA games, Chicago
in the season-opener for both teams
in the first rematch, moved into beat Boston 104-86; Indiana defeata tie for second place in the Pacif- ed Dallas 97-92; Philadelphia
ic Division with Sacramento, a stopped Washington 102-82; Detroit
topped Atlanta 92-69; Charlotte
half-game behind Phoenix.
"We haven't been playing well upended
Sacramento
101-90;
against the elite teams in our con- Phoenix beat San Antonio 103-93;
ference," Stoudamire said. "This Milwaukee toppled Utah 111-102;
was something we could build on." Seattle edged Vancouver 94-93;
Rasheed Wallace had 25 points and Miami beat the Los Angeles
and 13 rebounds for Portland, which Clippers 94-88 in overtime.
While Portland is building on
constructed an early 10-point lead
when the Lakers missed 13 of Wednesday's victory, Los Angeles

is reeling.
The Lakers rallied from a 15point deficit in the fourth quarter
to win Game 7 of last season's
conference finals, and went on to
win the NBA title. Lately, Los
Angeles has been beatable.
The Lakers, who lost their second straight and for the fourth
time in five games, are troubled
by their recent slump.
"We've got to do some soulsearching," said O'Neal, who
missed 13 of his first 17 shots
and finished with 19 points on 7of-21 shooting. "We had a couple
of chances to get control, but we
kind of beat ourselves. They didn't beat us; they can't beat us."
Kobe Bryant scored 35 points
to lead the Lakers.
Heat 94, Clippers 88, OT
Tim Hardaway scored six of
his 21 points in overtime at Los
Angeles, including the go-ahead
shot, as Miami won for the sixth
time in seven games.
Anthony Mas,on led the Heat
with 24 points and 16 rebounds.
Eddie Jones added 22 points.

GETTING REVENGE...Portland point guard Damon Stoudamire
scored all 21 of his points in the second half as the Trailblazers exacted revenge on the Lakers 96-86.

JERRY RICE

49ers,
Rice may
be calling
it quits
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP)
— Jerry Rice could never leave
the 49ers quietly. If Sunday's game
is his last in San Francisco, he
wants it to be something to remember.
"I'd like_ to ket_..ffie stadium on _

Rice aid, smiling. 'All
need is that white horse to ride
off into the sunset. I just want to
give one more game back to the
fans."
Confirming what's been widely known for months, general manager Bill Walsh said Wednesday
that Rice probably will play the
final home game of his I6-year
San Francisco career on Sunday
against Chicago.
Walsh said he expects to release
Rice, the game's most prolific
receiver, on June I. The move
will give San Francisco about $2
million in salary cap room for
next season.
"He is the last (player) of significance from a bygone era of
true greatness in this organization," Walsh said. "It's sort of the
passing of the torch to a group
of younger players."
Walsh said Rice, scheduled to
make $4.2 million next season in
a contract that runs until 2004,
likely will be released both because
of the 49ers' salary cap woes and
pressure from San Francisco's
young corps of receivers.
After failing in weeks of negotiations to possibly restructure
Rice's contract, Walsh said he will
give Rice's agent, Jim Steiner,
permission to speak to other teams.
Rice, who isn't ready to retire,
said he doesn't think he'll play
beyond the 2001 season.

Local prep teams make grades in early season
The grades are in after the first
three weeks of the 2000-01 high
school basketball season, and I'm
pleased to announce that all four
local prep teams have achieved solid
marks through the first grading
period.
Going in alphabetical order by
the last names of each head coach,
we'll begin this report card with
the Calloway County Lakers.
Terry Birdsong's boys have won
three straight after opening the
year with a nip-and-tuck battle
against a Carlisle County team
whose size proved too much for
CCHS.
But the Lakers' press and outside shooting ripped Christian Fellowship.
Guard Mitchell McClure continued to avoid signs of a sophomore slump with six 3-pointers
in back-to-back games against Caldwell County and Providence.
Senior forwards Brady Harris
and Derek McCallum have provided
consistent scoring and have made
opponents ,pay for focusing on

McClure.
Junior center Clay Lamb has
been a pleasant surprise. Patrick
Greer is rounding into form after
a slow start, as the senior forward
scored 11 points off the bench
versus Providence.
Jay Boggess' floor leadership
has been the key to the Laker
ignition. The junior's timely 3pointers have revved the Calloway
motor at critical times this season.
Birdsong mentioned Mayfield
as a regional contender, and he'll
get to see how his squad stacks
up against the speedy Cardinals
tonight. Grade..
The Murray High Lady Tigers
kicked off the season with a sweep
of the First District and a rout of
St. Mary while suffering what
could be called a good loss to
region favorite Lone Oak.
A 3-2 zone put the clamps on
Lone Oak star Heidi Seltzer, as
the Evansville signee scored most
of her 15 points in transition.
Murray has its own All-Pur-

MIKE
OHSTROM

STAFF
WRITER
chase player-to be in junior forward Ashley Tripp, who has developed into more than a 3-point
threat.
The Lady Tigers have loads of
size in Tripp, Whitney Alexander,
Ashley Hood and Paige Adlich.
Delanda Olive is a steady ballhandler, and Chelsee Thompson
has provided solid defense at the
off-guard position.
Rechelle Cadwell thought she
would have a different hero every
night, and she's been right so far:
Adlich (15 points versus Fulton
City), Hood (22 at Fulton County), Olive (26 versus Carlisle County) and Sherrie Sexton (13 at Hick-

The Cold
s Cousin—
Have Your Tires Checked Now. TE
*New and Used Quality Tires at
Affordable Prices
*Excellent Warranties

*Free Balancing With
Tire Purchase

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

Holiday
Cash

Accepted
We Can Help

Cooper
Tiat

man County) have all provided
major contributions.
Lacking a second option from
behind the 3-point line to complement Tripp may prove fatal,
but MHS has found enough offense
during its 5-1 run. Grade...ATo the average fan, the Murray High Tigers' 4-3 record has
been diluted by the pressure of
living up to expectations following a Fourth District championship.
But the losses were to Lone
Oak, Heath (a regional tournament
semifinalist last year) and Fort
Walton Beach, a Class 4A school
from Florida whose athleticism
could be best compared to Paducah Tilghman - except that the
Vikings can all shoot the three.
Murray has defeated a strong
Fulton City team, the same Carlisle
County squad that stopped Calloway and defending All 'A' Classic region champion St. Mary. Dan
Hudson's Tigers kick off the second term at district rival Marshall
County ,Friday.
Kwen Trice. Daryl Cole and

jr4-*;‘
1 -/N-44"41ak
HEIGHTS FINANCE CORPORATION
Pam Dial. Manager
1.104 ( hestnut St • Murray. K 42071
leicaied in Dixieland ("enter • Mon.-Fri. 8::10 a.m.-.5:00 p.m
(270)75V-0310 • Fax 12701759-11731
i** vi.heightarinarree.eom

Anthony Cogdell are all averaging double figures in scoring. While
foul trouble has limited Tom Masthay since his double-double against
Fulton City, Matt Kelleher, Blake
Rayburn and Adam French have
filled the void when needed.
Cole's inside presence and
attempts to establish Cogdell in
the post should balance Trice's
big-game ability from the perimeter.
When the Tigers go to the foul
line and do not lean so heavily
on the outside shot, Murray can
be a tough nut to crack - especially when playing inspired
defense. Grade...B
The Calloway County Lady Lakers began the year as an unknown
quantity. And after six contests,
nothing has changed for Scott
Sivills.
CCHS (3-3) struggled to hold
off Tilghman and Carlisle at home,
but gave Massac County (Ill.) all
it wanted in the Lady Patriots'
own invitational before fatigue
caught up with the Lady Lakers

in the fourth quarter.
The next night at the Honeywell Tournament in Metropolis, Calloway led defending region champ
Marshall County throughout before
falling by two; Whitney Ragsdale
passed an open 3-pointer in the
final seconds.
The Lady Lakers followed that
performance with a strong win
over West Frankfort (III.), but any
progress made was lost in Monday's 40-point rout at Graves County.
Consistency, especially on the
offensive end, has been a deciding factor for Calloway, which is
averaging 42 points per game.
Ragsdale hasn't strayed too far
from her 9.3 average, but leading
scorer Jena Thomas (14.7 ppg)
needed two games to tally 16
points after dropping in 28 against
Tilghman.
Tonight's trip to Mayfield will
be a litmus test to see which direction the Lady Lakers will follow
theNst of the way. Grade...C+

America's Paradise Resort
In town on business or need a weekend getaway?
Save Money. Better than a Motel. Lakefront
Condo, fireplace, cable, large equipped kitchen.
$350/week or $99/Night Fri., Sat. & Holidays
$69/night Sun. thru Thurs. • 2 Night Minimum

(270)436-2767 Limited Time Offer
www.americasparadiseresort.com

SPORTS BRIEFS
Eaves, Georgetown return to NAIA title game
Former Calloway County standout Jason Eaves, the starting fullback for
the Georgetown football team during the second-ranked Tigers' run through
the NAIA playoffs, will play in the NAIA national championship game Saturday at noon at Jim Carroll Stadium in Savannah, Tenn.
The Tigers will face defending champion No. 1 Northwestern Oklahoma
State in a rematch of last year's title game. The game will be aired on tapedelay Saturday at 10:35 p.m. by WBEtJ-TV7 in Jackson, Tenn.

Gadson's 24 rebounds nation's best effort
The 24 rebounds Murray State senior center Monika Gadson collected in
the Lady racers 84-74 home win over Tennessee State Thursday was the
best single-game performance in women's college basketball so far this season, according to the NCAA statistics office.
Gadson, who scored 20 points in the Ohio Valley Conference contest,
came four rebounds short of the school record and helped the Lady Racers
pull down 63 boards, three shy of the MSU team mark.
Gadson, a native of Birmingham, Ala , is eighth in the nation in rebounding at 11.3 rebounds per game while averaging 15.3 points per outing.

SCOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
David King

753-8355

901 Sycamore

LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL STATISTICS
Calloway Co. Lady Lakers (3-3)
Avg.
Pts.
147
88
6
Jena Thomas
9.3
56
6
Whitney Ragsdale
58
35
6
Raegan Morton
3.8
23
6
Felicia Prescott
2.3
14
6
Garth:, Williams
1.8
11
6
Kacee Stonecipher
1.6
8
5
Meagan Rogers
1.4
7
5
Katie Ross
4
1.3
3
Brittany Lamb
1.3
4
3
Brittany McCuiston
0.5
4
2
Ashley Chadwick
0.0
4
0
Tiffany Cu,iningham
1
0.0
0
Heather Macha
1
0.0
0
Lindsay White
42.0
252
6
Team
49.0
294
6
Opponents
Murray Lady Tigers (5-1)
Avg.
Pts.
170
102
6
Ashley Tnpp
9.0
54
6
Delanda Olive
7.2
43
Ashley Hood
6
7.0
35
5
Whitney Alexander
6.2
37
6
Chelsee Thompson
5.5
33
6
Paige Adlich
4.2
25
6
Sherrie Sexton
1.3
4
3
Carley Faughn
1
1.0
1
Lisa Thurman
0.7
2
3
Kayla Olive
0.7
2
3
Lauren Owens
1
3
0.3
Allysia Hood
0.0
0
2
Allison Cross
56.8
341
6
Team
42.0
252
6
Opponents

Murray Tigers (4-3)
Avg.
Pts.
18 1
127
7
Kwen Trice
99
7
14 1
Daryl Cole
10.4
73
7
Anthony Cogdell
7
46
6.6
Matt Kelleher
7
6.6
46
Tom Masthay
41
5.9
7
Blake Rayburn
7
3.3
23
Adam French
2.0
2
1
Nathan Williams
1.0
4
4
Josh Garland
0.0
0
2
Dylan Volp
65.9
461
7
Team
436
7
62.3
Opponents
Calloway Co. Lakers (3-1, 2-0 district)
Avg.
Pts.
91
228
4
Mitchell McClure
9.3
37
4
Brady Harris
4
8.3
33
Derek McCallum
4
6.5
26
Patrick Greer
4
6.3
25
Jay Boggess
4
24
6.0
Clay Lamb
4.0
16
4
Todd Sexton
3.7
11
3
Jimmy Bynum
1.0
2.
2
Trent Travis
0.0
0
3
Kelly Overbey
0.0
2
Seth Barrow
0.0
0
2
Roger Jones
0.0
2
Logan Walker
0.0
2
Josh Young
0.0
0
1
Terry Adams
0.0
1
0
Tyler Boggess
66.3
4
265
Team
54.8
4
219
Opponents

Warner, Faulk
boost St. Louis
"Everyone's back," offensive
ST. LOUIS (AP)- Kurt Warner is back, as his nearly perfect tackle Ryan Tucker said. "This is
numbers against the Minnesota the team we started the season
with, this is the team of last year,
Vikings show.
"Kurt was as good as he's ever and we're ready to roll."
The Rams (9-5), who ended a
been," St. Louis Rams coach Mike
Martz said of last year's MVP. three-game losing streak, can clinch
"He had a couple of throwaways. a playoff spot Monday night at
Otherwise, I don't know if he Tampa Bay. They don't figure to
put up such huge numbers against
throws an incomplete pass."
Marshall Faulk, following mid- the Bucs, whom they beat. 11-6
season arthroscopic knee surgery in the NFC championship game
and a few light game days, also last season.
"You've got to take what they
is on his game just in time for
the playoff drive. On Wednesday, give you and you've got to take
Faulk was honored as the NFL the hit and get up and keep doing
offensive player of the week for it," Warner said.
Warner threw a career-worst
his career-best four-touchdown
game in the Rams' 40-29 victory. four interceptions and produced
"I think what it says is Mar- no touchdowns for the first time
shall's back, physically, complete- since becoming the starter last sealy," Martz said. "It allows us to son in a 16-3 loss to the Panget back into the regular flow of thers two weeks ago. That was
what we'd like to do on offense." his first game after he'd missed
With those two clicking, the 5 1-2 games due to a broken pinky
Rams scored 40 points and topped on his throwing hand.
Against the Vikings. Warner
500 yards total offense (they had
508) for the first time since Game opened with 11 straight comple6. The two weeks previous to the tions and finished 27-of-32 for
Vikings game, the Rams totaled 346 yards to set up Faulk's scores,
and with no interceptions.
27 points and 557 yards.
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Quakers shake up Seton Hall
AST RUTHERFORIX- 141.
(AP) - Seton Hall didn't want
its second straight loss. -Pennsylvania was looking to avoid its
seventh consecutive defeat.
It was the ninth-ranked Pirates
who barely survived to snap their
losing streak at one. Penn has 16
days off to think abdut what victory No. 1 is going to feel like.
Samuel Dalembert laid in an
alley-oop pass from Ty Shine with
3.9 seconds to play Wednesday
night, giving Seton Hall an 80-78
victory and keeping the Quakers
winless.
The Pirates (6-1) lost to No. 5
Illinois in overtime last Saturday
after leading by 21 points in the
first half. Their next game is Tuesday night against No. 2 Michigan
State in the Jimmy V Classic.
"The last few days have been
an emotional roller coaster," Seton
Hall coach Tommy Amaker said.
"It was a letdown to lose at Illinois, and with Michigan State
around the corner we knew this
was going to be a dangerous game."
Early on, it looked more deadly than dangerous.
Penn (0-7) made 12 of its first
13 shots - including five 3-pointers - and was up 29-12 with
13:06 left in the first half.
Seton Hall scratched and scrambled its way to a 42-41 deficit at
halftime, but the Quakers never
folded, and it was up to Dalembert to make a big play at each
end of the floor for the win.
In the only other games involving ranked teams Wednesday, it
was No. 20 Maryland 93, Mary-

RISING ABOVE...Samuel Dalembert (above) laid in an alleyoop pass from Ty Shine (0) to give No. 10 Seton Hall an
80-78 home win over winless Pennsylvania Wednesday.
land-Baltimore County 67; and No. missed the free throw to complete
23 Mississippi 58, Southeastern the three-point play - one of five
the Quakers missed in the final 6:44.
Louisiana 46.
Seton Hall turned the ball over
Sophomore forward Ugonna
Onyekwe, who finished with a with 42 seconds left. After a timecareer-high 26 points and also out, Penn's Charlie Copp tried to
grabbed 11 rebounds,-scored on a drive to the basket, but the 6reverse layup with 1:04 left to foot-11 Dalembert was in the way,
bring Penn into a 78-78 tie. He and Shine grabbed the loose ball.

Flyers tie Avalanche 3-3
By The Associated Press
Don't expect referees Don
Koharski and Mick McGeough to
receive a warm welcome the next
time they work a Colorado
Avalanche home g_ame.
Like the Minnesota Wild and
the Detroit Red Wings, the
Avalanche earned a tie Wednesday night in front of the home
fans. But they were anything but
happy with the 3-3 draw with the
Philadelphia Flyers.
For the second straight game
- involving the same officiating
crew -the Avalanche had a replay
review go against them in a tie
game.
This time, it was Simon Gagne's
disputed goal with eight seconds
left in regulation that cost the
Avalanche a second point in the
standings.
"Maybe we should put it on
the JumboTron and have the fans
vote," Avalanche coach Bob Hartley said. "It makes you wonder,
but I guess it's a game of mistakes."
In other NHL games, it' was
Calgary 3, Montreal 1; Atlanta 3,
Chicago 1; Florida 3, Detroit 3;
Toronto 7, Pittsburgh 4; Carolina
1, Minnesota 1; Dallas 5, Edmonton 2; and Anaheim 5, Columbus
4 in overtime.
The Avalanche had a goal wrong-

ly disallowed against Tampa Bay
Monday and then gave up a late
goal in a tie with the Lightning.
"I am sure they wanted to make
the right call," Colorado captain
Joe Sakic said. "On Monday, it
was pretty obvious that someone
in charge upstairs didn't know
what he was doing."

A

Gagne lifted his stick to deflect
a centering pass from Daymond
Langkow. The puck bounced off
his glove and squirted between
Patrick Roy's legs, prompting Roy
to chargs out of the crease in protest.
After a lengthy delay, Koharski pointed to center ice - signaling that the goal would stand.
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"I saw there was 10 seconds
left and I just ran as fast as I
could to get in position, and I
just put my hands up and Ty made
a great pass," said Dalembert who
finished with 18 points and six
rebounds.
"I think we caught them off
guard," Shine, who had nine points
and three assists, said of the last
play. "Everybody seemed to swarm
toward the ball and forgot about
their man. I was going to hold
the ball and take the last shot
myself, but I saw Sam jumping
up and down in the paint and
threw him the alley-oop."
Penn's final chance ended in a
scramble just inside midcourt.
"We had them right where we
wanted them the whole game,"
Onyekwe said. "This was our best
chance for a win and we just
couldn't close it out."
Penn, which started the 198485 season 0-7 and went on to win
the Ivy League, had only lost twice
by more than six points.
"It's no consolation to play these
teams tough and lose," Onyekwe
said. "We're 0-7, obviously, we're
not doing something right."
Freshman forward Eddie Griffin had 17 points and 11 rebounds
for the Pirates, his sixth doubledouble of the season, but the first
game in which he did not score
20 or more points.
"We weren't ready and they
were. You could see that right
from the start," Griffin said. "We
recovered and did a good job at
the end, but I think we took them
lightly. We didn't play our best."

SEMINAR ON
ADD/ADHD
Thurs., Dec. 14, 2000
7:00 p.m.
Curris Center, MSU
Barkley Room
Chestnut St., Murray
Roger Winsett, Ph.D. is
announcing the opening of his
office ii the Executive Inn, Suite
311, Paducah, KY Dr. Winsett
specializes in Psychophysiology
Biofeedback).
Dr. Winsett will be presenting a
seminar on the benefits of
biofeedback in the treatment of
ADD/ADHD.
Biofeedback has as its basis the
theory of mind over body. In this
practice the patient is attached
to a biomedical device from
which the patient receives auditory and visual feedback as the
basis of their learning process.
Dr. Winsett has specialized in
using biofeedback therapy in the
treatment of ADD/ADHD for the
past eleven years. Many children with ADD/ADHD who have
completed biofeedback therapy
are doing well and are no longer
receiving medication.
Come join us Thursday,
December 14, 2000 at 7:00 p.m.
Give your child a chance to be
drug free!
For more information
call (270) 575-4555.

Watrealvt.-

--Mirfeaket.
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MB-4
HUNTERS RUN
D-660

Integrated Computer Solutions

.froahotrosin Whiebalc

Christmas Specials
ICS 1 Pentium III 800, 128MB PC100 SRAM,3.5"
FDD, 20GB HDD,52X CD Drive, Sound Card, 'P
11150
10/100 NIC, 56.6 Modem, 17" SVGA Color
Keyboard, Mouse & Windows 982 Yr. Warranty
ICS 2 Pentium III 800, 128MB PC100 SRAM,
3,5" FDD, 30GB HDD, DVD Drive,
Sound Card, 56.6 Modem, 16MB Video Card
Keyboard, Mouse & Windows 982 Yr. Warranty
Qp_tkui
DVD/CD Writer

si 175
9

s260
312

Cybervision 19" SVGA Color Monitor
314 MAIN STREET • MURRAY • 753-7733

STA-6 STA-7E•STA-B

D-810T

Layaway Now For Christmas!

DIVISION
MURRAY HOME B AUTO OUTDOOR
753-2571
Chestnut Street • Murray, Kentucky •(270)
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Woman, 107, to become U.S. citizen
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Alexandra Dubinsky figured it was
time to become a citizen. She has,
after all, lived in the United States
for nearly half her life.
This year's tumultuous presidential race prompted her to action:
She wants to cast a vote in the
next contest four years hence, when
she'll be 111 years old.
Her son thinks she'll be around
a goodly time.
"She wanted to vote this time;
I think she'll make it until the
next election," said Wasyl DubinFLAG DAY...Lodge 827 secretary Linda Fain and lodge member sky, 74.
Colleen Anderson recently presented over 400 small flags to
His 107-year-old mother will
Becky Reed's fourth- and fifth-grade gifted and talented class at take the oath of citizenship WednesNorth Calloway Elementary School.
day and register to vote during a

reception at her -nursing home
Thursday.
"I've lived here long enough.
I want to be a citizen," she said.
"I want to be like a real American."
Dubinsky,, who survived a Nazi
farming camp and emigrated to
the United States in 1950, will
not be the oldest new citizen, but
she's among a very few to be naturalized at such an old age.
Manik
1997,
August
In
Bokchalian took the citizenship oath
at age 117. Roberta Urresta Hernandez of San Antonia also was
107 became a citizen in February
1999 because she said she wanted to vote. She died 27 days later.
Dubinsky said she considered

"Everything is nice. The sun is
seeking citizenship for a long time
everything is nice here
comtoo
beautiful,
process
the
but thought
plicated. She doesn't speak Eng- in America," she said in Russian,
lish well and thought she would with her son translating.
fail the Immigration and NaturalHe credits her longevity to homeization Service's U.S. history exam.
She was born May 10, 1893, made borscht, a beet and cabbage
and lived the first half of her life soup.
Today, she makes needlepoint
on a farm about 25 miles from
where the Soviets built the Cher- pillows and linen towels.
nobyl nuclear station.
She shares a room in a northHer teen-age daughter was taken
by Nazi soldiers in 1942 and never east Philadelphia nursing home,
seen again. The following year, which houses many Russian-speakDubinsky, her late husband and ers and natives of Ukraine.
"It was not her time before.
son, were taken to a Nazi work
farm in Germany. They were freed Now, she is old, but it is her time
at the end of World War II and — her turn," said Leonid Shpolmoved to the United States in sky, whose 78-year-old mother
shares the room.
1950.

Kennedy weathers difficult year

ATTENTI

BUSINES
INDUS
Fueled By Erctlience Since 1924

(formerly Benton Service Oil Co.)
_Blake Anderson, Division Manager
307 N. Main Street
Benton, Kentucky

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) —
This was Rep. Patrick Kennedy's
year:
He acknowledged that he took
antidepressants. An airport security guard claimed he shoved her
in a scuffle. A charter company
accused him of causing $28,000
in damage to a yacht.
The latest blemish came this
week, when it surfaced that the
Coast Guard in July sent a rescue boat to take Kennedy's distraught date off his chartered yacht.
But he's had triumphs as well,
including an Election Day rout
and impressive fund raising on
behalf of fellow Democrats. Even
so, some say the portrait emerging of the 33-year-old Rhode Island
congressman could hurt his political future.
"There have been enough things
to come to suggest a pattern of
bad behavior and that's something
he has to worry about, that voters will put the pieces together

into a portrait that is unflattering," said Darrell West, a Brown
University political scientist and
author of "Patrick Kennedy: The
Rise to Power."
Kennedy, traveling this week
with President Clinton in Ireland,
could not be reached for comment. His chief of staff, Tony
Marcella, expressed disappointment
about the flood of public scrutiny to Kennedy's personal life.
"He can't have a private life
at all," Marcella said. "Contrary
to what people say, Congressman
Kennedy bleeds like the rest of
us. He's human. Because his name
is attached to it, it becomes a
front-page story. I think that's unfortunate."
In the past two years, under
chairmanship, the
Kennedy's
Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee nearly tripled the
amount of money raised, from $37
million .to $97 million.
In March, Kennedy, who had

ViINTER MIAS
AMINO!

We offer a full line of commercial
and industrial lubricant products.

Chevron
Dear Customer:

Shell
Terry Collier, Lubricants Manager
14 Years Experience

David Henderson, Delivery & Sales

During times of bad weather, your carrier will continue to deliver the Ledger & limes to your home as
long as it is safe to travel the roads.
However, when the roads become hazardous and are
closed, your carrier will be unable to bring your newspaper until the roads are safe. Please understand we
are thinking of the safety of our carriers, and we will
do our best to deliver the Ledger & Times to you.

MURRAY

10 Years Experience
Serving ... Kentucky, Illinois, Tennessee & Missouri

Call Terry Collier at

270-527-3218 or
888-422-8474, exit
A

LEER & TIMES
.1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY

(270) 753-1916

woman's work...

Sometime I think a woman spends her whole life taking care of others.
Since Jim's been in the hospital. I feel like I've been living for two people.
Now that he's coming home, I'm going to set some help. When they asked
me who I wanted to supply the hospital bed and respiratory equipment,
I said,

"Holland Medical':

Holland Medical is accredited, and has 'round the clock service,
so I don't have to feel that I'm in this by myself

MUMMY

• PADUCAH

120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray • KY 42071
270-753.1465
Toll Free:
1-800-227.4125

1914 Broadway
Paducah • KY 42001
270-442.6311
Toll Free:
1-800.223-4947
Ask us about accepting
Medicare assignment

I'm still taking care of him, but at least, for the kind of help I need at home,
all I have to do is say,

"Holland".

11

Holland Medical Equipment

previously acknowledged he was
treated for cocaine addiction as a
teen, revealed he suffered from
depression and took prescription
medicine to control the illness.
"I myself have suffered from
depression. I have been treated by
psychiatrists. Oh my god, it's out.
That's another skeleton in the closet," Kennedy said at the time.
The same month, a Los Angeles International Airport security
guard filed a complaint with police
claiming he shoved her in a confrontation over his oversized luggage. He later apologized for acting rudely, and was not charged.
In November, a Connecticut
charter, Atlantic Navigation C9.,_
said Kennedy caused $28,000 in
damage this summer to a rented
yacht. Kennedy initially called the
boat a "lemon" and refused to
pay, but his insurance company
settled for an undisclosed amount.
Then this week, the Providence
Journal reported the Coast Guard
sent a boat to take Kennedy's date
off his yacht in July, saying she
became distraught after an argument.
Marcella said the woman was
never in danger and the Coast Guard
should not have responded.
As the scrutiny continues and
the year draws to a close, not all
political observers believe the negative headlines will hurt Kennedy,
the son of Massachusetts Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy.
"I think this contributes to his
celebrity. It makes him a continuing saga," University of Rhode
Island political scientist Marc Genest said. "In this era of soap opera
politics, Kennedy is a wonderful
story."

Man beat,
abused wife
during trip
MIAMI (AP) — An Arizona
man forced his new wife on a
cross-country trek during which
he beat, stabbed, burned, raped
and prostituted her, according to
federal prosecutors.
Kevin Fraze, 29, entered no
plea at a court appearance Tuesday on charges that he violated
the federal Violence Against Women
Act. He was held without bond
pending a Thursday hearing. The
charges carry a maximum sentence
of life in prison.
Public defender David Markus
said Fraze has told him he is innocent.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Lilly
Ann Sanchez said Fraze also faces
charges of kidnapping and violating the Mann Act, which prohibits
interstate transportation for prostitution.
The victim, whose name was
not released, is recovering at an
undisclosed location, Sanchez said.
An affidavit filed in U.S. District Court in Miami gives this
account:
Fraze met a woman in March
and married her in Peoria, Ariz.,
on July 21.
At their Sun City, Ariz., home
in August. Fraze beat and stabbed
the woman repeatedly and choked
her into unconsciousness. He
refused to let the woman get medical attention, threatening to harm
her 5-year-old daughter and other
relatives if she left.
Abandoning the child, Fraze then
took the woman to Colorado, Las
Texas.
Vegas,
Mississippi,
Louisiana, Georgia and Florida,
where he beat, burned, raped and
prostituted her, the affidavit continues. In one incident, he restrained
her while another man raped her.
In Miami-Dade County on Nov.
IS. the woman asked someone to
call police and Fraze was arrested.

PRESENTING THE FLAGS...Woodmen of the World Lodge 827
and other Calloway County lodges recently presented a flag to
the Calloway County Courthouse. Pictured are filed representative Dale Parker, "Red" Willoughby (Lodge 592), field representative Tim Hilbrecht, Dot Bazzell (Lodge 728), Linda Fain
(secretary of Lodge 828), Colleen Anderson (Lodge 827), luta
Hutson (Lodge 728) and Calloway County Judge/Executive
Larry Elkins.

Judge orders boy held
AuthorURBANA.Ilk
ities took a 5-year-old boy away
from his mother last summer
because her continued breast-feeding of him placed him at risk of
emotional harm, a judge ruled.
Circuit Court Judge Ann Finhorn ordered the boy to remain
in the foster care of his longtime
baby sitter until a hearing Dec.
27. Lawyers said the judge could
place the boy in someone else's
care or send him home.
Einhom found no proof of sexual abuse and commended the 32year-old mother for raising ,a "very
bright boy," but she said that the
situation created "enormous potential ftir harm to this child."
The Department of Children and
Family Services took custody of
the child in July after the baby
sitter said the boy wanted to stop
nursing but "Mommy wouldn't let
me."
"This was a mother who was
not listening to what her son was
telling her even though she testified she strongly believes in childdirected weaning," Einhorn said
in Monday's ruling.
The woman, who described herself as an "old-fashioned German
mother," is barred from speaking
publicly about the case. Her name
is not being used to protect the
boy's identity.

_She_ testified- that -she- planned
to stop breast-feeding her son, now
6, when he asked and that he had
not done so.
David DeThome, the woman's
attorney, argued she has a constitutional right to parent her child
as she sees fit, short of violating
child abuse laws.
Although it is rare for an American child to be breast-fed at such
an advanced age. physicians and
anthropologists said it is not
unheard of.
From 1996 through, 1998,
Katherine Dettwyler — an anthropologist and nutritionist at Texas
A&M University whose research
.was considered by the judge —
surveyed mothers who were breastfeeding children 3 or older. She
found 1,280 U.S. children whose
parents self-reported their breastfeeding practices.

Oriental Accrupressure
Massage
10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
203 N. 12th St.• Murray

(AP) — Scientists have deciphered for the first time the entire
genetic makeup of a plata, hailing the breakthrough as a milestone in gcnclit: that will accelerate our ability to grow better
food and identify the drugs of
tomorrow.
"From this point on, plant science will never be the same again
and genetics will never be the
same again," Mike Bevan, European coordinator of the $70 million international project, said in
London on Wednesday.
Arabidopsis thaliana — gardeners know it as thale cress -joins the fruitfly, the nematode
worm, 600 viruses and two dozen
bacteria as organisms that have
revealed their entire DNA blueprints.
A rough draft of the human
genetic code was unveiled this
summer and is expected to be
published soon. The plant's genetic code is published in this week's
issue of the journal Nature.
While the human genome reveals
causes of ill health, the plant
genome will show the impact of
nutrition, said Peter Schroeder, former head of the Institute of Food
Research and a member of the
British research council that contributed money to the project.
"Bringing the two together gives
us a fabulous opportunity to
improve the human condition,"
Schroeder said.

The most obvious use for the
new knowledge is breeding better
crops, whether genetically modified or traditionally bred, the
researchers said.
The advent of tailor-made crops
that withstand more inhospitable climates, resist pestilence, need less
space to grow and provide vitamin boosts is now closer, they
said.
The genetic modification of
crops — where a crop contains a
gene from another organism so
that it will express desired characteristics — will become more
refined, precise, predictable and
controllable.
That should assuage many of
the basic fears held by those
opposed to genetically modified
food, the researchers said.
Opponents fear that tinkering
with the genes of widely planted
crops will result in unforeseen
health and environmental consequences that could interfere with
millions of years of evolution and
threaten the survival of already
vulnerable species.
But consequences won't be so
unforeseen now,the researchers said
Wednesday.
The Arabidopsis genome also
promises to offer more than designer crops, they added.
"This little plant contains 26,000
genes, twice as many as the fruitfly. It has a vast number of surprises for science," Bevan said.

-"Arabidopsis now is the referFor instance, the researchers
found that about 100 of the plant's ence plant for all others," said
genes are closely related to human Jeff Dangl, a plant geneticist at
disease genes involved in deaf- the University of North Carolina.
He works extensively with Araness, blindness and cancer.
So far, the scientists know only bidopsis, but did not contribute to
what about 10 percent of the plant's the mapping report.
"It has all the genes that more
genes do.
complicated plants have for roots,
Scientists selected Arabidopsis as seeds, flowers and fighting disthe poster plant for the genetics eases," Dangl said. "Now we know
revolution because it's biological- what it essentially takes to make
ly simple and grows quickly, pro- a flower."
ducing as many as eight generaWe also may learn more about
tions per year.
where we came from, added Dr.
It is a common spindly weed, Richard Gallagher, chief biologia close cousin of the vegetable cal sciences editor of Nature, the
family that includes cauliflower, London-based journal that pubbroccoli and cabbage, and grows lished the work.
"Comparisons between plants
on the sides of roads across the
world. That makes it easier to rec- and animals will tell us a huge
ognize genes important for sur- amount about the constraints of
viving in different conditions — biology and a huge amount about
evolution,
said.
useful for farming.

CELLTOUCH,inc.
Dixieland Shopping Cantor
(S.ehind Hard.wwe on Chww•Lnalt St )

FREE Phone
FREE Car Charger
FREE Leather Case
FREE Caller ID
on newt one yea, service agreement. Sublect to coat check and approval fee velA be

14gn op for Novak' Calkdar today
and roc-siva 30 FREE MINUTEIRE

for early termination of contract. Other restrictions may apply.

302 NORTH MAIN • Phone 527-2400• Benton, Ky.

YEAR END CLEARANCE
THIS IS A TOTAL SELL OUT FOR 2000
In January of 2001 Bestway Furniture will be making many, many changes. Therefore
at the end of 2000 we do not want to have one piece of furniture left in stock. This is a
total liquidation of all in stock furnit r

Due to our
over
abundance of
quality goods
we must start
this sale now!

HOURS:
Monday. Saturday
8:30 HO
Sunday
1:00 ,5:00

270-753-1096

BELIEVE IT
BECAUSE IT'S TRUE
NOTHING HELD BACK
FIRST COME - FIRST SERVED
Living Room Suites
Odd Chairs
Dining Room Sets
Bedroom Suites
Box Springs & Mattresses

REGULAR RETAIL
PRICE
Apply to in Stock
Merchandise Only.
Bunk Beds
Coffee & End Tables
Curios
Recliners

Entertainment Centers
Lamps
Gun Cabinets
Sectionals
Glider Rockers

Merchandise Must Be Removed From Store By End Of Year

Special Added Matinee
Saturday, Dec. 16 at 3 p.m.
Beauty and the Beast Musical
For Young Actors
Auditions: Saturday, December 16
at 11 a.m. Prompt!
Kids age 8 to 16. Nothing Required.

302 North Main • Benton, Kentucky

527-2400

All We
Want Is
Volume
Sales To
Complete A
Fantastic
Year
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL

CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
h-i bld, \d$6.75 ColuninIneh,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period ,
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ads Si 00 minimum 1st day 10e per word per day for each additional consecutive day
$250 extra for Shopper Tues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide $2 50 extra for blind box ads

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
140
150
155

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances

160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330

Ad Deadlines

7534916

Publish

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

CZ Just Say "Charge It"

Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max.
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Fri. 11
Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent Or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

• Card of Thanks
• In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

4-*

CHARITY Cars- Donate
you vehicle As seen on
Oprah and People Magazine! Tax Deductible, free
tow. We provide donated
vehicles to struggling fami800-442-4451
lies
www chantycars org
"GET MARRIED" SMOKY
MOUNTAINS, Areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
ministers, complete arratigemertts,honeymoon
'family cabins, breathtaking views Wedding Arrangements
800-8937274. Vacation Lodging
800-634-5814
smokyweddings.com.
ORDER pies/cobblers
now for holiday.
Sandra D's Diner.
94 East.
753-FOOD.

WANT ADS WORK
Warehouse
Rental Space
Available in
Draffenville. Ky
up to 10.000 sq. ft
Call for information

270-527-1916

t

Y
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c_Se.asor,
Giftsfor everyone on your list.
:740!"

50 unique ornaments to choosefrom.

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN
BOOKSTORE
Court Square
Open Mon. - Sat. • 753-1622

Fear those
extra holiday
pounds?
Need a support
person to keep
you on track loosing weight!!!
Small group
forming Dec. 14
5 to 6 p.m.,
Murray Calloway
Co. Library.
Have questions
753-8191 or
759-0092.

Card of critartics

Christmas 2000
Mary Belle Overbey

4

GOOD PAY
GOOD FUTURE

Schwan's Sales Enterprises, a stable, profitable frozen food co. that has been in business
for over 45 years is looking for mature, personable and aggressive route managers who
want more out of life than a salary and are
willing to work hard to achieve success.
Starting $500-$700 weekly while training with
unlimited potential afterwards. You will be
supplied with everything you need to succeed,
complete training.

307 Bee Creek Dr.
Murray, KY

Announcement
PUBLIC NOTICE
41,

MURRAY MAIN STREET
Announces Facade Grant Funding
An allocation of Facade Grant money is
available to assist building owners with
building Facade renovations, on properties
located in the designated downtown Main
Street/Renaissance area.

ELIGIBLE ACTIVITIES INCLUDE:
Storefront improvements
Design costs
Masonry repair
Window and door repair
Structural stabilization
Cornice repair
Tuckpointing
Awnings
Painting
Signage

411(

Mother, Lochie, Shannon, Mary,
Tom, Stephanie & Dan
320 South Granger
Saginaw, Michigan 48606

ROUTE MANAGERS
GOOD BENEFITS

You must he at least 21 years old, have a good
driving/employment record. If interested call
270-759-9701 or 1-800-3-EMPLOY
leave message

CARD OF THANKS
Lochie Overbey writes her mother has come
a long way since her stroke last Christmas.
She still has her spunk --- Marches up and
down the halls in her walker; exercises in her
wheelchair; practices writing her name and
insists on going to church.
The family gathered in DC to celebrate
Mother's 90th birthday. She dressed in her red
* suit and we drove to a fancy restaurant. After
a juice hamburger, we sang Happy Birthday
and ate ice cream and cake.
:a$
Your thoughts of good will and acts of corn* passion for our mother are so appreciated.
Mother thanks you for... phone calls of
encouragement, cards full of warm thoughts.
* news of home, pictures of friends, gifts of
love, flowers and beauty and prayers of hope.
And from all of us, we hope your stocking is
filled with.. laughter and song, courage and
wisdom,freedom and promise and dreams and
•
hopes.
Merry Christmas everyone.

LOST (New Concord area) A $35,000 Per year Caunneutered male black & reer! C.R. England needs
white. Beagle mix wearing driver trainees! 15 day
red collar. Answers to CDL training! Housing/
name "Shorty" Last seen
meals included! No up
11-17 (near Kline Rd) If front $$$! Tractor Trailer
found or know where- training 888-781-8556
abouts please call. 436APPLICATIONS now be2018 (Leave message)
ing accepted for Food
Family pet. Reward!
FOUND Male Dachshund Service Director. CandiLynn Grove area Call dates must have previous
commercial/ institutional
435-4163
food service experience
Just give us a call, we'll
with kitchen and staff manbe glad to help,
agement, a positive attiYour loved one well
tude, neat appearance and
try to find,
enjoy working with senior
'Cause we all have Furry
adults. salary based on exor Feathered Friends,
perience. Full
Here at the
benefit
package. If you would like
Ledger & Times.
to join the rest of our caring, enthusiastic staff and
Call 753-1916
enjoy working daytime
060
hours in a clean and comHelp Wanted
fortable environment, applications are available at
$40K to $60K yr. potential
905 Glendale Road, GlenData entry: We need claim
dale Place Retirement
processors now! No expeCommunity.
rience needed. Will train.
ATTENTION Drivers- No
Computer required. 888experience
necessary!
314-1033 dept. 315
TMC Transportation needs
WAITRESS/
drivers. $650 guaranteed
COUNTER PERSON
weekly. Potential to earn
At Pam's Deli & Cakes. $900. per week
or more
Mature and experienced
and still get home weekapplicants apply at 410
Main Street. Part-time with ends! For CDL training call
possibility of full-time posi- 800-206-7364.
tion.

ADVANCEMENT POTENTIAL
PROFIT SHARING
INCENTIVES
NO INVESTMENTS
INSURANCE

••••

••••

Help Wanted

If you see this lady
(Loreta)
Congratulate Her On
Becoming Murray's
Newest Naturalized
Citizen.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

060

060

Congratulations

•

For guidelines and more information please
contact the Murray Main Street office at
759-9474. Or come by the office at 306 Main
Street, across from Union Planters Bank. If
you are interested in applying for Facade
grant funds please send a letter of your
intent to do so by January 1, 2001 Mail to:
Facade Grant Program, Murray Main Street,
P.O. Box 143, Murray, KY 42071.

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

DRIVERS- Home every
CDL-A Drivers, GuaranJust In Time For
weekend, no NYC!. Start
teed home X-mas, get
Christmas
up to: 36c a_mile, Superior
$250 cash sign on week of
Insurance and benefits_
Shopping
X-mas. up to $.34 CMP
TACO JOHN'S
Owner Operator: 82c a
Home weekends. Medical.
S1,000
Bonus
Start At $6
mile, fuel surcharge, paid
dental, dental, 401K, 2500
Needed:
liability/cargo/fuel taxes,
to 3000 miles weekly, min
Flexible shifts,
reimburse
tolls/scales.
friendly, family
LPN's, RN's and
23 yrs+1yr. OTR, referenatmosphere.
Lease purchase program
ces. Call 800-828-8338.
CMA's for the 3-11
Bonus potential.
available. 800-948-6766,
24 hrs. Fast approval
and 11-7 shifts.
www.epestransport.com
Apply in person
CHURCH
Bonus for nurses
DRIVERS- Industry leadReceptionist/Secretary
_ from 2-5 daily.
--only. • -Must be proficient in coming pay, top out at
No phone calls plea:it,
Birchtree
puter use and all office
.43c/miles. CDL training &
EOE
skills. Hours are Mondaytuition
reimbursement
Healthcare
Friday 8:30-Noon. Hourly
available for inexperienced
ATTENTION.
Ask for
wage $7.25. No benefits.
drivers. 0/0's welcome.
WORK FROM HOME
Connie McIntosh
Send resume to
USA Truck- 1-800-237up to
D.O.N.
4642.
"Receptionist"
$25.00- $75.00/ hr PT/FT
P.O.Box 1040-Y,
DRIVERS-Wanted experi(270) 653-2797
MAIL ORDER
Murray, Ky 42071.
enced teams. Assigned
(888)248-6730
erry Chriilniai.f
Fleet Manager. Immediate
CLEANING
Technician
ATTENTION:
benefits. 2 weeks paid vaneeded for Murray. Must
Work from home
cation after 90 days. Signbe dependable, no experiup to
bonus.
Assigned
ence needed, but helpful. URIVER- Covenant Trans- on
$25-$75 /hr. PT/FT
25-30hrs.
per week. Send port. Coast to coast runs. trucks. Call Tina: 800-553Internet/mail order
reply to: Handy Hands Teams start up to .46c 2778 ext. 2509.
1-888-248-7076.
IMMEDIATE Opening
Janitorial,
112 Arbor Ridge $1,000 sign-on bonus for
AVON PRODUCTS- Start
your own business. Work Drive, Mayfield, KY 42066. exp. company drivers. For Security Guard in the Murflexible hours. Enjoy unlim- DEDICATED Regional & experienced drivers 800- ray area, experience preited earnings. Call toll free OTR swift Transportation 441-4394. For owner oper- ferred. Pay $7/per hr. Call
now available up to $5,000 ators 877-848-6615. Grad- 759-8383 for more infor888-942-4053.
tuition
reimbursement for uate students 800-338- mation.
CDL Training. Now hiring
MECHANIC- Heavy coninexperienced drivers for experienced drivers now 6428.
INEXPER- struction equipment/vechitraining and placement hiring for vans, flatbeds, DRIVERwith major trucking compa- 00 & Auto Haul Division IENCED?- Learn to be an cies. Apply at 1272 Old
OTR professional from a Fern Valley Road. EEO
ny. Classes start weekly. 800-234-8785.
DRIVER TRAINEES
top carrier. Great pay. ex- Employer.
Commonwealth
Truck
NEEDED NOW!
ecutive-style benefits and MURRAY 5 WEEK REAL
Drivers School. Call toll
Werner needs entry level conventional equipment. ESTATE
LICENSING,
free: 877-970-4043.
truck drivers. No experi- Call today! U.S. Xpress, Jan. 2nd 96 hr class. KY
DRIVER- Allied Van Lines ence necessary. Earn 888-936-3338.
Real Estate Commission
has opening in Special $600.-$800. per week plus DRIVER- You will see the Approved. High pass ratio!
Products fleet. Class A benefits and get home difference in SRT1 Great Credit Cards Welcome.
CDL with 2 years o/Vr ex- weekly and during the pay, paid weekly, excellent Ph. 270-792-0778 Fax
perience. Tractor purchase week in many areas. No benefits, $1,250 sign-on 270-586-8083. Free inforavailable. Average $1.25 CDL? 15 day CDL training bonus, student graduates mation seminar 4:30 pm
per mile. 800-634-2200, program available. Call to- welcome Call SRT today! Jan 2.
Dept. AKYS.
day 1-800-242-7364.
Toll free 877-BIG-PAY- NEW STARTING
PAY
DRIVER- Company drivers DRIVERS, over the
SCALE. $1,000 sign-on
road, DAY (877-244-7293)
and owner operators Call 35 states Flat with
with bonus, earning potential
sides, DRIVER-DRIVE
today and ask about our late model conventional
pride...Start up to 39c for up to $50,000 per year. full
s
great new compensation 3
solos.. 41C for teams. All benefits, new model conyears
experience
and bonus packages. $2,000 sign-on bonus condo, $10,000 bonus. ventional tractors, quality
Boyd Bros. 800-543-8923 Start .34c-.38c a miles + EOE Contact KLLM@ home time, regional &
OTR driver s needed. Call
(00's call 800-633-1377.) benefits
800-955-4810
or
Arctic Express 800-927EOE.
KLLM.com.
Call 800-444-6648
0431
DRIVER: earn up you 34c wwwarcticexpress.com
a mile to start. Full benefits P.O. Box 129, Hilliard,OH
Request for Applications
package. Assigned con- 43026
ventional you drive home. DRIVERS:
Director of Transportation
Guaranteed
$1,500 Sign-on bonus with home
Christmas.
for
Calloway County Schools
1 year flatbed experience! $400.00 orientation pay
Call 800-441-4271 ext 12/27/00 & 1/3/01. Solos
Calloway County Board of Education is curWET135.
up to .45C per mile, teams
rently seeking qualified candidates for the
DRIVERS, OTR- Star up to .41c per mile, Conposition of Director of Transportation. The
transport, Inc. Has an ex- tractors .81c all miles.
successful candidate must demonstrate proficiting new pay package. Lease options avail. (No
ciency in each of the following areas:
Experienced drivers can money down) Fuel incen1. Maintaining a safe and efficient transstart up to .34c per mile, tives & more. Call Burlingportation system •
full company benefits, ex- ton Motor Carriers 8002. Ensuring compliance with all federal,
cellent home time, great 583-9504.,
state and local statutes, regulations and poll
miles. Must have class A
cies
OWNER/ OperatorsCDL & be able to pass
3. Organizing bus routes and staff schedWe're currently paying
DOT physical and drug
ules
screen. Training available! $.88 1/2 for all dispatch
miles! We pay Workers
4. Supervise all transportation staff and
800-974-4262/ 800-548Compensation, plates,
bus garage operations including all trans6082 ext. 805/888-877permits, and
portation department expenditures and pay.
9348.
licensing Make money,
rolls
FULL Time Secretary for
5. Making recommendations to the superin
busy law office Position don't pay it! Heartland Express 800-441-4953.
includes receptionist and
tendent regarding all staff employment den
www.heartla
ndexpress.com
bookkeepin
g
sions including (but not limited to) hiring,
duties
Knowledge of WordPerfect OWNER/OPERATORS
discipline, and termination
a plus Salary commensu- needed for Midwest re6. Providing accurate, complete and timely
runs.
Good
rate with experience Send gional
reporting to federal, state and local agencies
rates/free permits. Stop by
resume
to
PO
Box
10407. Keeping the superintendent informed of
our rockport. IN terminal or
H Murray, KY 42071
improvements needed regarding the transcall Malone freight Lines 1HIRING 10AM TO 2PM.
portation department
Shift for parents with kids 888-239-5527.
8. Responding to and attempting to resolve
in school. Also hiring clos- POSITIONS day servers
parent, student and/or staff complaints
& food prep Experienced
er
and openers
9. Working as an effective team member of
Apply at Murray Wendy's waitress w/ 1yr experithe district administrative team
in person, ask to speak to ence preferred Apply at
10. Attending and reporting at monthly
Pagliai's Chestnut St
a manager. 2-4PM, M-F
board of education meetings

M

Interested individuals may obtain an application from the Calloway County Board of
Education at 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray, KY 42071 or by calling 270-762-7300.
Applications and/or letters expressing the
desire to be considered for the position must

be
addressed
to
Larry
Salmon,
Superintendent, at the address listed above.
All applications must be received in the board
of education office no later than January 15,
2001. Calloway County Schools is an Equal

Education and Employer Institution.

hiring cooks & counter
help for day & night. Must
he able to work weekends if
needed. No phone calls
please. Appl v in person at
Sonic Dri‘e-In.
2175. 12th Si,

NOV1

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
150

150

WANTED!
Experienced mechanic to
repair and maintain 1 & 2
ton trucks Send resume to
"Mechanic" P0
Box
1040-A, Murray, Ky 42071
WARNING! Don't pay too
much for Satellite TV! We
see Directv for $49/free installation! Call 800-6772202. Visa/MC accepted
SALES: Local transport
company seeking qualified
experienced sales person
who has established account and will help to locate new accounts. Benefits, family atmosphere.
Call Tony at 502-5151496.
OWNER-OPERATOR
NEEDED
To transport mobile homes
from manufacturing plant
at Henry, In, Drive for a
company that will treat you
fair
Contact ATH Inc.
877-384-6192.
Oorneslic & Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business Call Linda 7599553
NEED TO GO
Christmas Shopping?
Don't have a babysitter
Don't worry call me
Experienced 15 year old
available, 759-5393
WILL do house cleaning
Ironing also Call 4742131
100
Business
Opportunity
$1.00 Stores! $1.00- $10
Stores! 10,000 products
Financing available. Complete from $47.900. Call
800-829-2915
OWN your own company!
Over 100 hugh quality
franchises available. The
Franchise Authority, Inc.
Toll Free 877-792-2801.
Computers
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware, Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates Mid West
Internet. On 121S.

436-5933.
9a.m.-7p.m
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard
PROTECT yourself and
your computer from the
World Wide Web. Dr. Solomon's Anti-Virus version
7 for Windows. Complete
anti-virus package for your
PC. $20 753-5778.

Articles
For Sate

Articles
For Sale

9 foot pool table Like new
rosewood elegant leg de
sign, leather pockets with
tassels, beige cloth, 4'
cues, rack & cue rack,
plastic cover, hand and
cue chalk, pill bottle, and
extra set of balls $2,600
Call 753-6764
BOOTH SPACE available
Charlie's Antique Mall
Hazel
270-492-8175
BUILDING
Clearance
Sale... Guaranteed lowest
prices. Beat next price increase. 20x24 $2800
25x30
$3866.
30x40
$5362. 35x50 $7568.
40x60 $8648. Others. Pioneer 800-668-5422. Since
1980.
CHRISTMAS
SpecialFree portable TV/CD player while supplies last
w/purchase of Wolff Tanning Bed. Flexible financing available. Home/Commercial units. Free color
catalog. 800-842-1310.
COMDIAL Executech Office telephone system (analog). Includes 2, 32- but
ton Executech II console
models and 10, 12- button
individual station models.
Total of 12 telephones.
$1,000. Call 502-2238821, 8am to 5pm. Eastern.
DELL Computers. Built-toorder Hassele Free Financing-Get Approved today! Pentium III-933 and
more. Low Monthly Payment- 0.A.C. Limited
Time-Free Internet Access- most areas. 1-800477-9016 Code KP50
www.omcsolutions.com

VITAMASTER Sofa Walk
II, electric treadmill with
electronic monitor and adjustable elevation Used
very lithe. $175 Call 4892194

HEAVY duty wood splitter,
8 1/2 hp Briggs & Stratton
with wood boom
Call 436-5423
LP GAS REFILLS
Lowest prices in town!
RV, campers, etc.
New 100lb LP gas tanks
$99.00 each.
B&B Brokers
701 S. 12th St.
753-4389.
PLAYSTATION 2 just in
time too Christmas. Plays
DVD movies and playstation games 5600.00 OBO.
Brand new. Call 519-5330
anytime
STEEL BUILDING SALE:5,000 + sizes. 40x60x14,
$9,963;
50x75x14,
$12,760;
50x100x16.
60x100x16.
$15,999;
$17,956.
Mini-storage
buildings, 40x160. 32
units, $16,914. Free brochures. www.sentinelbuildings.com Sentinel Buildings, 800-327-0790, extension 79.

Computer Repair
-New PCs
-Networks
-Software

-Upgrades
-Phone System:,
-Peripherals

-Home or Business plans available
-15+ years computer experience.
-Affordable/multiple certifications.

1-270-489-2666
Greg Dowdy
http:11www.netcomindustries.corn
150
Articles

For Sole
ALL Toys & Collectibles
Made before 1980
270-759-3456
ANTIQUES, Collectibles,
Furniture and Primitives.
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates. Call
753-3633.

ERICSON Digital Cellular
ohone with charger, car
adapter,
microphone.
speaker and holder for
hands free car kit. $100
Phone 502-223-8821. 8am
to 5pm. (Eastern).

FREE! Dish Network
Satellite System installed
150
free. For more information,
Articles
call or come by
For Saki
Beasley Satellite
& Antenna
2 Diamond Back 12sp
500 N. 4th St
mountain bikes. Rode very
759-0901
little, excellent shape
WINDOW & Siding Sale
$275/ea. 759-2468.
$69 per month All credit
500 gallon propane tank
accepted
No
money
(901)642-3169
down! Lifetime warranty'
Call toll free today for free
estimates! 888-670-3035
Weathermaster Products

CLASSIFIED

Vernon's Pawn Shop
;,‘.09"Mtew
Aar

tal

lionie Lott For Rent

97 Clayton trailer, 3br, 2 COACH
Estates/ Fox
bath garden tub, fireplace Meadows Mobile Home
An Exceptional
and central heat and air Park.
Community". Spaces avail753-9107
DOUBLEWIDE 3br, 2 able at $95.00/mo Includbaths, full kitchen, over- ing Water, sewer. garbage
head fans, circle drive with pick up. City fire and police
carport & a large sturdy protection, city transit servbuilt shed on 2 large shady ice. Located in the heart of
Murray's finest residential
lots 10 minutes from lake
call 762-0032 or 474-8878 area, with all city utilities,
including cable vision No
or 753-9961
HM & Sons Mobile Home rental homes in park.
Owner- Occupied only.
Mover 18yrs experience
Licensed & insured in Ken- South 16th St. at Cantertucky, Tennessee & Illi- bury and Westview. 7533855nois 437-3939
LOT for rent 492-8488

Ladies
Triple Row
Diamond Ring

LRW4e:15
;01,1
o

AD4021
1 I, I Ti

'4995

SALE
PRICE

Diamond
Earrings
01E3004 • oc ( 1
SALE
PRICE

si995

gla

SALE
PRICE

Cultured
Fe l,irnn

Si195

12th St. •
kentui ks • 12701751-7II
1k..: %Ion -Sal. 910 a.m.-7:30 p.m.• Sun. 1-h pm

ApaniaastsFor Ihml

Apartments For Rent

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starling at
S200/mo 753-4109

1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
160
Wednesday, Friday
HorneFurnishings
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
MAYTAG washer & dryer
Opportunity
$200/both Secretary desk,
1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
cherry wood $175.00 767near MSU. 753-1252 or
9944
753-0606.
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
1964 Ford 4000 Diesel
1BR apt available, all apNew transmission & motor
LOT For Rent 753-9866
pliances furnished MurMobile
Homes
For
Rent
$6000 00 OBO 753-2570
Cal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR Apt. stove, refrigera2BR., $250/mo 753-6012
Rentals
Firewood
tor, D/W, W/D, Clean, no
NICE 2br, Mobile home
pets. 270-753-9841 or
OFFICE space available 270-436-5496.
A-1 firewood for sale $35 a No pets 753-9866
One to three private offi 1BR
rick delivered 437-4718 or
water & trash paid
ces Olive Branch Realty W/D
753-2443
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
available, no pets
767-9900 for details
SEASONED
767-9037
firewood
$35.00 Delivered. Also 1/2 acre $100/mo 753
1BR. apt. Walk to MSU
seasoned sawmill lumber. 6012
$235/mo. 753-2084
435-4494
Various size units 2 bedroom/1.5 bath in
TRIPPS Firewood
Cambridge. $500/month
Walnut Plaza
Call Rudy 436-2778
lease, no pets. Has all ap104 N. 5th
WILKERSON
Brothers
pliances plus full size
753-9621
wood for sale
washer/dryer This townCall Bill & Ted
house will be available
489-2093
early January. Call Grey's
489-2249
Properties, 759-2001.
28R Near MSU. $325, water furnished. Coleman
Musical
RE 759-4118.
PIANO FOR SALE. Beau2BR, 1 bath, no pets 11th
tiful top quality LIKE NEW
St $275 Sunny Lane
upright console Kimball
$250 Call 753-3415 or
piano Not a scratch or
753-7123 weekends
mar on it $2500.00
2BR, Near MSU. New carSanta says YES!
pet, paint & wallpaper.
753-8734
C/H/A. $325. Also 2br,
$300. Coleman RE.
759-4118.
Mobile Homes For Sale
3BR
duplex for rent.
C/H/A appliances, w/d
(2) 14 wide 2br., 1 bath. 1
hookup, new carpet and
with ref rig, stove W/D
vinyl No pets 759-8200
Cheap! 489-2278
38R., centrally located.
12X50 1971 Mobile home
Large rooms, Available imAppliances included
mediately.
Refrigerator,
$2000. 489-2979.
900+ square feet of office space
stove.
$375/mo $375 de14X50 1991 Fleetwood
posit. 759-1519.
excellent location in
2br., C/H/A mew living
4br., Townhouse .
downtown
Murray
room carpet 1 year water
Coleman RE. 759-4118
ready for immediate occupancy
heater. appliances, 200
APARTMENTS. for rent.
amp pole, axle & tires
Close to campus. Availa$7500.00 Call 492-8854
Best suited for low traffic professional office
ble Dec. 15 & Jan. 10.
901-593-5728.
753-5980 or 753-1203 af1995 Cavalier- 16x80. ExCALL 753-2633-8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. ter 5pm.
cellent Condition. 3br, 2
CLEAN 1 Br $250. mo
bath. AC. DW, all applianplus deposit. 104-B Wilces. Smoke and pet free
liams, close to college.
environment 767-9796.
Call Marg 759-5534
W 753-1586 8-2
759-5534.
CLEAN 3Br, 2 bath, 104
Williams_ Close to college,
$525. mo plus deposit.
Call Marg 759-5534 W
From Murray take 121 North to Coldwater. From Mayfield take 121
753-1568 8-2.
DUPLEX near university.
South through Coldwater. See auction signs.
2br, appliances $325. a
Several collections: Barbies - over 100 NRFB, Coca-Cola memorabilia.
month. 753-8096 or 753lots of depression glass, pink, green, milk glass, purple, carnival, beanie
2633.
babies and beanie buddies - over 400 combined lots of bears, coins - old
DUPLEX. 2br central h/a1802 1/2 B Monroe Ave.
and rare, Looney Tune watch.
Lease No Pets. 753-8002.
Antiques: unfinished oak cabinet, depressions glass, a nice oak dining
EFFICIENCY apt., 2 1/2
table with six chairs, old library table
blks from MSU $200/rent
Household items: Rainbow vacuum, Hoover steam cleaner - never been
$200/deposit Call 753
used, green leather recliner, various appliances, computer desk, oak cof7953
fee table and two end tables.
EXTRA nice 1br., 1 bath,
Shop and Yard Tools: lawn mower, lawn sweeper. Ryobi tiller, various
central gas H&A, appliances furnished, W&D. 1yr.
electric and yard tools, shop vac
lease, 1 month deposit. No
Miscellaneous: electric Igloo cooler - used only once. Epson Photo
pets. 753-2905.
Scanner, large Rubbermaid cabinet, three Rubbermaid storage cabinets.
FORREST View ApartWaggoner power roller, mini-straight edge razor set. Turtle luggage carments 1213 N. 16th St.,
rier, fax machine. Hewlett and Packard color copier, lots of other miscelnow accepting applications
laneous
for 2br townhouses, basic
Like new gas grill, gas pressure washer, like new patio set with umbrelrent $305/ month. Office
Hours, 10- 2, M-F. Call
la, JVC camcorder, kerosene heater. Husky mower (18 hp Murray - 46'
753-1970. Equal Housing
cut), deep freezer. BB gun, camping equipment. power tools, wrenches
Opportunity.
and tools, '68 mint set, '69 S Gem Proof penny, '63 Gem Proof nickel,

Office Space

FOR LEASE
WAREHOUSE SPACE
7,000 sq. ft. warehouse
in city. Prime location.
Excellent condition.

Call 753-1890.

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
FOR RENT

CL_ASSI/E.C.)

PUBLIC AUCTION

Saturday, December 16, 2000•10:00 a.m.

'74 Gem Proof dime,'78 Gem Proof quarter, pennies Lincoln Memorial
'59 date, collection of 8 different bril. Uncir. Roos. from 70's etc.
Walking Liberty silver half dollar, world finest min. Indian-Head $10
gold piece '10 copy, rare silver '12 Barber dime, Old Mexican silver dollar '60,'84 Olympic Commerative, '70's Proof Set, '43 Nickel made of
35% silver,'24 Mercury dime, buffalo nickels (10), foreign coins(8),'71
Kennedy half dollar. dumbbells (2 small), oak dining table with six
chairs, stereo cabinet, Geo Gold Mine Rock.
This is only a partial listing. Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. I.unch available.

A good place to do some Christmas shopping!
1999 Ford Windstar - 4 door - loaded - one owner.

For more information and your auction needs phone

Dan Miller, Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
December 20, 2000•1:00 p .in.

Ruby or Sapphire
Diamond
Pyramid Cluster

95
9
SALE $3
PRICE

Mobile Homes For Sete

994 Outback Road, New Concord, KY
Offering at auction approximately 9 acres ofprime real estate with a
doublewide mobile home and a large metal building. This propert‘
joins TVA and beckons your attention.
Terms: 10% doon of purchase price day of auction. Balance in 30 days with
%inn and deed.

Directions: From Murray take Hwy. 121 S. to New
Concord. Turn left on Hwy. 444 follow to Outback
Road watch for auction signs.
For more information and your auction needs call

Terry D. Paschall Real Estate
Terry D. Paschall Broker - (270)435-4011
Dan Miller Auctioneer and Associate
(270)435-4144
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Houses For Rent

[
11216114alhe

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for
1 & 2br units Rent based
on income Mobility impairment accessible Phone
492-8721 Mon & Thurs
9-ham TDD No
1-800-648-6056
Equal
Housing Opportunity.

HOUSE FOR RENT
AKC Boxer Pups Ready
503 Lynnwood Ct
Dec 18th All Mahogany
3 Bedroom, 2 bath, CenCall-4928
2
evenings
355
tral gas heat Excellent location $700/mo Call 759or 270-519-6765
1693
BIRD Fair & Supply Sale!
TWO bedroom house with
Dec 16th 9am -5pm
washer dryer, stove reDec 17th 11am-4pm
frigerator, and storage Executive Inn, Paducah
LARGE 1br, close to MSU, shed Reasonable utilities
Great Deals On Birds
on Camel St All applian- NO PETS Lease and deToys & Cages
ces including Washer and posit $500 00 753-7920
901-878-1307
dryer. Available immediCHRISTMAS PUPPIES
ately (270)759-5885
Storage Rentals
UKC Rt Terrier puppies
LARGE 2br, 2 bath
753-7269
1 tr2blocks MSU C/H/A
CHRISTMAS pups
$395 per month plus deAlaskan Malamutes
posit No pets, references
Call 270-210-8878 or
required
270-492-6361
753-3949, Day
All Size Units
also young sugar gliders
759-3050 after 6p m
Available
DOG Obedience
LOOKING for an
Master Trainer
affordable apartment?
436-2858
Visit us at Hilldale Apts.
FREE Christmas kittens.
CREEKVIEW STORAGE2&3 br apts. available.
520-540 On Center Drive 5 males, 1 female 753Handicap Accessible.
6217
Behind Tom's Grille
Equal Opportunity
JUST in time for Christmas
759-4081
Housing
AKC Registered Boston
For more information
NORTHWOOD
storage Terrier puppies for sale
call 437-4113 Mon-Fri
presently has units availa753-2493
TDD# (800) 545-1833
ble 753-2905 or 753PUPPIES
Ext. 287.
7536
3/4 Great Pyrenees &
NEW 3br. condo-plex
1/4 Komondor (breed)
Available Jan. 2, 2001.
Price $75
$675 month/deposit refor herds/ guard dogs
quired. 753-0834.
753-7787
RED OAKS APTS.
390
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
119 Main • 753-6266
RENT horse stalls $75 00
2BR From $325
a month Call 753-2169
Call Today!
7534668.
SMALL 2Br Apt. Gas heat
washer/ Dryer. $250. plus
deposit. 489-2741.
Southside Manor Apts
A GREAT LOCATION WITH POTENTIAL
1, 2 & 3br apts
Vdednesday
, Dec. 20th, At 10:60 AWL
Section 8 housing
Commercial Property & A-Frame Home
753-8221
Restaurant & Deli Equipment - Fixtures
EHO
7459 US Hwy 641 North
University Heights Apts.
IGIIIItyimr-ltsviIO4m,, KY
1 & 2br rental assisted
.6 Mile S Of KY Darn Village • 4 Miles N Of Draffenville
apts. These apts are for
"Former 641 Bait & Tackle"
families, disabled, handi-ro-.=t 1 - 1 -Gan ALICWAI2S
capped, senior citizens,
Improved With 3400 Sq Ft Building
wheel chair accessible.
Excellent Commercial Property
759-2282. Mon, Wed 4
Retail Display Area - Dual Restrooms
Thurs. 9-5. 1734 Campbell
Minnow Tanks - Bait Shop Area
Self Serve Gas Facilities
Street. Hearing impaired
Deli -Kitchen -Convenient Store Area
only:
1-800-648-6056.
US 6 Door Glass Front Display Walk In Cooler
Equal Housing OpportuniRange Guard 9'x48" Hood Vent System
ty.
Office - Personal Quarters w/Bath
200' Of Paved Front Parking & More!!
1BR. like new, appliances.
"Tirakact 2 - _75 :licit-4e
Coleman RE 759-4118.
wriNice Rustic 28'11.36' A- Frame Home
Upper 8. Lower Level Bedrooms & Baths
Gas Central Heat & Air
Mouses For Rent
Fenced Back - A Cozy Setting
Cute a Comfortable!!
1 br. and a 2 br. No pets
Being Offers-act hr Tracts
Lease anti deposit reArse In Crombirsaticers
quired. 753-0728 after
To Obtain The Highest SeHing Price!!
4:00 PM.
Real Estate Terms:15% Down In
1602
Tabard,
Martin
Guaranteed Funds, Balance In 30 Days!
Heights. 3br 2 bath fireEquips-v.406mM - IFiacItsaireass
place, dining room, double
Fizor Restaurant - Dien
garage. $800/mo. Call
To Be Sold Separate From The Baal Estate
753-0090 or 559-3883
TRUE 27" Glass Front Upright Refrigerator Cooler
19862 US Hwy 68 E., Auw Single Door • TRUE 48" Glass Front Refrigerated
rora. Duplex 2Br/ 5 rooms.
Deli Display Case • TRUE SS 27" Upright
$450 a month. plus 1Br efRefrigerator Cooler w Single Door • TRUE SS 54"
ficiency $250 a month
Upright Freezer w Double Front Doors • STAR SS
Newly remodel. near Ken27" Counter Style Food Cooler • CHEF MATE SS
lake State Park. 800-531Deli Slicer • CASTLE SS 15" Counter Style Deep
2246
Fryer • US 4 Burner Commercial Gas Range w 24"
38R, 2 bath, C/KA newly
Side Grill 8 30" Below Oven • SS 7'x30", 4'x30",
redecorated $495 per
3'x30" Prep Tables • 5-Bench Booths • Commercial
Utensils • Display Shelving And Miscellaneous
month
plus
security
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF AUCTION!!
(270)474-2520
CLEAN 2 br. 1 bath. cenJudicial Sale Court Case #CI-00014
tral H/A, quiet neighborRobert D. Mattingly, Jr. Master Coininissioner
hood. $500 mo plus security deposit. Call Marg 7595534 W 753-1586. 8-2.
NE AUCTIONEER &REAL ESTATE BROKER
HOUSE 3br, 2 baths. CenFANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
tral heat & air, excellent lo-THE SELLING MACHINE"
cation in city. No pets, deCat For Brochure • Website wwwjamesrcash.corn
posit required. Available
now. (270)759-1610

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
753-3853

EASTSIDE

[az

STORAGE

,Fttr8.iiiTeErefgmreEreirgia.

(COURT ORDERED AUCTION)

I

JAMES R. CASH

ABSOLUTE ESTATE AUCTION
so

Saturday, December 16 • 10 a.m.

NO
RESE
RVA7TONs
Directions: From Murray proceed South on KY Hwy. 121 approximately 2.5 miles, auction on left at
the corner of Countryside Drive and State Rt. 121.

sa1141141-514

4026 State Rt. 121 South, Murray, KY

Selling the home and personal property of the estate of the late Mrs. Emma Knight.
Greet
Location

Great
,
apportunitv

A comfortable brick home in
move in condition.
A matching brick entry to the concrete drive
will serve as an impressive introduction to
this three bedroom home. Near town, on the
way to the lake, yet plenty of space to remind
you of the country. Features a large corner
lot which fronts both Hwy. 121 and
Countryside Drive.

Household items include: Antique wooden smoke stand • maple dining table and chairs •Singer

sewing machine in cabinet wflots of sewing & craft supplies • silver tea set, crazy quilts • other
quilts • carved figurines • end tables • beautiful farm scene painting in excellent frame • blue boy
and pink lady framed print and figurines • Wurlitzer electric organ - mint condition with quality
sound • 2 drum top tables • sofa with matching chair • several cross stitched pieces - foot stools,
throw, and wall hangings • loveseat • Fenton glass(pink & vaseline)• lusterware pitcher • framed
Lynn Grove's Best flour sack • 1928-30 Lynn Grove High School momentos • ironware - match
holder, skillets (including Griswold)• antique blue stone mixing bowls • several collector plates •
lots of appliances • Avon ruby plates • oil lamps • antique crystal glasses, salts and toothpick hold
ers • costume jewelry •jewelry boxes • set Franciscan earthware china • Noritake china - Envoy
pattern • Hall tea pot • antique cake plate • Estate Hearthside china • Blue Ridge • Jackson china
• Homer Laughlin china • German hand painted china • Rogers Bros. 1847 silverplate flatware in
case • very old serving bowls and pitchers • antique hickory clothes hamper • old composition doll
• wooden candle holders and Christmas decorations • Roosevelt Presidential campaign buttons •
crocheted table
A
blep
n cilia
othnsce
•svery nice table, bed and bath lines • card tables.
vacuum cleaner • GE 21 CF upright freezer • Hotpoint washer and dryer
liufchithi
• like new Hotpoint refrigerator • Frigidaire electric range • RCA Color Trak TV
Automobiles; 1990 Chevy Lumina, white w/blue interior, 31,000 actual miles. This car has had the
best of care with documented maintenance records - EXTRA SHARP' 1990 Chrysler Labaron,
50,000 actual miles, new tires and battery - EXCELLENT CAR All this and more ..
Terms on Personal Property: Complete Settlement Day of Auction.
71prins on Real Estate: 20% Down day of auction with balance due within 30 days upon
delivery of deed.

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer Joe Thomason - Apprentice Auctioneer
Max R. Dodd - Broker
"The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796
mail • werilliklavet
500 rrapnywhl• in, wrorierot hunth avIchlibie i,, Tru•

weblie • tairlmisetiso •-own
Annnvromments de al'sale take,proe.4.,,,

•I
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400
Yard Sales

GARAGE SALE
Friday, Dec. 15 • 5:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 16•7:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
1416 Dudley Drive
Located on the corner of Meadowlane
RAIN OR SHINE!
Women Plus Size Clothes - 18W-30W
Women's: wool skirts, shirts, sweaters, dresses, suits, pants, cardigans, skirts, shoes size
11-12, T-shirts, vests, hot pink toilet & sink,
beige sink, trinkets, pictures, SW decor, etc

1996 Yamaha 350 Warn
er. $2,500 Call 492-6232
2000 Honda Rancher ES,
4x2, $3,600
Call 759-5400
Blaster.
992 Yamaha
Good condition $1,200
759-5973

i

i
port Utility Vehicles

19789 Jeep Grand Wagg
oner. 360 V-8 auto, gold
w/ beige interior. 92,xxx
miles. asking $6800.00.
1990 Chevy LWB 4x4.
460
White w/ blue interior. 350
Homes For Sate
V-8 auto, A/C, alum.
BANKRUPTCY Auction- 257 Tobacco Road, 3 wheels. AM/FM CD player.
miles 641 South Murray, Asking $7800.00. 753Complete dispersal sale.
"R&R mowers, Inc." 33 2BR. 1 Bath, small country 7537.
Ford & MF tractors, 34 house, water included, no 1986 Jeep Grand Wagonmowers, 15 trucks, 2 W/D hookup, no large eer, leather, pwr sunroof,
pets, $425., deposit re- 4wd, V-8, new motor, new
street sweepers, constructires $3,750.00 753-9761
tion & shop equipment. quired, 753-1159
Saturday. Dec. 16, 9:37 3BR. house on 1 1/2 acre. '98 Explorer, leather, loada.m. E.S.T. Call Billy Frank 5 minutes from town. 10 ed, very good condition.
Harned, 800-272-6223 for
minutes from lake. Out- $1750000 759-2158
complete details_ Century
buildings, mature shade,
21 Joe Guy Hagan.
C/H/A, new beige burber
carpet,
appliances.
$58,500. 270-436-5695 or 1987 CADILLAC Sedan
{MIReal Estate
753-4487. Good rental in- Deville. extra nice, 1 ownvestment.
er. Only 20,000 miles on
devel80+ acres partially
3BR., gas central heat & new engine. 753-0114.
oped mobile home park
air, gas logs, new kitchen. 1987
Camry.
Toyota
Call 270-554-1662
410 S. 6th St. 759-9305
137,000 miles, automatic,
HALEY Professional
Kentucky all power. Asking $2,350
ATTENTION:
Appraising
home buyers and owners! 759-8295.
270-759-4218
Local Kentucky lender of- 1989 Honda Civic Hatch"For What It's Worttr
fer sing home lones. Pur- back, manual transmischase home, no money sion, very reliable. Asking
down, refinance. Lower $1,700.00 759-8295.
payments, cash for any 1997 Chrysler Seabreeze
(2) 3d4 acre lots 7 miles purpose. Fast, friendly
LX, Auto, air, 41,000
North, Murray. 753-1967
service. Credit problems miles, $9,400 Call 492LOTS for sale. Starting at ok! Apply free 1-800-795- 8175.
$11,000. Price includes 4771.
'92 BMW 3251, Excellent
water, septic & driveway. BRICK ranch 3br., 2 bath, condition. 753-4751 (beAlso land home packages. fireplace, 2 car garage. 1 fore 5pm) 753-1624 (after
acre. For sale or lease . 5pm).
270-437-4838.
Option to buy. 759-3395 '93 Tararus SHO loaded, 5
after6pm. 484 Midway Rd. speed. $6000.00 OBO.
HOUSE for sale. 3Br, car Call 759-2137
1/2 garage, 1.5 bath, can
DREAM building sites with see lake. Pirate's Cove.
Vans
rolling wooded hillsides. $69,000. Would sell on
Restricted. Various size land contract with the right
tracts available 5 minutes person.
1995 Venture. White 4dr.
west of town. You have to
Extra
clean van. 87,xxx
270-354-6804.
see to appreciate. Call to
miles. $11300 OBO,_
PRESTON Heights
489-2945.
day Toryour private show3BR, 2 bath, 1876 sq. ft.
ing. 753-2905.
brick and vinyl home,
many extras:
460
Call 759-1770
Homes For Sale
for appointment.
No realtors please.
2 BR, 1 bath,brick ranch,
hardwood, privacy fence,
Courtesy Auto
•
new roof. 9x14 storage
/ THE
Plex has auto
building, lots of updates.
loans available for
Asking $48,000. 759-9417.

95 G MC Sierra Short
wheel base, 5 speed , asking $7000 00 Soldier relocating. Serious inquiries
please 759-4462 until
Dec 17 2000
630
Offered
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished. Quality Workmanship Affordable Rates. Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, etc
436-2867
ALL Carpentry, Electrical. Home building, additions, remodeling. Rotten
roofs.
floors, sagging
Home & Mobile repair, vinyl siding. References.
Call Larry Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353_

CASSIFIEDS-

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect
•Steady income history

Your Ad
Could Be
Here!

i

Free Colunws

lliZtrifIcalOnsted
J&D Lawncare
Leaf Removal,
Gutter cleaning
Now is the time to
lime your yard
(270)759-3840

FREE puppies Lab/ RobReady
mix
welter
12/22/00 Call 489-2194 or
489-2189

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Carpets, upholstery &
Emergency Water Removal Serving Murray Since
1970. Free Estimates. Satisfaction Guaranteed
753-5827

WANT ADS
WORK

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555
RILEY Remodeling
& Construction
Doors installed, vinyl siding & aluminum trim, rooting, shingles & metal
roots. Replacement windows, additions, garages,
decks, pole barns.
Free Estimates.
270-489-2907
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates.
753-5484_

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray Ledger &
Times

753-1916

Business On
A Budget?
SAVE $195
with a 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds
every day for a month including Shopper for
only $205.
Call

753-1916
For Details

L_

..SS//EL::,

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
accepts
Visa and Master Card

HOME IMPROVEMENT
FROM BASEMENT To CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS!

TREE
SERVICES

JR_

David's Cleaning
Roofing
Metal
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED& INSURED

Free Estimates

Tree Trimming

24 Hr. Service

Cleanup Service

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Paul Lamb
Removal

800-505-5091 or
our credit hot line

EXTERIOR
CLEANING

ROOFER

-Lamb Brothers
-LJ
Tree Service
'c4
lu
,,,

Kenny B at

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

Services

We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
*Brick 'All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
Phone (270) 759-4734

David Borders

24 hours.

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

877-937-2886

Magic Home For Sale!
8 Bedroom, 3 1/2 bath brick home:
walking distance to hospital and
downtown industries; or Shazaam!
It's a large 6 br/ 2 1/2 bath with an
upstairs one bedroom apartment or
Altigazam! It's a 4/2 with large apartment and in-law living quarters convertable to an extra three room apartment or
Ahacadabra! It's zoned commercial
and has space (approximately 4500
q. ft.) for various and sundry ??? or
combinations of the above. Did we
Mention it has room for a parking lot
Or a large swimming pool? Oops!
$98,540 or consider some type of trade
FOR ALL OR PART, but don't inquire
*without a bank statement showing an
$80,000 borrowing capacity.
By appointment only!

410
Public Sale

A
David's Home Improvement

A

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

Public Sale

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing. trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609

270-443-8030

bills, divorce,

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

.753-9211

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
Excellent protection, high
quality. Roy Hill 436-2113.
Chimney
CHIM
Chim
Sweep Chimney Cleaning.
10% SR Discount. We sell
and
chimney
caps
screens. Tracy Manning.
435-4006.
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience Gerald Walters. 753-2592

"We Tote The Note"
2095 Irvin Cobb Dr.
Paducah, KY

bankruptcy call

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

FENCING
Midway Fence. All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices.
Free Estatements Insured.
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839.
GRAVEL & top soil tor
sale We also build driveway & roads
270-437-4838
GUTTERS,
Seamless Aluminum
Gutters. Variety of colors.
Free estimates.
West Ky Seamless
Gutters. 753-0278.
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted. No job too small.
Give us a call. Yes we
clean gutters.
Phone: 436-5759
Concrete
INSULATED
Forms. Basements, walls,
foundation retainer walls.
Jimmy Bucy 753-7457,
Rudy Tripp 436-2778.

Buy Here,
Pay Here Motors

slow pay, medical

repossessions and

ELECTRICAL
New construction,
remodeling, or lust replacing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834

Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.

.
41SS/ -*/EL)
I_

Credit
ProblemsNo Problem

Global Mortgage Link

011ered

Offered

Used Trucks
1976 Chevy shortbed
stepside SWB, factory
custom trailenng special,
454, 400 trans, corvette
yellow $4000 OBO 7530743
1976 Ford F-250. Reliable
$135000 753-1940 leave
message
1985 Dodge Ram 150 4x4,
clean, sharp, A.C. PS, 318
auto. $4300. 489-2296.
1990 Chevy Z-71 pick-up.
4WD,
power,
cruise,
camper trailer, lights/ wiring. $5500. 753-7037.
1997 Chev. Z71 push button, 4 wheel drive, white,
extended cab, step side
short bed, extra nice, loadwith
options.
ed
$18,250.00 753-6855.
1998 S-10, 2 dr, LS standard cab SB Automatic,
stereo, air, cruise, x-cond,
39,000 miles, $10,900
753-2215 after 6:00.
74 Chevy, Good work
truck Call after 5pm 7539849
92 Ford F150 S/wheel
base. Red, extra sharp.
$5500.00 759-4401.

We're Rolling Out
the Carpet for You!
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS
• Carpet• Vinyl • Hardwood
• Laminate Flooring
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE

HATCHETT REAL ESTATE AND AUCTION
520 Wilkins Road, Benton KY 1202L,
(270)527-2044
C K HATCHETT BROKER AND AUCTIONEER

Pius...all other home improvements

BY CERTIFIED STAFF

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

JOE SMITH CARPET
U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

HOME
FURNISHINGS

JR_

Wiggins Furniture

therps 'L
r7c7m="
7""e""'""3*
-Moving
Cross Country Or Local

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Licensed & Insured

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa Mastercard also 12.24-36 month financing

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

CARPET
FLOORING
CERAMIC TILE•COMP TILE • VNYL • HARDWOOD•CARPET

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

WE DO!Over 34 Years

Call Now To ;_et
Advertise Your
Business On
Our Holiday
Greetings Page.
Contact Kathy or Tammy at

Experience/
Visit Our Showroom Today

0

Murray
Tom
.
Tal r

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
12-I-I State Route 121 North

tlifief*a41 Situidard

e

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

753-7728

IL

A

A Bigger Selection - A Better Price"'
Be Sure To Shop - Before You RA '

Rd.
*

For more
information call
Kathy or Tammy
at 753-1916

SERVICES OFFERED

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, December 16, 2000 • 10:00 a.m.
Location Tom Ghast Property 973 Greenvalley Road Hwy. 1346 Dexter.
Kentucky.
Directions Go Hwy. 641 South of Hardin to Dexter 1346 Hwy. and 641 In!
Go East on 1346 74 miles Rosevelt Road it turns in to Greenvalley Road
Watch for signs.
From Murray Take 94 Hwy. 10-1/2 miles East of Murray toward Kenlake State Park
turn West on Hwy, 1346 Greenvalley Road. Go 1 mile Watch for signs.
REAL ESTATE
2.75 Acre Tract of Land, Septic Tank and Field System, Good Well, Great
Garden Spot, Large Trees, Near Kentucky Lake.
ROLLING STOCK AND PERSONAL PROPERTY
1995 Layton by Skyliner 30 foot Travel Trailer, Roof Air, Microwave,
Refrigerator. Stove, Propane Heat and more offered with property and sold
separate to accrue the highest price. 1987 Chevy Truck - automatic. 6.2
diesel, winch on front, 4 wheel drive, good rubber and heavy shocks, 1973
Slide in camper, 16 foot Silvercraft Boat - 50 h.p Mercury Motor and Trailer,
New 14 h.p. Murray riding mower. Homelite and Poulan chain saws, Ext. ladders, Come-a-long, Miller Welder ACDC. Open end and Box End Wrenches,
New TV. Satellite Dish, Tools. Tool Boxes. Drill Bits. Drills. Cordless Drill,
Saws. Pots, Pans, Dishes, Torch Set, Propane Torch and more.
Sale Conducted By.

*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors.
*Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers

Serving The Area For 27 Years

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS?

753-1916 or come by the office
at 1001 Whitnell Ave.

We Service AllBrands
Certified TVA Heat Pump Contractor License iim02182

270-759-2288

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.
Please call Paul for
free estimate at

270-7594979

a

Hort $41 -I in Is+NO of
t
KnigM's
Tom Why rhd
Hazel. KY
1500
, rhi",10 •

1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY 42071
Fax (270) 753-1927

VISA

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement
Guide Call Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

2x2 - $205 • 2x4 - $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
• DEAR Mt, GOTT: My 68-year-old
husband has pretty bad emphysema.
Why is his breathing more labored in
the afternoon? What treatment is
available for him?
DEAR READER: Emphysema, a
potentially severe and crippling disorder, is a form of chronic lung disease
marked by destruction of alveoli, the
feathery air sacs that provide for the
elimination of waste carbon dioxide
and the intake of fresh oxygen by pulmonary tissue.
Patients with mild emphysema suffer few consequences. However, those
individuals with significant disease
experience air-trapping; because they
cannot readily exhale stale air, the
lungs become over-inflated. There is
no room for oxygen-rich air.
Therefore, carbon dioxide is retained,
leading to breathlessness, more rapid
and labored respiration and intolerance to exercise — even the most
modest sort, such as walking.
Because emphysema patients have
to work so hard simply to breathe,
their respiratory muscles easily tire;
hence, the affliction typically worsens
as the day wears on or during exercise.
Emphysema is a common consequence of cigarette smoking, air pollution, repeated respiratory infections
and asthma.
There are several ways your husband can improve his breathing.
First, he should be prescribed
antibiotics for any lung infection, no
matter how trivial, because even
small areas of inflammation can further compromise his already overworked respiratory system.
Also, if he is prone to asthma
(bronchial spasm and wheezing), he
would be helped by bronchodilators,
drugs to relax the airways and permit
him to breathe more easily. Such
medicines are available in pill, liquid
and aerosol forms.
Second, your husband should have
regular respiratory therapy under the
guidance of a qualified professional.
Mucus plugs can be dislodged and
coughed up by gravity drainage as
part of a treatment program, including nebulized medication administered as vapor from a machine.
Further, special breathing exercises,
taught by a respiratory therapist, may
enable your husband to learn how to
use accessory breathing muscles (in
the chest wall) to compensate for the
over-work of breathing.

YOU'VE BC
-EN AWFULLY QUIET 2
THIS EVENING .YOU'RE UPSET '
ABOUT SOMETHING,
AREN'T YOU?
AM I?

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 14 2000

DEAR ABBY

Third, low-flow oxygen, delivered
from a tank or oxygen concentrator
through a plastic tube to the nose,
may make your husband more comfortable by supplying the extra oxygen
he so desperately needs. The supplemental oxygen can be used continually or, preferably, intermittently to
relieve breathlessness and permit
him more independence.
Fourth, you should make every
effort to ensure clean air in your husband's environment. Prohibit smoking
in the house or anywhere near him.
Use air conditioners and air purifiers
when applicable. If he has allergies,
such as hay fever, consult an allergist
to determine if treatment, such as
desensitization injections, might be
beneficial.
Finally, consider having your husband see a pulmonologist, a physician
specializing in lung disorders. Such a
doctor may be able to offer further
specific advice to assist your husband.
For example, some emphysema
patients with large areas of trapped
air (bullae) are greatly helped by
undergoing surgical resection of these
blocked areas, thereby permitting better-functioning lung tissue to expand
and begin working.
Although emphysema is permanent
and,for all practical purposes, incurable,
there are many ways to treat the disease
and increase patients' comfort and independence, while minimizing disability.
To give you related information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health Report
"Living with Chronic Lung Disease."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New York,
NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
Copyright 2000, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: Christmas came
early last year: Our copier repairman at work gave me his cold. I
spent Christmas Eve and Day with
my cat, because 1 dared not inflict
my cold on my elderly parents.
Abby, please remind your readers to cover their mouths when
coughing or sneezing. A big thankyou. Sign me ...
AAACHOO!
DEAR AAACHOO: You're
welcome.(Gesundheit!)
As important as covering
one's mouth when coughing or
sneezing may be, it is equally
important for everyone to frequently wash their hands during cold season. Contrary to
popular belief that colds are
caught from germs flying
through the air, more colds are
caught because people cough
and sneeze into their hands,
and then touch objects that are
touched by others (door handles, elevator buttons, stair
rails, telephones). When their
contaminated fingers touch
their eyes or noses — that is
how colds are transmitted.
Frequent hand-washing (or
sanitizing) is the best defense.
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: As we all know
the importance of washing our
hands because illness can be transmitted by touching our eyes, nose
and mouth, it amazes me that
strangers have an uncontrollable
desire to test a newborn infant's
hand grasp. Don't they know that
babies comfort themselves by
putting their hands into their
mouths?
It's flu season, Abby, so please
ask your readers to try to keep their
hands to themselves when they see
a baby. Only their smiles, coos and
kind words are appreciated by their
parents.
CALIFORNIA MOTHER OF TWO

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY: Why is it that
after a couple has dated for more
than two years, everyone assumes
that they are ready to get married
and that the woman is anxiously
holding her breath waiting for the
ring?
I am 31 years old and have been
in a relationship for three years.
While we are very happy, we feel
we still need time before moving on
to the next step. It amazes me when
family and friends chastise my
boyfriend and pity me because I
haven't been so "lucky" as to have
gotten engaged.
Abby, please tell people that it's
not OK to assume every woman is
dying to get married. I find this
degrading and old-fashioned. I realize that everyone has good intentions, but if one more person asks
me when he's finally going to pop
the question, I just might "pop" that
person.
HAPPILY DATING
IN NEW JERSEY
DEAR HAPPILY DATING:
Before popping off, please consider that your family and
friends are traditional thinkers.
Your attitude is extremely contemporary. Until the last 15 or
20 years, it was most women's
dream to be married — and if
they were in a steady relationship for more than two years
without a commitment, the
problem often was that the
boyfriend was unwilling.
Years ago, girls used to
dream about a little white
house with a picket fence. Now,
they're likely to dream about a
corporate office with a couple
of windows.
***

man and Benton beat Calloway
Ten years ago
Published is a,picture of Parks, County High. High team scorers
Director Gary Hohman and Em- -were Steve HaleAor Murray, TyTei
ployee Bobby Perry setting up a French for Paducah, David Davis
Christmas display near the entrance for Benton and Pete Roney for Calof Murray-Calloway County Park in loway.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stone will be
preparation for the "Christmas in
50 years Dec. 19.
married
the Park' display.
Forty years ago
Births reported include a boy to
Murray-Calloway County AirPamela and Samuel Mathis, a boy
Board approved the master
port
to Terra and Gary Blakely, a girl to
Mary and Anthony Lawrence and a plan for the airport which will be loboy to Dianna and Mitchell Phillips, cated near the Penny community.
Dec. 8; a girl to Tina and Allen Members of the board are Bill
Wadkins, a girl to Katherine and Thurman, Buford Hurt, Hugh OakRichard Lewis and a girl to Carolyn ley, Z.C. Enix and Verne Kyle.
Murray State College String Orand Michael Thomas, Dec. 9; a boy
to Tammie and Roger Youngblood, chestra, directed by Prof. David J.
Gowans, presented a concert Dec.
Dec. 10.
11 at 3 p.m. in recital hall of fine
Twenty years ago
The Murray-Calloway County arts building at MSC.
Recent births reported at Murray
Transit Authority is now operating
Hospital
include a boy to Mr. and
with its buses in Murray and CalloMrs.
Gene
Smith, a girl to Mr. and
way County, according to Sue MorMrs. Robert Sires, a boy to Mr. and
ris, director.
Nelson Shroat was presented the Mrs. Leamon Henson and a girl to
award of "Realtor of the Year for Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tucker.
Fifty years ago
1980" by the Murray-Calloway
Murray State College ThoroughCounty Board of Realtors. He was
presented the award by Bill Koppe- breds beat New Mexico A & M in a
basketball game. Bennie Purcell
rud, 1979 award winner.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Futrell were was high team scorer for Murray.
In high school basketball games
married for 60 years Oct. 30.
Births reported include a boy to Murray Training beat Lynn Grove,
Almo beat Salem and Calvert City
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Settle, Nov. 30.
Thirty years ago
beat New Concord. High team scor. An average of $39.68 per hun- ers were Bowden, MTS, Miller,
dred weight was reported for the Lynn Grove, Phillips, Almo, Maysale of Type 35, air cured tobacco, field, Salem, McLemore, Calvert
for the opening day of sales on the and Rowland, New Concord.
Murray Market, according to 011ie
Will Mac Jones and Jimmy
Boone have been elected co-capBarnett, market reporter.
In high school basketball games, tains of the 1961 football team at
Murray High beat Paducah Tilgh- Murray High School.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

The Bidding Tells the Tale

SHOP
MURRAY
FIRST!

C'MCC1,
TELL ME..

WI-AT DID
I DO?

"No

12.14

DEAR MOTHER OF TWO:
That makes good sense to me.
Although tiny babies are almost West dealer.
irresistible, adults must bear in North-South vulnerable.
mind that the immune systems
NORTH
of infants are fragile, and make
•A K 6 4 3
'7
the effort to lessen their expo•Q 9 4
sure to illnesses they may be ill4K 8 5 2
equipped to fight off.
WEST
EAST
#*
•Q J 10 9 8 7 2
—
V K 10 4
•J986532
•8 3 2
•6
ICS
4J7
4Q 10 4
SOUTH
•5
VAQ
IP YOU CAgT CI6URE OUT WI-1AT
•A K J 1075
YOU Cv0 DO OR coesor ID DO.
4A 9 6 3
AND SET THINGS 57'A/6417 AND
The bidding:
MAKE SURE IT DOC-SN'T HAPPL-N
South
North East
West
AGAM4 I'M CERTAINLY NOT GOIW
4•
Pass
3+
Pass
TO TEL.L YOU WHAT IT IS!
6•
4+
Pass
Pass
JVV1/1 6,- AAAKAM
Opening lead — queen of spades.

II II

TWO HOURS Of FIGHTING
THE CHRISTMAS CROWDS...
IF I COULD 1UST
SIT FOR A MINUTE

I COULD 3115T 5IT,
. OFF refLi SHOES AND
TAKE
HAVE A HANDSOME MAK)
BRING ME BOXES OF THING'S
THAT WILL MAKE ME FEEL
PRETN AND NEW AGAIN...

ONCE AGAIN, MI HOLIDAY
GRIING BEGINS WITH THE
SHOE DEPARTMENT.

The importance of planning
the play of a hand before quickly
proceeding cannot be overemphasized. Declarers prone to impulsive play eventually learn how
costly this can be.
Considerthiscasewhere South
reached an excellent six-diamond
contract after West opened with a
pre-emptive three-spade bid.
North's four-spade cue-bid showed
first-round spade control plus interestin slam,and South was happy

to oblige.
West led the queen of spades,
covered by the king, and East
ruffed. South could not later avoid
losing a club also, so he finished
down one.
Declarer was clearly at fault
for losing the slam. Given West's
three-spade bid, it was virtually
certain that East would ruff the
king ofspades at trick one. Having
been thus forewarned, South
should have played a low spade
from dummy on the opening trick,
preserving North's A-K of spades
for later use.
If West next led another spade,
declarer would again play low from
dummy and ruff in his hand. It
then would have been a simple
matter for South to ruff the queen
of hearts in dummy before drawing trumps, after which the A-K of
spades would furnish discards for
his two losing clubs. In all, declarer would score six diamonds,
two spades, two clubs, the heart
ace and a heart ruff for 12 tricks.
A good case can be made for
playing a low spade from dummy
on the opening trick even with no
opposing bidding. But here,
declarer's play at trick one was
suicidal as well as impulsive,and it
cost him a vulnerable small slam
and a 700-point rubber.

Tomorrow: Opening lead
0:72000 King Features Syndicate Inc

CROSSWORDS
ir...:6'04:01..
r
w. I 111
32 Race horse
35 Ponce — —
38 Is in poor
health
39 Trouble
41 Old-time
slave
42 Suffix
43 Clark Gable
role
45 Three times
(comb. form)
46 Selenium
symbol
47 Attorneys
49 Roman four
50 Singer
Franklin
52 Small wave
54 Impudent
55 — intestine

ACROSS

*4::

A. .-',..017•74

1 TV
personality

IFCIIR a

-T

DADDVI
DADDyl
Dvappy's Home'

6 Separate
11 Tina Turrrer
portrayer

Ft cot- WC1IFtSa
DADDtp
WANNA SEE
SOMETHIN' I
MADE
,
WANNA
KNOW
WHAT I
DID
TODAy7
WATCH
ME,
D
WATCH
MEIN

I'M DEAD-TIRED. IDOt4T
HAVE -THE ENERGy To
PLAY WITH THE KIDS
BEFORE DINNER.

FORTUNATELy,THE V DONT
csEFM TO NOTICE

a

HAAAAAHHHH

12 Froth
14 Southern St
15 Late actress
Young
17 Note of scale

(1101/4i
MMMMM

18 Breakfast
staple
20 Ms
Rowland.
et al
21 Total
22 Social
outcast
24 Mal de —
25 Lake or
Canal
26 Drags
loosely
28 Singer
Donna —
30 Born (Fr)
31 Title of
respect
1

2

S CAMS
H ARRY
D INNER
SNO
A D
TROT

ABSE
Ml-ILA
A N'Y

women
6 Church parts
7 Butter
squares
8——
standstill
9 Rhodium
9

10

12
15

16

13
17

18

22

13°M PAV1' i2 iN
PEANLY-1-

HEAR44311
TRIED 12) MAKE
FRIENDS iiNTH
THE CAT NEXT

ill
aidill
ill dm
a
- dIUU
inu. di
i ill A
mild
auu
a
diill
,.., III a ill
11 wi
di .
ill
ill
dl I
3e

I OFFERED WM 'THE
HAND OF FELLOILISHiP, AND
HE ALMOST TORE IT OFF

MAKSE 4DU SHOULDN'T HAVE
SEEN LLWARIN6 A H0CKE4e
GLOVE /*Ake& HE THINKS
1(04/ DON'T TRUST HIM . 1

TRUST HIM, BUT Nij
NAND DOESN'T '

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Dec. 14, the
349th day of 2000. There are 17
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 14, 1799, the first president of the United States, George
Washington, died at his Mount
Vernon, Va., home at age 67.
On this date:
In 1911, Norwegian explorer
Roald Amundsen became the first
man to reach the South Pole, beating out an expedition led by Robert
F. Scott.
In 1975, six South Moluccan extremists surrendered after holding
23 hostages for 12 days on a train
near the Dutch town of Beilen.
In 1980, fans around the world
paid tribute to John Lennon, six
days after he was shot to death in
New York City.
In 1981, Israel annexed the Golan Heights, which it had seized
from Syria in 1967.
In 1985, Wilma Mankiller became the first woman to lead a major American Indian tribe as she
took office as principal chief of the
Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma.
One year ago: Ahmed Ressam,
an Algerian national, was arrested
after authorities allegedly found nitroglycerin in the trunk of his car as
he arrived from Canada by ferry at
Port Angeles, Wash. U.S. and German negotiators agreed to establish
a $5.2 billion fund for Nazi-era
slave and forced laborers. Charles
M. Schulz announced he was retiring the "Peanuts" comic strip.

Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger
& Times

12-14 © 2000 United Feature Syndicate
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TODAY IN HISTORY

Local Delivery
RATES
3 mo.
$18.75
6 mo.
$37.50
1 yr.
$75.00

PT
UN
G E.N,I AL I
H ERES

1 Catapult
2 Movie rating
3 Kin (abbr )
4 Like a bump
on — —
5 Groups of

11
14

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

3
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symbol
10 Man's
nickname
11 Secret —
13 'Easy
16 Noun suffix
19 Small particle
21 Upper-limb
support
23 Tnes to lose

weight
25 — Zola
27 Spike —
29 Employ
32 — Gorbachev
33 NFL team
34 New Jersey
City
35 Those who
show
excessive
affection
36 Eugene or
Jennifer
37 Sinew
40 Susan —

43 Stadium
cheers
44 Cut short
47 Football pos
48 Heafth resort
51 Apiece
(abbe)

53 Lawford ID

Mail Subscription
RATES
3 mo.
$57.00
6 mo.
$69.50
1 yr.
$98.00
Check
Visa

Money Order
M/C

Name
Street Address

City
State

Zip

Daytime Phone
Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call

(270)753-1916
A
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Working poor descend on relief agencies
+AR) ALB UQUERQUEb,— To the working poor looking
in on a booming economy from
the outside, housing and fuel prices
have exploded and health care,
prescription drug and car repair
costs aren't far behind.
That's leaving precious little for
food budgets this holiday season,
almost five years into the welfare
reform act's efforts to move people off welfare and into jobs.
"A lot of the people that eat
here have jobs," said chef Joe
Cailteux, cooking up ham, noodle
casserole and green beans at Albuquerque's Salvation Army kitchen.
"As a matter of fact, we have
scheduled the hours that we feed

here- in—order to feed the people who do attempt to work."
• A year ago, the U.S. Confer--.
ence of Mayors found that demand
for emergency food assistance grew
18 percent over 1998 in 26 cities.
On Thursday, they plan an update
on hunger and homelessness.
A U.S. Agriculture Department
study last year found 10 million
families, or 9.7 percent of U.S.
households, had inadequate access
to food in 1996-98. New Mexico
topped the list at 15.1 percent.
"It does become a choice
between do I take my child to
the doctor, pay my utility bill or
go to the grocery store and buy
food?" said Cindy Cerf, spokes-

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

of you want. Gather with friends.
Success comes in groups. Tonight:
Wherever the party is.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Dec. SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
15, 2000:
**** Re-evaluate what is going on
Share ideas, but understand that some- with another. Carefully think about a
times others might not want change or decision that involves a boss or highersolutions. This concept might be hard for up. Your thoughts take you in another
you to grasp, but it will help you under- direction, especially with gift buying.
stand others' odd reactions. Sometimes Your instincts help you with what isn't
you personally might need to break a pat- being said at the office. Tonight: A force
tern or break through ngid thinking. to behold.
Watch doors open. Efficiency counts. If SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
you are single. you draw someone quite ***** Friends seek you out. Plan on
different. (Be open to different.) If doing research, clearing your desk and
attached, planning a special vacation perhaps handling details involving the
together brings you closer. VIRGO tnes office party. You're right on top of everyto take charge with you.
thing, even if you drag by the night's end.
Unexpected news energizes you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Tonight: Others follow your lead.
4-Positive: CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
5-Dynamic;
Have:
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
**** Reach out for someone who
impacts you both financially and emoARIES (March 21-April 19)
tionally. Establish limits with a child or a
***** Brainstorm with someone in
new "buddy" friendship. Someone might
might_
who
the know. Also seek out those
something that you might not be
expect
not see situations the same as you do.
to give. Use care with a financial
'willing
positively.
Greet different opinions
You might not like the end
hunch.
Others do their best to help you realize
Take off ASAP
Tonight:
results.
another
with
careful
what you want. Be
20-Feb. 18)
(Jan.
AQUARIUS
great moneymaking scheme. Tonight:
Others come forward with a
*****
Out with friends.
myriad of ideas. You might be full of surTAURUS (April 20-May 20)
A family or domestic issue
prises.
othlet
don't
and
security
**** Build
you. Understand that there are
on
weighs
ers intimidate you. Often, a brusque extesit down and discuss the
Just
solutions.
ideas
Unusual
away.
you
rior pushes
partner on a one-on-one
a
with
problem
stem from a boss or parent. Work onedraws positive answers.
Teamwork
level.
friend.
or
partner
special
a
with
on-one
you to a loved one.
thank
Say
Tonight:
Together, you gain. Do not minimize
19-March 20)
(Feb.
PISCES
loved
or
child
a
with
happening
is
what
**** Those in charge share different
one. Tonight: Nap, then go out.
points of view. You hear opinions loud
20)
-June
21
GEMINI(May
clear. Consider ideas. The more you
and
***** Keep communication flowthe better the product. At least you
use,
if
even
others,
to
carefully
ing. Listen
an idea. Don't worry if you feel
test
can
you might be a bit jolted. You see a situor quiet. You have a lot to
ation quite differently. Break barriers and closed down
matters first. Tonight: It
those
Clear
do.
attempt to find positive solutions. A child
night.
late
a
be
or loved one delivers a strong message. could
Perhaps you haven't been listening well.
BORN TODAY
Tonight: Playtime.
Roman Emperor Nero (A.D. 37), execuCANCER (June 21-July 22)
(1892), actor Don
*** Deal with money matters head- tive John Paul Getty
(1949)
Johnson
on. You cannot minimize the importance
*•*
of family and the holidays. Reach out for
another and have an important talk, especially if this person is angry. A friend
might not follow through. You could be
disappointed. Tonight: Shop on the way
home.

woman - for -43V- ary's Food Bankin Phoenix, which distributes 30
million pounds of food a year,
mostly to 900 relief agencies in
Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico
and Texas,
"These aren't people who are
depending on welfare," she said.
"It's just that they're at the low
end of the pay scale."
Also suffering are people whose
jobs don't include health benefits,
said Sister Paulette LoMonaco,
executive director of Good Shepherd Services in New York City.
-Their salaries aren't sufficient
to provide benefits or a living
wage, so when a small problem
comes up, it becomes a catastrophe," she said.
Single mother Margaret Trujillo of Albuquerque earns $60 a
week from baby-sitting and gets
$120 a month in food stamps. She
says rising fuel prices mean she
can't pay her bills, so she turned
to a food pantry to make sure she
and her 3-year-old son have enough
to eat.
"My mom's not going to say
get out, you know, but I need to
pay her," she said.
Soaring demand, low invento-

pow& ofTobd -Mite-Wide-this-er-us "Coftvtfia-fietiple" Mere's' a'
ries- and expected colder weather
will keep natural gas and heating- year — double the amount since whole group of people who have
oil prices high through the win- last year, said director Melody beer' left behind by that prosperity," Wattenbarger said
ter, government and industry econ- Wattenbarger.
"The flaw in that is we can't
omists said Tuesday. The Energy
Fred Grandy, recently retired as
Department estimated heating bills do it — we were designed to be
for natural gas consumers would emergency food suppliers. There's president of Goodwill Industries,
be 50 percent higher this winter really not enough food to do that," says welfare reform was a turning point for that organization.
she said.
than last.
New Mexico plans a massive Last year, he said, Goodwill served
Rents have skyrocketed so much
in 38 metropolitan areas that the outreach program in the next six 373,000 people — three times the
U.S. Department of Housing and months to alert people eligible for number for 1995.
"It's a work in progress," he
Urban Development broadened its food stamps.
The prevailing glow of afflu- said. "Replacing welfare with work
rent-subsidy program this month.
Still, some people aren't get- ence also can make helping the is a good idea, but it is a longting help that they could. Food needy trickier: "It's a little hard- term strategy, not a short-term fix."
stamp rolls dropped 28 percent
after welfare reform, according to
the General Accounting Office.
Doug O'Brien of Chicago-based
America's Second Harvest, a food
bank umbrella group, says many
LAS VEGAS (AP) — Dennis bling table in June 1998. She filed
people leaving welfare were never
denies accusations he the lawsuit in July 1999 against
Rodman
for
told they remained eligible
food stamps or found it hard to pinched and grabbed a cocktail Rodman and her employer, the
waitress.
Las Vegas Hilton.
get them.
As part of a lawsuit against the
Said Agriculture Undersecretary
"He vehemently denied all the
Shirley Watkins, who supervises former basketball star, Rodman allegations," said Rodman's Las
the food stamp program: "I think spent about two hours Monday Vegas attorney Corey Eschweiler,
there was a lot of misinforma- answering questions behind closed
When Rodman failed to show
doors.
tion."
up
for the original court-ordered
Rodman
Gloria Chapa claims
So people turn to food banks.
on Nov. 21, it was
deposition
breasts
her
grabbed
and
pinched
in
Bank
The Roadrunner Food
Albuquerque distributed 10 mil- while he was seated at a gam- rescheduled for Monday.

Rodman denies pinching,
grabbing cocktail waitress

thOlani Out
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0e5 Your Cat- Nee
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LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Unexpected developments
open your mind to other possibilities.
Make calls and reach out for another.
Take your time with a touchy, difficult
boss. Handle him! Your ingenuity knows
no limits. Use your abilities. Tonight:
Playfulness draws just what you want.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Take your time making a decision. Your mind could be tuned to information. Absorb facts and integrate information. Don't follow your instincts with
spending, as you could go way overboard. News from a distance throws you
off. Share your deeper thoughts with a
family member. Tonight: Togetherness
counts.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221
**** You are more likely to speak
your mind and not listen right now.
Listen well, especially to a child or loved
one. Though you could be jolted at first.
solicit feedback to get more of what both

II
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Grandchildren want toys they can play with
Certainly, it is always better to abilities." Therefore, the goal for
give than to receive. However, giv- grandparents should be to choose
ing is not always easy for a grand- toys that encourage the type of play
parent searching for the best toys to that is most beneficial to children's
offer grandchildren for the holidays. learning and development.
From computer programs and elecBut what kind of play is most
traditional
to
cars
beneficial to development? A recent
tronic racing
wooden trains, the stores will be survey commissioned by Civitas
bursting with all kinds of toys. How and ZERO TO THREE, with finanis a grandparent to know_what to --cial support from a leading toy
manufacturer, found that this issue
choose?
Despite the vast selection of often confuses adults, including
toys, grandparents will have an eas- grandparents.
ier time selecting those that their
The survey, entitled "What
grandchildren will love to play with Grown-Ups Understand About
if they understand the connection Child Development: A National
between toys, play and develop- Benchmark Survey," found that
ment.
many adults believe that certain ac"Play is not only a way for chil- tivities, like playing computer
dren to pass time," says Ashley games and memorizing flashcards,
Dinneen Rolls, Program Director at do the most to enhance a child's deCivitas Initiative, a national not-for- velopment. "This is a common misprofit communication group that conception," says Rolls. "In reality,
transforms leading child develop- child development research shows
ment research into educational tools that other forms of play offer
for parents and caregivers. greater benefit because they tend to
"Through play, children learn about give children .a better chance to use
their world and grow in terms of imagination and think abstractly."
emotional, intellectual and social
For example, when a 10-monthold baby bangs on blocks, she practices motor skills and learns about
cause and effect. When a 3-year-old

Good lighting
can chase
away the
holiday blues

During the cold, stark months of
winter the sun dips below the horizon at earlier times causing night to
arrive much sooner than many
would like. Fewer hours of sunlight
may cause you to fall into the winter blues. You don't have to be susceptible to the cold-weather doldrums, if you cast a little light on
the situation. Alternate ways to illuminate living spaces will cheer you
up this time of year. Holiday lights
have become a popular way to
brighten up homes and windows,
and cast a welcoming atmosphere.
However, candles provide a gentle,
warming light that colored lights
may not be able to offer. Candles
can be used to lift spirits and create
a unique holiday decor. Shopbought candles made to look like
bare twigs match the bareness of the
trees outside and can be put to good
decorative use inside the house.

So grandparents need not fear grandchildren may turn out to be
lines up his trains and races them like the computer games and flashthis
for
holiday season. Navigating the very rewarding ... now that you
less
beneficial
around a track, he stimulates intel- cards tend to be
toy store aisles for gifts for your know what you're looking for.
well,
as
reason
this
lectual development and hand-eye
coordination. When a 4-year-old
child pretends with friends to host a
tea party, she uses her imagination,
experiments with emotions and
practices social skills.
Therefore, the best toys are those
that foster this type of play. Specifically, grandparents should look for
toys that children can use simply
and in many ways. "If you stick to
the more traditional toys, like
blocks, teas sets, basic train cars or
simple figures you won't go
wrong," says Roils, Not only will
your grandchildren be able to play
with these toys on their own, but
also they will be able to play with
them in different ways over time as
their skills develop.
In addition, grandparents should
look for toys that allow children the
opportunity to play and interact
with others. "Playing with other
people — family or friends — is extremely valuable," Rolls says. "It
teaches basic 'rule-making' skills
like negotiation and helps the develthat play with other people is extremely valuable. Grandparopment of language skills.."-Activi- Early childhood research shows
to play and interact with others.
ties that children tend to play alone, ents should look for toys that allow the opportunity

Woodcrafters Annual
Buy One Get One Free Recliner Sale!

Supplements
can help ease
holiday stress
Don't despair as you anticipate
demanding relatives and race to get
it all done in time. Although short
winter days and holidays are known
to provoke anxiety and depression,
help is at hand in the form of nutrients that have the effect of shedding
stress. According to Dr. Richard
Podell, clinical professor at New
Jersey's Robert Wood Johnson
Medical School, a combination of
TMG (trimethylglycine), vitamin
B6, folic acid andwitamin BI2 help
you cope naturally. As an added
benefit, they help protect your heart
by decreasing the toxic amino acid.
homocysteine, which leads to an increase in a natural anti-depressant
known as SAMe. An example of
how TMG deters stress is its use in
salmon fanning. TMG helps to protect fish against the problems of
changing salt content which can be
very stressful to the fish. Another
benefit is that TMG also helps metabolize fats, which allows the body
to burn fat rather than protein or
muscle during exercise

Plush & comfortable describes
this recliner with pad-over
chaise design

This will be Dad's favorite with
massage & soft chaise ottoman
padding.

'Promotion applies to in stock merchandise "'Does not apply to previous purchases.

WOODCIVLFTES
GALLERIES
Sale Hours
Mon -Fri. 9 -6
Sat. 9-5
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'Winter wonderland'can be
created on----a reasonable budget
r

•

Don't let holiday stress or wittier
doldrums prevent you from turning
your home into a winter wonderland. Creating a seasonal atmosphere helps bring warmth to your
home throughout the cold weather
months. Fortunately, decorating
doesn't have to be overwhelming or
expensive. The following tips will
help make your winter decorating
an easy success:
*Choose decorations and themes
that will be appropriate throughout
the winter. You'll save yourself
time and money, not to mention the
hassle of packing away your decorations as soon as the holidays are
over.
*Don't limit your holiday decorating to the front door and family
room — give every room in your
house a seasonal face. For example,
in the bathroom, add finishing
touches with seasonal soaps and
hand towels to help create your
winter wonderland. Light duty
sponge scrubbers with seasonal designs feature patterns of snowmen,
snowflakes and mittens are so festive you can leave them on the sink
or tub when you're finished cleaning.

*Bring wintertime warmth to
your family room. Dress up the furniture with seasonal pillows and
throw pankets. Double up on
warm-scented candles in winter colors and display them on end tables
and mantles. Before throwing out
the Christmas tree, make sachets of
pine needles to keep the holiday
scent present throughout the winter.
*Kitchen decorations are perhaps
the most practical since they can be
put to good use as well. Use light
duty sponge scrubbers in seasonal
designs like snowflakes, snowmen
and mittens to bring the excitement
of winter into the busiest room of
the house. To complete the picture,
choose dish towels and oven mitts

with winter themes instead of everyday patterns.
*With so many holidays during
the winter season, it's important to
think ahead and be ready to entertain guests. Keep your wet bar wellstocked and decorated with winterthemed accessories like napkins and
coasters throughout the season for
guests who stop by for spontaneous
celebrations.
Decorating your house from
Thanksgiving to New Year's and
throughout the winter will make it
more comfortable and welcoming
for everyone. Best of all, while the
cold winds blow outside, you can
enjoy a winter wonderland in the
warmth of your own home!

Christmas carols can help
ring in the holiday season
Christmas carols are often the residents. This year, resolve to form
first harbingers of the holiday sea- a caroling group that will travel
son. Department stores pipe cheer- through the neighborhood singing
ful holiday melodies to entice shop- the words of good tidings. Pay spepers to make gift purchases as early cial attention to the houses where
as November. However, you can elderly residents live. You'll be sure
use these cheerful holiday tunes to to brighten their days with joyful
bring good spirits to neighborhood music.

Well-decorated Christmas trees
can become potential fire hazards
The family Christmas tree is a
wonderful focal point for holiday
decorations. Dressed with twinkling
lights, strands of silver and gold
garland and dozens of ornaments,
your tree can be a fine addition to
Tôiiriiöme it *can- alselbe a fire
hazard.
Before you haul out the tree
stand and ornaments, try to pick the
tree sap from your hair and unknot
the last strand of lights, read up on
how to avoid potentially dangerous
situations with your Christmas tree.
'Select a location — When selecting a location to setup your tree,
attempt to locate one in a cool area.
Avoid placing it in an area close to
heating appliances or the fireplace.
Hot areas can dry out the tree prematurely and also increase the
..

chance of accidental ignition. Secure the tree so that it cannot be
knocked over by pets or a small
child.
•Make sure the tree has water —
Your tree needs plenty of water. We
stire to fill the stand -with-- vrater
every day. This will not only prevent your tree from drying out, but
will also make for a healthier looking tree.
•Keep an eye on your decorations — The decorations you use
can be poisonous to children and
pets. Be sure to teep a1ltthse, garland and greenery out of the reach
of your small children or pets.
*Be careful with lights — Before
using lights on the tree, make sure
that they are UL listed. Never use
more than three strings on one cir-

cult. Check all light strings to ensure that the wires are in good condition. Look for signs of wearing,
frayed wires or blackened wires. If
any of these appear, or if you're not
sure if the wire is safe, throw out
the-strand -immediately_ Never-use,
candles to illuminate your tree.
'While you're out — Never
leave the lights on when leaving the
house or when going to bed. Be
able to turn off the lights without
having to crawl under the tree.
'After the holiday — Remove all
decorations and remove the Christmas tree from your home as soon as
you can. A dry tree can be very dangerous. It is also a good idea to inspect any lights or wires as you take
them off as well.
•Unsuitable firewood — Never
burn a tree in a fireplace. Dry evergreen trees burn very hot and extremely quickly. The fire may rapidly leave the fireplace and move
into your room. Also, a Christmas
tree is very oily and may damage
your fireplace.

The perfect Christmas tree is easy to come by if you know just what to look for. Proper care and
selection will ensure a beautiful, long-lasting tree.

Selecting the Christmas tree
part offamily holiday tradition
Selecting the Christmas tree is
often an event that is eagerly anticipated by family members. Whether
visiting a rural tree farm or stopping
on the corner of your block to
choose from pre-cut selections,
there is no mistaking the charm of
the right Christmas tree.
Housing a tree in your living
room has been a tradition in the
United States since the Revolutionary War, when homesick Hessian
soldiers decorated fir trees in the
customs of Germany. From those
early decorations the tradition has
spread. Now, it is hard to imagine
Christmas without the tree.
While choosing a tree for your
home may seem to be a simple
process, _there are certain precautions to take that will ensure that
your tree lasts for the duration of
the season and will be a beautiful
addition to holiday decor. Following are some tips on Christmas tree
selection and care, courtesy of"Neb
Guide," published by Cooperative
Extension, Institute of Agriculture
and Natural Resources at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
Tree Selection
Great care needs to be taken in
selecting a pre-cut tree. Many precut trees may be cut as early as

Christmas
Special

$48"
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'LIMITED EDITION PRINTS
*POSTER ART
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The

GALLERYJ
The Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing"
Mon.-Fri. 9-5, Sat. 9-4
301 N. 12th • University Square, Murray
759-1019

placed to give the tree a pleasing
shape.
'Ask the dealer if the tree was locally grown. Local trees are much
more likely to be fresh because they
are cut nearer to Christmas and aren't shipped long distances.
Cut Tree Care
Once you have chosen a tree, do
your best to keep it fresh. A tree can
stay fresh and healthy for several
weeks if it is well cared for.
'When you get the tree home,cut
about an inch off of the butt end to
aid in water absorption. Get the cut
end into a container of plain water
quickly.
'If the tree is not to be put up
right away, store it in a protected,
shady, unheated area. Cut the end
and place the tree in a bucket of water.
•When the tree is brought into
the house, saw a slice of the butt
again to ensure water absorption.
'Use a sturdy stand with a large
water reservoir so it won't dry out.
A fresh tree can use I quart or more
of water a day, so water daily. A
tree is beginning to dry out if its
water use slows or stops.
These few simple steps is all it
takes to guarantee a beautiful, longlasting tree for your holiday home.

1 -- 8x10
2 — 5x7
8 — Wallet

.113ew Of Our
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1 =1

August to get to the retailer by
Thanksgiving. As soon as a tree is
cut, it begins to dry. A tree that has
dried will not recover when placed
in water. Follow these steps to be
sure that the tree you are buying is
fresh and of high quality.
•Gently pull on the needles.
They should be tightly attached to
the twig.
'Shake the tree vigorously or
bounce the _butt on the ground. If
green needles fall, look further.
Dead, brown needles falling from
the inner part of the tree may have
been shed years ago and are less of
a problem.
'Check to see that the tree has a
fresh, green color. Some trees are
sprayed with a blue-green dye. This
dye is harmless, but be sure it's not
hiding a dry tree.
•Buy, early before all the desirable trees have been sold.
'Fir and pine trees last longer
than spruce trees.
*Break a few needles. They
should be flexible and will feel
moist or possibly sticky. They
should also be fragrant when
crushed.
'Be sure the limbs are strong
enough to support lights and ornaments. Limbs should also be well
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_Kwanzaa_ to be observed

A grouping of sterling silver goblets and cups filled with winter-white flowers, seasonal fruits
and foliage on a butler's tray lends a fresh, natural elegance to any holiday table.

• :Ffimily, community responsibility, commerce and self-improvement — these traditional African
values are important to many African-Americans. They also are the
focus of Kwanzaa, a seven-day
celebration observed by millions
each year. Kwanzaa, which means
"first fruits of the harvest" in the
African language Kiswahili, encourages people to honor their African roots and reflect on their present-day lives. Founded by Dr.
tvlaulana Karenga in 1966, this
event is celebrated from Dec. 26 to
Jan. 1.
A time for African-Americans to
reaffirm themselves, their ancestors
and their culture, Kwanzaa is based
on Nguzo Saba, seven guiding principles: Umoja (unity), Kujichagulia
(self-determination), Ujima (collective work and responsibility), Ujamaa (cooperative economics), Nia
(purpose), Kuumba (creativity), and
lmani (faith): It is a time for African-Americans to come together
and work toward a better future,
while remembering their past.
When observing Kwanzaa, it is
important for family members to select a central place in their home
where they will celebrate. This area
should be decorated in black, red
and green, the colors of Kwanzaa.
Black represents the AfricanAmerican people, red represents
their struggle, and green represents
the future and hope that comes from

their struggle. The centerpiece of
the room is the table setting, which
features the symbols of Kwanzaa.
The basic symbols of the celebration are:
•Mazao (crops) — Fruits and
vegetables represent the African
harvest celebrations and the rewards
of productive and collective labor.
•Mkeka (mat) — A place mat
symbolizes tradition and history
and, therefore, the foundation on
which African-Americans build
their lives.
•Muhindi (corn) — Ears of corn
represent African-American children and their future.
•Kikombe cha umoja (unity cup)
— This is symbolic of the principle
and practice of unity, which makes
all else possible.
•Zawadi (gifts) — Presents symbolize the labor and love of parents
and the commitments made • and
kept by the children.
•Kinara (candleholder) — Symbolizes African roots and the cultures connection to their parent people.
•Mishumaa saba or seven candles — These candles, one black,
three red and three green, represent
the Nguzo Saba.
When arranging the setting, people should place the mkeka down
first. All other symbols are placed
on or immediately next to this mat
to symbolize the family's rooted-

ness in tradition. Then, the kinara is
put on the mat, and the mishuman
saba are placed in the kinara.
Once the kinara is in place, the
mazao and muhindi are placed on
the mkeka. There should be one ear
of corn for each child in the family.
However, if there are no children,
people should still place corn on the
table to represent the African concept of social parenthood. It is believed that the children of the community belong to everyone, and
every adult in African tradition is
considered an immediate or social
parent.
Next, the kikombe cha umoja is
placed on the mkeka. This cup is
used to pour libations to the ancestors, remembering and honoring
those who came before.
Finally, the zawadi are added to
the centerpiece. These gifts should
show some creativity on the part of
the givers and also should be educational and enriching. While traditionally given on the last day of
Kwanzaa, gifts can be exchanged
on any of the seven days.
While decorating the room properly is significant to the celebration,
reflecting on the meaning of all of
the symbols is most important. Each
day, one of the seven principles
should be recited while the symbolic candle is being lit. Then, family members should tell what that
principle means to them.

Holiday centerpieces take center stage
Like the luxe fashions on the
runways, holiday tables are puttin'
on the glitz, and centerpieces are
taking center stage.
"Elaborate, opulent tables set
with tradition are back in vogue
once again," says entertaining
author and columnist, Maria
McBride-Mellinger. "This year's
stylish tables are dressed to the

nines in elegant, silver and white
combinations, or festive plaids and
rich, robust colors mixed with shiny
metallics, and accessorized with
fine china, sparkling crystal and
sterling silver."
Whether the party is intimate or
grand, the table's centerpiece is the
star attraction, and should he carefully chosen, suggests Mellinger.

Here are some tips before getting
started: Simple or dramatic, the centerpiece should always complement
a table setting and room decor. Be
creative, add playful and personal
touches to the table. If you have a
collection, pull it out. Gather all of
the silver and crystal that's stashed
away: nothing makes a table sparkle
more. And, make sure the center-

Fabulous holiday parties can be
thrown without breaking the bank
Want to invite friends and family
over for a holiday celebration, but
don't want to spend a small fortune
doing it? You're not alone. By the
time the holiday party season rolls
around, most folks have already
blown their budgets on cards, gifts
and other holiday cheer. But that
doesn't mean you can't throw a
great party!

place mantle for guests to "ooh
and "ahh" over.
*For a glowing holiday effect.
fill the room with inexpensive votive candles and dim the lights. If
you have a fireplace, clear it out and
fill the space with pillar candles of
various shapes and sizes.
*Scent is part of the holiday atmosphere too. Simmer mulling
spices in a pot of apple cider, hang

Sure, you could spend hundreds
(or even thousands) of dollars on invitations, food and decorations ...
but why? With a little planning and
creativity (and not a lot of money),
you can throw a holiday celebration
your guests will remember long into
the New Year. Following are some
tips to help you get started:

clove-studded oranges from the
ceiling or burn holiday-scented incense.
Entertainment
Instead of hiring musicians, borrow a CD burner and make a few
compilation discs to play at the
party. Remember, the important
thing is to make sure your guests
have fun
no matter how much
money you spend on the party.

piece is low enough as not to interfere with guests' conversation and
eye contact.
Get into the spirit of the season
with these show-stopping centerpieces that are easy-to-assemble,
and sure to get rave reviews:
*On a bare wood table or runner,
alternate a row of crystal goblets
brimming with blossoms and silver
candlesticks down the center of the
table. Or, for a more intimate,
whimsical mood, place a mint julep
cup filled with fresh pine sprigs and
candy canes at each place setting,
and rest a hand-lettered place card
against the cup.
*A silver tray is a versatile holiday hostess helper. When not busy
with hot chocolate, coffee or Christmas cookies, it can serve as a luxurious, reflective surface for a minia-

tankards filled with a cornucopia of
winter-white flowers, clusters of
green grapes and variegated, green
foliage for a fresh, but formal look.
Or, for a more festive, charming
theme, combine regal red amaryllis
or amber roses, berries and sprigs of
evergreen. Rest a few silver pine
cones or glass votives on the tray to
underscore the holiday mood. This
centerpiece works equally well on a
to extend the theme.
dining, coffee or entrance table.
*For a quick centerpiece, fill a
*Holiday ornaments aren't just
low silver or crystal bowl with all- for Christmas trees. Collectible,
white or red flowers, ornaments or sterling silver ornaments threaded
gold-edged pine cones, add sprigs onto thin lengths of silver satin ribof evergreen or uneven strips of me- bon and tied to the branches of a
tallic ribbons for a lush look, and candelabra make a dramatic centersprinkle little silver stars or confetti piece for a sideboard or buffet table.
onto the table for added sparkle.
The ornaments can also serve as
*On a butler's tray, place a party favors for guests to take
grouping of sterling goblets and home.
ture Christmas tree centerpiece. Set
a small potted shrub about 15
inches tall in a porcelain or other
water-tight container.(Make sure to
place a piece of felt under the pot so
not to scratch the tray). Using pearlheaded pins, decorate the tree with
small ornaments or holiday photos.
Scatter silver framed photos or
greeting cards at the base of the tray

AVrAii
_4440

Invitations
Clever invitations don't have to
be expensive. Send e-mail invitations (Evite.com has lots of great
ones), or make your own. Use a
gold paint pen to write your party
details on anything from mini
pumpkins to plain glass ornaments.
Or buy some inexpensive paper
from an art store and print out
homemade invitations on your color
printer.
Food
*Instead of hiring a caterer or
buying prepared dishes, make the
party food yourself. Select dishes
that can be prepared in advance,
like casseroles, gratins or stews.
This will also give you more freedom to mingle with your guests on
the day of the party.
'Prepare an all-vegetarian menu
with a holiday flair. Think pumpkin
ravioli, roasted winter vegetables,
corn chowder, grilled portabello
mushrooms or veggie lasagna.
They'll never miss the meat!
*Have your party later in the evening and serve only appetizers or
desserts.
*Assign dishes to friends and
family in advance and make it a
potluck, or co-host the party with a
friend and share the cost.
Decorations
*Make decorations from items
found in nature. Use hollowed-out
pumpkins as tureens for soups,
make table arrangements from
and evergreen
leaves, holly
branches or fill a clear glass vase
with pine cones you've collected in
the woods.
*Get your kids into the act. Have
them draw holiday pictures. make
construction paper garlands or work
on seasonal art projects while
you're taking care of the party
preparations. Hang their creations
on the wall or set them on the fire

•
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Get pets into the holiday
spirit by giving them gifts
Whether they've been naughty oi
nice, clawing the new couch or dutifully fetching the morning paper.
it's not too early to begin thinking
about holiday gifts for the family
pets. A recent survey by the American Animal Hospital Association
found that 87 percent of pet owners
include their pets in their holiday
celebrations and add their pets'
names to the gift list.

Personalize your holiday look and make your home festive and fun.

Holiday wreaths bring
warmth,charm to any home
•Display Your Giving Spirit —
Choose a large pine wreath. Fill six
small boxes with special holiday favors and wrap each in bright metallic paper. Secure each box to the
wreath with wire. Accent the wreath
with holiday ribbon. Make wreaths
to hang throughout your home and
holiday guests can take home a
filled box as a holiday memento.
•Monochromatic Style — Begin
with a pine wreath. Arrange large
-Asitrtte-fto-wers-and-cheer -white ri •
Choo-se-ne-utial-coTored
to weave through the vine and its bon around the wreath and glue or
wire in place. Hang the wreath by
accessories.

Holiday wreaths and garlands
bring warmth and charm to any
home and add festive fragrances to
holiday decorating. Create unique
accents to personalize your home's
holiday look with these simple tips.
•Greet Guests With a Natural
Rustic Wreath — Start with a
grapevine wreath. Arrange pine
cones, dried florals, wheat, berries
and dried fruit evenly around the
wreath and glue in place with a glue

Though there are many ideal
gifts that will include family pets in
the holiday spirit it is important to
look for quality, dependable and
safe items for your pet. Pets are important members of the family and
it is your job as pet owner to provide products that are fun and satisfying, while also promoting good
health.
Whether you choose a pre-filled
holiday stocking or you want to
pick-and-choose among your pet's
favorite snacks and toys, following

is a list of fun toys and treats to consider putting on your holiday shopping list.
Top gift Ideas for pets
+very cat lover knows that kitty
goes wild for catnip. Why not surprise your fluffy friend with catnipfilled toys that he or she can chase
for hours. Look for mini mice, balls
and porn poms that are refillable.
•Birds need a wide variety of
foods to meet nutritional needs
Look for products that include natural millet. Such a treat will provide
essential nutrients which is important in your pet's diet, and cracking
and hulling seeds will keep busy
beaks entertained.
*Most dogs can't resist the lure
of a rawhide bone. While a variety
of meat flavors are sure to please,
try shopping for bones that are fashioned in festive holiday shapes. Not
only will they make a good chew
toy, they'll keep Fide from making

a meal out of the holiday decorations.
•Don't forget your furry friends
lounging in their cages or exercise
wheels. Gerbils, hamsters and
guinea pigs will love giving their
homes a makeover. Consider a new
water bottle, exercise wheel or additional exploring tubes, the new
habitat will be both fun and fum.tional.
•Small animals also get the
munchies. Choose products that offer menu variety, taste appeal and
nutrition and you're sure to have a
friend for life.
*Before you set out on holiday
vacations, stock up on vacation and
weekend feeders anytime you're
planning a trip. The vacation feeders slowly dissolve during a 14-day
period, releasing a complete diet for
up to 15 tropical fish or goldfish.
Weekend feeders oversee the feeding duties for shorter trips, offering
three days of food to your fish.

cutting a piece of wide white ribbon
and attaching it around the top.
Drape wreath over a mirror to create depth and reflection.
•Create a Children's Holiday
Treasure — Showcase the creativity
of your children in a holiday
wreath. Arrange ornaments made by
children around a pine wreath and
wire in place. Arrange small, decorated gingerbread cutouts and tiny
holiday bows on the wreath. This
dccvrativL. piece win become-a hoti--day treasure for parents or grandparents.

Make it a •pet'acular holiday season with gifts for your furry, feathered or finned friends.
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Add some'ginger'to holiday
memories with classic treat
The tree may be purchased and family celebrations this year?
gaily decorated, the presents seated
Gingerbread People
beneath it's lowermost branches
Makes about 36 5-inch tall Ginbut
radio,
the
and carols may be on
for many it just isn't Christmas gerbread People
without gingerbread. From bar
2-3/4 cups sifted all-purpose
cookies to gingerbread men to
flour (sift before measuring)
elaborate houses decorated with
teaspoon baking soda
candies and icing, its warm, spicy
teaspoon salt
scent never fails to bring forth
teaspoon ground ginger
warm holiday memories.
teaspoons ground cinnamon
Gingerbread has been baked in
cup(1/4 pound)butter, softened
Europe for centuries. In some recup sugar
gions it was a soft, delicately spiced
cup light(mild-flavored)
cake; in others, a crisp flat cookie,
molasses
and in still more it was warm, thick
1/2 cup buttermilk
dark squares of "bread" to be served
Currants
with a pitcher of lemon sauce or
1/2 recipe Confectioner's Frosting
whipped cream. Light, dark, sweet,
(following)
or spicy, it was almost always cut
into shapes like men, women, stars
Onto waxed paper, sift together
or animals, and colorfully decorated the flour, baking soda, salt, ginger
or stamped with a mold and dusted and cinnamon; set aside.
with sugar to make the impression
In a large mixing bowl, place the
visible.
butter and sugar; using an electric
Germany has the longest and mixer, cream well on medium-hie
strongest tradition of flat, shaped speed. Add, alternately, the flour
gingerbread. In fact, the city of Nur- mixture in thirds, and the buttermilk
emberg was known in the 17th cen- in halves, beating on low speed aftury as the "gingerbread capital" of ter each addition only until blended.
the world, and baking the spiced
Divide the dough in half; wrap
cakes was the province of an exclu- each half in plastic wrap and refrigsive guild of master bakers, the erate at least 2 hours.
Lebkuchler. Their creations, called
Preheat the oven to 375 F.
Lebkuchen are still baked through- Grease 2 or 3 cookie sheets; set
out Germany, and the large pieces aside
are used to build Hexenhaeusle or
Remove one package of dough
"witches houses" from the folk tale from the refrigerator. On a floured
"Hansel and Gretel."
pastry cloth, using a stockinet-covGingerbread baking in North ered, then floured rolling pin, roll
America has its origins in the food the dough to I/4-inch thickness.
traditions of Northern European setUsing a • gingefbread— krson
- tiers. Today, during the holiday season, adorable Hexenhaeusle, elabo- cookie cutter dipped in flour, cut
rate Victorian houses and any ex- out the cookies. After each cut,
traordinary creations in between can wipe the excess dough off the cutter
be found in private homes, fairs and and redip it in flour. Using a thin
national and international competi- spatula, place the cutout cookies, 2
inches apart, on the prepared cookie
tions throughout North America.
Baking gingerbread can be a sheets. Gather the remaining dough
great family activity or community • on the pastry cloth into a ball; refundraiser Children of all ages are wrap it in the plastic wrap and resure to haw a ball decorating deli- frigerate. Decorate part of the cookcately spiced cookies in the shape ies with currants replicating eyes,
of stars or men. Why not incorpo- noses and buttons. Bake for 7 minrate this ancient tradition into your utes, until the edges just begin to

brown. Do not overbake.
Using a thin spatula, place the
baked cookies on waxed paper
spread on the kitchen counter; let
stand until completely cool.
Repeat the procedure with the remaining 1/2 of the cookie dough.
Then, combine all the remaining
dough and continue making cookies
until all the dough is used; refrigerate the dough intermittently if it becomes too soft.
When the cookies have completely cooled, decorate them
imaginatively with Confectioner's
Frosting. Some suggestions: pipe
hair, eyes, noses, mouths, shirt collars and cuffs, neckties, belts and
buckles, trouser cuffs, skirts with
ruffled trim, and short sleeved
blouses; pipe names of family members and friends on gingerbread
people. Let the cookies stand until
the frosting sets.
Store the cookies, single layer,
separated by plastic wrap, in an airtight container.
Confectioner's Frosting
Makes enough to frost 5 dozen
large cookies; to decorate 15 dozen
medium cookies.
1
V4
2

pound (4 cups) powdered
sugar
cup plus 1 tablespoon halfand-half
teaspoons clear vanilla
Paste food coloring
(optional)

Inn medium -mixing bowl; place
the powdered sugar, half-and-half,
and vanilla; using an electric mixer,
beat on medium-high speed only
until well blended. To tint the frosting, use a toothpick to add a tiny
amount of paste food coloring; Using a spoon, stir the frosting vigorously until the color is completely
blended and uniform.
Use the frosting immediately.
While using the frosting, place a
piece of plastic wrap over half of
the bowl to help keep the frosting
moist.

Yuletide safety comes
first for holiday givin
The holidays are an exciting
time for children. Unwrapping
presents, playing with new toys
and perhaps a special trip to
grandma's make it special. Be
sure, however, that an unsafe toy
doesn't send you and your child
to the emergency room with a
sight-threatening eye injury,
warns the American Optometric
Association.
Each year, more than 50,000
children under the age of 15 are
treated for toy-related injuries,
many of those to the eyes. In
some cases, poor design of a
product may be to blame. Sharp
points, inferior materials or
shoddy construction may cause
the injury. The majority of toys,
however, are usually well-made
and frequently tested by the
manufacturers. A problem may
arise when younger children play
with toys designed for older kids.
It's only natural for tittle tykes to
want to play with big brother or
sister's toys. Parents and other
adults should be cautious about
children playing with age-inap-

CALENDAR OF
EVENTS
Dee. 14-17 Sponsored by Playhouse in the Park.
For more intitrmation call 759• 1751.

propriate toys. Toys meant for
older children often include
warnings or instructions for use.
which most younger children
can't read or understand.
What can parents or other
adults purchasing toys for children do to reduce the risk of eye
injury? Here are some questions
to ask when shopping:
'Is the toy actually age-appropriate for the child to use unsupervised?
'What will happen if a toy
meant for a 10-year-old ends up
in the hands of someone

Spice up the holidays with personal touches on your gifts.

Creative wrapping can add a special
touch to any kind of holiday package
Who doesn't want their gift to be gift by decorating a papier-mache photos, attach beads, stars, stickers
the first one opened? Make this box. Paint it, stencil it, use rubber or anything else you can imagine.
holiday season different and special. stamps, decoupage with magazine The box becomes a second gift.
Gift-givers can create unique and
thoughtful gift-wrap that personalizes presents and adds a special
touch to any package.
Try these simple and easy tips to
make your gifts stand out even before they're opened:
'Wrap a package in fabric. Use
iridescent_ _calors._ to add sparkle.
Textures like velvets and fleece create a warm inviting gift. Patterned
fabrics like plaids, paisleys and
prints liven up any package.
'Give a basket filled with homemade gifts. Take a large basket and
add cookies, handmade ornaments,
stationary, beaded jewelry and picture frames. Wrap the basket with a
self-crafted quilt, which becomes
another gift.
'Add charm to an already
wrapped present. Decorate with meWe now offer gift cards in any denomination.
tallic tassels, chenille trims, pomGreatfor students, birthdays, Christmas,
poms, beads, candy canes, ornaseniors any occasion.
ments or wired ribbon to tie it all together.
•Make your own gift-wrap by usReceive 10% Off any gift card
ing rubber stamps to turn plain papurchase of $50.00 or more.
per into a festive pattern. Personal1674 State Route 121 N. • Murray, Kentucky 42071. (270) 753-2348
ize the gifts for each recipient or
1.7 miles from the MSU Stadium on KY 121 N.
will
she
or
he
about
what
give clues
This coupon rs good tor 10% on any gel ara purchase of $50(K) or more Coupon must be prefind inside.
sented with order No copes or tacsimdes we be accepted Otter expres 12/31/00 This coupon has
•Create a special box for your I.no Cosh Value(Code IV Shop)
.a

(Eeitijau5
Give the Gift of
Good Taste.

=MI

younger?
"Could parts of the toy poke
an eye?
*Does the toy have sharp, protruding ends or pieces?
•How hard are any projectiles
that are fired?
•How fast do the toy's moving parts rotate?
'Are the instructions for use
clearly written?
Following these suggestions
for toy selection will ensure that
the excitement of the holidays
will not be spoiled by a serious
eye injury.

Let the Joy
Begin

SPA PACKAGE DEALS
• Massage Therapy
• Chair Massage
• Facial & Foot Spa Treatments
• Ear Candling
• Aromatherapy
• Para Fango Body Wraps
• Hot Stone Therapy
& Steam Canopy

199

999
2-Pc. Walnut Knife Set
5' utility & boning knife & 3"
parer. High carbon stainless
steel blades, brass rivets

Mag Flashlight
Runs on two AA batteries
(included). Also includes nylon
holster E is,074 812

W p3295 512

Gift Certificates Available
Margaret Johnson RN, B.S.N. 6.
Certified Massage Therapist

illewerMectene

3r

9

NEPOLINES
Dixieland Center • 735-0882
I 304-T Chestnut Murray

1299

Old Timer Pocketknife

9.6-Volt Cordless INNVOliver
Kit includes battery charger
and case. J •TV230% 252 174 3

Three high carbon steel
blades clip sheeptoot and
,tyles
,pPy Made ,
,

Dec. 15-1,1.1'hristnias in the Park
• Located in Murray City Park from
6-8 p.m. For more information call
Pastor Jack Dickerson 753-6mi,
.11:0

Manger
1/ec. 17 - Christmas Anse!
I ii t t'nited NI.•thodist (lunch
7 p.m. Intormation all 751-1S I

J.T. LEE

Ike. 17 - Uhristmas t'antata
Memorial liaptiNt Church. located at
111th & Malta 10.51/ a in
; ;I •
Information tall

Jeweler
Custom-Made Jewelry

Dee. 24 N1.11)011.'1 I3.iisliI Chilich. located at
101th ik \lam. Srptfl Iitfituut,uii,
"i;-3Is

Is More Than A Dream

Dee. 24- Christmas F.si.
II) ;II a tit at Si lobo
ttlot Is it Iti20 \\
"ill 's I (On,
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Christenas
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ii .1)11.•

"
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Order Now!!
Gold, Silver, Diamonds,
Colored Stones, Mother's Ring
+ Seiko & Pulsar Watches +
Open Saturdays In December
Dixieland Center • 759-1141

99
23

99

39

7 1/4- Circular Saw
'
I"

' %

Emergency Road Kit

I,

MURRAY HOME
8 AUTO
Chestnut St.• 753-2571
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Christmas shopping times vary
(NAPSA)-It is not unusual for lars behind at $786. Teens, the least peak at about $1,000 in the 45 to 54
many people to recall grandmothers revenue-generating age group, ex- range, then show signs of decreaswho started their Holiday shopping pect
to shell out an average of ing as age, in turn, increases. The
for the next year during the week- $350; although the number is one very interesting fact with relong sales events between Dec. 25 skewed by those who far exceed gard to parallel spending seems to
and New Years Day.
be that, of shoppers at ages 55 to
that figure relative to the average
It is also likely that everyone has teen who
prefers to stay under 64, women are the ones that lend to
discovered presents stored in a $300.
the decrease in the Holiday budget.
closet, wrapped and ready to go in
All findings seem to support the
Men ages 55 to 64, however,
the middle of July. In contrast, obvious fact that spending is di- keep spending at or above their
most women may notice that their rectly related to age. The only peak.
Educated guesses point to the
husbands or significant others seem group
in which this tends to be con- purchasing of long-promises and
to stumble in with shopping bags tradictory
is age 55 to 64.
long-awaited diamonds for their
with only days or hours left until
Expected holiday spending rates wives.
the big "unwrapping" event.
None of these is a coincidence,
according to a survey conducted by
General Growth Properties, Inc.
Survey results indicated that certain age groups and genders seem
(NAPSA)-When it comes to gift comes to gift wrapping, use a oneto shop along a similar timeline.
Most men shop in droves through- giving, the pen is mightier than the handed invisible tape dispenser. It
out the month of December, fran- memory. Make a list for whom will keep you from losing the tape
tically picking out the perfect gifts. you're buying gifts and bring it with end (and also your temper).
• Don't have time to go out
Most women, ages 45 and over, are you when you go shopping.
likely to shop all year long.
This will not only save you time shopping? Surf the Web and buy
Statistics show that 40 percent by keeping you focused, it will help online. Or, give gift certificates.
• Don't waste time making difof men wait until December to start prevent overspending. Here are
their shopping, versus 20 percent ,some more holiday stress busters ferent types of holiday cookiesfor their female counterparts. The that will help to make holiday gift stick to one kind and have a cookie
exchange with friends.
very same percentage of men (20 buying easier:
• Everyone cherishes homemade
percent) is known to put it all off
• Save yourself the last minute
gifts.
There is no better gift than a
until the very last week.
stress of holiday shopping by buyWomen tend to get a head-start, ing presents when you see them memory book or family tree album.
• Don't wait until spring to clean
with ages 25 to 44 beginning their throughout the year.
closets. Do it during the holiyour
holiday spending sometime be• Eliminate the need for gift days so you can give unwanted
tween September and early Novemtags. Either write the name of the clothes to the needy.
ber.
• Buy several of the same item
Teens, an ever-growing con- recipient on the gift with a festive
sumer segment, seem to think that colored pen or wrap each person's (chocolates, pretty candles, etc.) to
Thanksgiving serves as an appro- gifts (kids, husband, grandma, etc.) use as "party-favor gifts." Wrap
priate impetus to their Holiday pur- in the same wrapping paper for them in the same paper and keep on
hand for that last minute party invichasing. However, to give credence quick and easy identification.
• To prevent fumbling when it tation or unexpected gift exchange.
to those who loathe procrastination,
it is-only fair to say-thaf16-ptitetil—
of overall consumers stay on top of
the trends by shopping throughout
the entire year.
Holiday budgets seem to tell a
different story, rather surprisingly
showing that male and female
spending during the joyous season
parallel each other in every age
category.
With the predicted Holiday
budget equating to approximately
$800, women prepare to spend just
above at $825 with men only dol-

Making a list makes
Christmas gift-giving easier

Cameras make perfect gifts. Just be sure there's an "Open Me First" tag on the camera box and
that it's loaded with film and a battery.

A tip for taking great Christmas
photographs: Don't say cheese
There's no better time than the
holidays to take great photos. Contrary to popular belief, it's not necessary to have the kids say
"cheese!" when you want to capture
that perfect photo. Lining up the

kids this way more than likely will
give you a shot of goofy smiles and
lots of teeth.
Some of the best photos tend to
be candid photos, but taking them
can be tricky. Here are some tips to

IP WRANGLER IP
PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE
11111 SHIRTS & BLOUSE
20X - Long sleeve. Work Denim,Stripes, Hai•

Ada

$5.00 OFF
IMP JEANS

MENS & WOMENS

-4(,

.W\. 13 It1;Z, 93r, 1)tm, Rtata

$3.00 OFF
JEAN JACKETS
& 20X JACKETS
Button-up, Zipper, Pullover

13MWZ Jeans
wiSPeeial

ensure that your holiday photos will
be most memorable.
• Make sure your gift has an
"Open Me First" tag on it.
• Make sure the camera contains
a battery and film.
• Make sure your camera is in an
accessible place.
• If you see a situation where you
feel like saying, "Isn't that cute,"
that's the time to quietly reach for
the camera.
• Position yourself p.ti the same
TeTTh subje—c-t-so that you'll be
able to capture the facial expression. For example, if a child is
opening a gift, you'll want to capture the expression just as he or she
discovers the contents.
• Call out the person's name in
order to get a great unsuspecting
shot of a child opening a gift, or
playing with a pet or a toy. Simply
call the child's name and the natural
instinct will be for the child to look
up and towards you. Snap! The perfect photo.

$1899

$7.00 OFF
DENIM VEST

\'t‘

Denim, Fleece, Leather

II

4

$5.00 OFF

RESISTOL HATS
Colors, Black, Silverbelly, Chamois
(Kids Felt Hats One Size Fits All $24.95)

$15.00 OFF
JUSTIN WORK BOOTS
•••,
445*

Laceups & Pullons

$10.00 OFF

Justin NR:.t//Gear Bag
w/Pus'arre.h.";dsel':73t" $e29
99
nsor
Woolens Boots only
$10
w/Purch ase of
Youth Boots onl
$19.99

(Kids Justin Work Boots $59.99-$69.99)
r_auaway 7or Christmas - Shop Early & Save -AOpen Sunday 1 p.m.-Li p.m.

111 South 4th St.
On the Court Square
Open Mon.-Sat. 10:00-5:00

Christopher Bray, a local child, was recently pictured visiting
Santa Claus. Santa is due to visit all children Christmas Eve,
but children can visit Santa as his house downtown on the
courthouse lawn Dec. 15 from 4-7 p.m and Dec. 16 from 11
a.m. - 3 p.m.

tridies cro Britches
94 East • Murray,KY • 270-7594408

7-10GIFT
THAT ALWAYS
BRINGS
SMILES

20f050% of
614 N. 12th St.
Shoppes of Murray

A
7.1
:4)
S"4

Give Our Holiday Gift Certificates
In Any Denomination You Select!

I

us for the
Hoof it down to &
largest
LOWEST pricesmovies,
selection of
&
DVD's, Playstation 2
morel

9711 Chestnut Street • Murray • 753-2975
714 NORTH 12th ST • MURRAY, KY
753-7670 • JCPenney ShoppIng CenIvr

Santa Claus still
special to children
To millions of children all
over the world who celebrate
Christmas, no other symbol of
the holiday fills them with such
joy as Santa Claus. This legendary figure, who supposedly flies
the world in his sleigh filled with
toys and drops down the chim-

ney delivering gifts to good girls
and boys, is a favorite of children, no matter what country
they live in.
Santa Claus, a jolly, stout man
with a twinkle in his eye, rosyred cheeks and a cheerful laugh,
is the American adaptation of the
European legend of Saint Nicholas. He wears a bright red suit
trimmed with white fur, a long
red cap and shiny black boots. In
England, he wears the very same
outfit, but there he's called Father Christmas. In France, children refer to him as Pere Noel.
which means Father Christmas.
He wears a long red robe and
white fur hat with wooden shoes.
In Switzerland you see another
variation on Santa. His name is
Saint Nicholas, and he wears a
long white robe and a tall
pointed hat called a miter. There
are numerous other counterparts
of Santa Claus across the globe.
including the German Kris
Kringle. the Italian Befana, the
Swedish Jultomten and Russia's
Babouschka.
Though he may look a hit different and be called many names,
to children of all countries his
message is the same. They peek
out the windows and hope to
catch a glimpse of this special
man as he flies through the sky.
delivering gifts for boys and girls
to enjoy on Christmas Day.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Scooters,electronics this year's top gifts
fNAPSA)-Hot gifts this holiday
season include skins, scooters and
electronic entertainment, according
to the 2000 Retailer Survey conducted by General Growth Properties, the nation's second largest
shopping mall owner, developer
and manager.
Retailers are gearing up for the
holiday rush and stocking their
shelves with predicted top sellers.
Toy stores are prepared for scurrying parents buying anything with
the names Pokemon, Digimon,
Harry Potter or Powerpuff Girls.
Scooby Doo merchandise is

back in this year. Barbie, modeling
trendy new clothes and chic haircuts, remains a staple with the
young girls. Playstation 2 will be
hot for boys of all ages. Meanwhile, Razor Scooters are expected
to be such a popular gift, they can
be found on their own mall carts.
Retailers predict the safe bets of
clothing and jewelry will make up
the largest purchases this holiday
season. The most popular clothing
items predicted by retailers will be
coats,jackets and sweaters.
For both men and women, soft
touch fabrics are the apparel trend

you'll find in every retailer's window this season with suede, cashmere and fleece topping the list.
Animal prints and "skins" are in for
the 2000 holiday-leather, shark, lizard and snake skins will be found
on everything from clothes to shoes
and purses. Vests, both suit and
sweater, are also making a comeback and are popular with retailers
featuring styles for both men and
women. Adidas and Nike brands
are expected to be the athletic apparel of choice. In addition, shoe
stores say boots, Doc Martens, and
Sketchers are the catch this season.

Early shopping means good gifts
(NAPSA)-Embrace the art of
gift-giving this holiday season and
surprise your friends and relatives
with meaningful gifts. You're likely
to be remembered long after the
lights and decorations come down.
If you're like many holiday
shoppers, you wait until the holiday
season is in full swing before hitting the department stores and specialty shops looking for the right
gift for family and friends.
Too often, in your mad dash,
you end up grabbing meaningless
items, convincing yourself you've
gotten everyone something they
will love.
Jim "Uncle Griff' Griffith serves
as ambassador and holiday shopping
guru
for
eBay
(www.ebay.com), the Internet's

most popular online trading site. He
is traveling around the country this
holiday season educating people on
the benefits of holiday shopping.
Here are some of Uncle Griffs
tips on the art of gift giving:
• Plan early. Before doing anything, really take time to think
about each person on your list. Has
Cousin Sue expressed a desire to
start a Lionel train collection?
Is your son or daughter dreaming of the latest electronic game
system?
Would your best friend love to
start snowboarding this winter?
Perhaps your mom has been lamenting the loss of a favorite jewelry item. Maybe your grandfather
would be thrilled to unwrap a copy

of his old high school yearbook.
• Find those priceless gifts.
Some of this year's "must-have'
gifts include: Playstation 2, Poochi,
TiVo personal digital recorder,
Handspring Visor, Harry Potter
books, gold jewelry and anything
related to Britney Spears.

According to the General—
Growth Properties 2000 Retailer
Survey, more than 10 percent of
hot gift items are jewelry. Retailers
have high expectations for watches,
bracelets, diamonds (especially diamond earrings), and will have a
good stock of engagement rings
ready for all those holiday proposals.
Throughout Holiday 2000, retailers are expecting electronics to
increase in popularity, representing
10 percent of gift items on the General Growth Properties survey.
Cellular phones top the list this
year, along with radio-controlled
toys, robotic dogs, Playstation 2,
Dreamcast games, Pokemon, Zelda

2; Final Fantasy, Dragan Maul 2
and NBA 2K I. Bigger ticket items
are also expected to sell well this
year including DVD players, home
computers and satellite systems.
Video sellers expect the highest
sales to come from collectors sets
of James Bond, Jurassic Park and
Star Wars plus The Nightmare Before Christmas, Toy Story 2, Fantasia 2000 and Gladiator.
Personal items are great stocking stuffers. Bath and body products and perfume are expected to be
popular; while retailers look for an
increase in purchases for both comfortable and sexy sleepwear this
year.
Collectibles such as Beanie Ba-

bles and Boyds Bears are expected
to sell well. Other predictions include home items, particularly an,
clocks, picture frames and candles.
Shoppers can also watch for many
home items aimed at younger shoppers including lava lamps, black
lights, and bright colored inflatable
furniture.
General Growth Properties, Inc.
is one of the oldest and most experienced shopping center owners,
managers and developers in the
United States. It currently has ownership interests in, or management
responsibilities for, a portfolio of
137 regional shopping centers in 37
states, encompassing approximately 116 million square feet

33eace on CarIA'900oad1ff7o _Tien

Some classic gift ideas are vintage board games, first edition
books, Lincoln Logs, Tinker Toys,
erector sets, Lego, Wedgewood
porcelain, charm bracelets, vintage
record players and vintage posters.
• Be charitable. There's no better
time than the holiday season to give
the gift of giving. Do this for yourself, your family, or teach your
children the importance of being
charitable.

Planning cures holiday partystress
The holiday season is a fantastic
time to get together with friends and
family you often miss throughout
the year. Festive fetes and parties, a
staple of holiday cheer, offer the
perfect diversion from the madness
of holiday shopping and decorating.
However, planning a holiday get-together can sometimes get as hectic
and stressful as the rush you're trying to escape. Here are some ideas
for a stress-free holiday party that
are sure to help you organize a successful bash.
• Keep the guest lists manageable. Don't overload your home
with people; both you and your
guests will end up feeling cramped.
If the thought of cooking for 40
people leaves you stressed and
crazed, have a few small dinner parties that will better accommodate

your guests and keep your stress
level at a minimum.
• Prepare in advance. The holidays are the same time each year, so
there is no reason to not be prepared. By planning ahead, you can
save time and money. Create a
menu and arrange it to accommodate your schedule. Choose foods

that can be prepared in advance and
refrigerated or frozen before the
party. On the day of the event, put
the dishes into the microwave or
oven just before serving.
• Choose healthy foods. The
holidays are filled with delicious
foods that can sometimes be heavy
on calories.
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"Stacy" two-tone
with Marquise center

JEWELERS

If you still have

new/ "fulianna"
Baguettes & Rounds
in white or yellow gold

$599
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Cable
or

Channel Set
in white or yellow gold

1 /4 Caratll49
1/2 Carat $299
One Carat'$699

Bezel Set Pendant
in White or Yellow Gold

Direct flit

Diamond
Hoop Earrings
1 /4 Carat' $
1 /2 Carat* $

1/5 Carar$199
1/4 Carat's299
1/2 Carat1799

129
249
One Carat'$499

you need to go to Beasley's
and see how you can get a

Bezel Set
Earrings
in White or Yellow Gold

1/5 Carat4149
1/4 Carat*$199
1/2 Carat1499
Diamonds for Her

FREE

Diamondsfor Him
Diamond Closed Back

Wide Band
Cluster
One Carat*

One
i
Ct-$6
99

DISH network digital satellite system
installed
1801 Bell Ave.
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 642-4077
(877) 726-4077

FREE

500 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-0901
(877) 455-0901

Or just come by and bring in a
recent cable bill, or Direct TV
bill, have a valid credit card and
subscribe to one year of America's Top 100 CD Programming, plus enough
programming to total $39.98/month. DISH 500 Satellite TY system
MSRP $199)

Two-Tone Style Bracelet
One Carat* :499
Two Carats':999
Three Carats* V1399
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Better Quality...Best Values...Guaranteed!

SATELLITE
TV Viswiag is ear ONLY bushiest.

Offer ends 1/31/01 all prices. packages and programming sublect to change without notice 1 ocal and state sales ta% may apply
DISH Network
programming, and any other services provided, are subject to the terms and conditions of the Residential Customer
Agreement which is avail.
able upon request. Significant restrictions apply to DISH Network hardware and programming availability
And for all offers See your DISH
Network retailer DISH Network product literature or the DISH Network website at www dishnetwork.com for complete
details and reshictions
All service marks and trademarks belong to their prospective /1wners
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Being a gracious host requires time
great taste help explain why the
holidays line the height of the lasagna-makhag seascin.
In a recent nationwide survey of
lasagna makers, over 40 percent
choose to serve lasagna for holiday
meals, parties and potlucks, with
November to January seeing the
most lasagna consumed from coast
to coast, he adds.
Jean Brady of L.A. Celebrations,
caterer to many a Hollywood party,
agrees that when you host your
own event, the key is to avoid trying to cook and entertain at the
same time.
"Remember that cooking and
entertaining are not the same thing;
everything takes time, if you don't
have help in the kitchen, don't try to

9evt EcierfoNe iat ft
Make Gift Giving Fun And Easy
This Holiday Season!
SPECIALTY-THEMED BASKETS
*Gourmet Foods *Candles *Mugs
*Toys *Sports Enthusiasts *Picture Frames & More'

( all

436-6260
Kathy Farley
To Place Your
Order!

make things too complicated. If
you need help in the -kitchen, try
'Planning a party where the guests
cook with you, she advises.
Other tips include, when possible, cook in the dishes you're serving from so the food can go from
oven to table to fridge.
Lasagna baked in a nice white
porcelain dish served family-style
makes a great main event, and can
be made the night before so the
morning is free for last minute details and relaxation.
"It's hard to entertain when
you're exhausted, so plan your
party to start when you'll have more
energy, like a late Sunday brunch
or a mid-day weekend party,"
Brady suggests.
Around the holidays, guests will
appreciate choosing from a selection that includes lighter foods as a
reprieve from inevitable holiday
overindulging.
But don't keep dishes like la.4agna from your table, insists Chef
Paul, because of its 'sit-in-your-gut'
image.
For the perfect entertaining athome meal, Chef Paul suggests
starting with a refreshing crisp
salad, made with flavorful greens
such as arugula, endive and radicchio, with baskets of warm, crusty
bread. Inexpensive, large wItite
plates make a great backdrop for
the lasagna squares.
For dessert, a fresh berry soup
spooned over a scoop of ice cream
or frozen yogurt served in small
bowls finishes the meal deliciously.

Only 11
Shopping
Days To
Christmas!
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(NAPSA)-Being a gracious host
and creating an elegant meal often
requires more planning than time,
notes Chef Paul Bartolotta, James
Beard Award winner, restaurateur
and avid home entertainer.
Make-ahead dishes that can be
re-heated or finished just before
guests arrive allow hosts to really
enjoy their company rather than
running around pulling the pieces
together.
The gathering of friends and
family is the most important part of
the get-together, he adds, so keeping things simple when it comes to
the meal is key.
For Chef Paul, the quintessential
home entertaining dish is lasagna.
Its versatility, convenience and
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Across
2. Corn on the
4. Hardly the month for Christmas
7. Same as before
8. Boy's nickname
9. Where animals are kept
11. Groups of Cub Scouts
12. Army Post Office (abbr.)
14. Article
15. Advertisement
17. One of Santa's reindeer
18. In the past
19. In this place
20. Sidewalk material
23. A land meieure
24. Christmas(French)
26. Direction (abbr.)
27. Man's nickname
29. One of Santa's reindeer
32. Another reindeer
35. Drops from eyes
36. Roman numeralfor six
37. Santa's team
39. Flow back
Fidelis
42
43. To confuse
44. Year (abbr.)
46. Lake in California
49. Scrooge was
51. Holiday greeting
Down
1. Company (abbr.)
2. Name of reindeer
3. Another reindeer
4. A drink
5. Right (abbr.)
6. A water bird
8. So. American animal
10. Kind of tree
11. Name of reindeer

12. Affirm
13. Ox (pl.)
16. Another reindeer
18. Part of verb "to be"
19. Associated with angels
21. Happy
22. Short
25. Operation (abbr.)
27. Sur
28. Plural of foot
30. Want
31. Boy's name
33. Woman's title
34. To bind
36. Virginia (abbr.)
38. Another reindeer
40. Beside
41. Brother (abbr.)
45. Needed to buy gifts
46. A twitching
47. Official Rules Institute (abbr.)
48. Elevated Railroads(abbr.)
49. Mine
50. An element (abbr.)
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Unvented Gas Logs & Fire Boxes

$100"OFF
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(JCPenney
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SUPERSTORE

Sat.
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Tips for making
holiday parties
stand out listed

Save On Selected
Groups Of Fine
Children's Wear

zeue
Za‘mie
Shoppes of Murray
(Behind Taco John's)
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4000
off

(NAPSA)-The holiday season is
a time to enjoy good cheer, see
friends that are near, eat too many
sweets, unwrap lots of treats, hang
up the lights and sort through invites. With so many holiday parties, how do you make your bash
stand apart?
Celebrity event planner Marcy
Blum, whose clients include Tom
Clancy, Kevin Bacon and Kyra
Sedgwick, offers the following tips
to help make your party an "Absolut" success:
• Deliver party invitations
printed on doilies to resemble
snowflakes:
• Decorate the room with pussy
willows or white and red roses with
starlight mints at the bottom of the
vase;
• Name the cocktails to coincide
with your favorite holiday character, e.g. the "Scrooge-driver" or
"Jack Frost's Nip";
• Garnish a martini by dipping
the rim of the glass in green or red
edible glitter;
• For added fun, serve Jinglin'
Jello shots made with red raspberry
Jello and Absolut Kurant;
• Serve roasted chestnuts at the
bar in lieu of peanuts or pretzels;
• Stick a carrot and two black
buttons in the bottom of the water
pitcher to represent a melted snowman;
• For a family gathering, place
baby pictures in small frames to
mark seating arrangements;
• Garnish a dessert tray of
chocolate-covered strawberries _
with chocolate leaves. Place wax
paper on a cookie sheet. Wash five
maple leaves and place them shiny
side up on the wax paper. Brush
melted chocolate chips over the
leaves and refrigerate. When cool,
peel off the leaves and arrange
chocolate around strawberries.

Entertaining can
be done with
simple elegance
(NAPSA)-Home entertaining
trends of the recent past were all
about high-maintenance preparation and out-of-this-world decor.
Articles in home magazines and
segments on television scoffed at
practicality, insisting that a great
party, especially during the holidays, required long hours in the
kitchen, and extravagant decorating
preparations.
Although these lavishly set tables ornamented with elaborate
centerpieces were attractive, let's
face it, who really had the time?
Thankfully, the pendulum is
swinging back toward simple
entertaining and "practical" is no
longer considered a bad word. "Too
many people lead hectic lives outside the home," says Nathalie Dupree, author of Comfortable Entertaining. "Leave 'complicated' on the
doorstep and enjoy a memorable
holiday meal or party by showing
some initiative and decorating with
things you already have."
There are a host of new products
on the market designed to help you
entertain with simple elegance.
Designer bowls are useful beyond their role is margarine containers-empty tubs make beautiful
candy or nut dishes during the
game, pretty planters in any room
and convenient containers for keeping left-overs fresh.
Here are some additional entertaining tips:
• Personalize your setting. Use a
picture of each guest from past
holidays at each place setting instead of place cards. Or use a picture of their favorite celebrities and
make a game of guessing where
everyone should sit.
• Use what you have. Try decorating the dining area with the children's favorite toys or other items
that will spark conversation about
fond family memories.
• Bring the outdoors inside. Garden enthusiasts can use flowers or
colorful produce from their own
backyard. Keep an eye out for
flowering herbs to ornament the table in a unique way.
• Find your centerpiece at the
supermarket. Fruit, such as a bowl
of green and red apples, makes a
beautiful centerpiece.
• Have a non-traditional holiday.
Everyone's expecting a turkey-so
how about serving a roast instead?
It's much easier to make and it'll
make your party stand out in everyone's memory.
• But add a little tradition. Speak
to guests ahead of time and find out
if there's a dish that is synonymous
with the holidays for them and
make it.

